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An Experimental Text in Horticultural Marketing

MARKT = POWER FOR APPLE GROWERS
 

Including some observations on the application 
of modern marketing practice to herticultural

Crops.
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The effort to sell more home-grown dessert apples

in Great Britain is considored in tho light of

contcmporary markcting theory. The relationship

between producers and consumers is examined, also

the effects of fruit production organisation, of 
the porishability of the product and of competition

from imported apples.

The producers! status in tho market is kept always

in mind, and market situations and solutions are

explained in elementary applications of economic

theory.
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ABOUT THIS TEXT ..cccece

It concerns fresh food.....

Much of the food we cat daily is fresh - which is another way of

saying that it is perishable and that, as a consequence, it has to have

special consideration if it is to reach the consumer before its fresh-

ness has been impaired. Fresh food is a most valuable part of a diet,

and considerable cost is incurred in marketing it so that consumers will

be attracted by its freshness. This is true whether the produce is to

be caten raw, or, as more frequently happens, it is to be cooked before

it is eaten. Produce for cooking may be of lower quality (i.e. less

attractive than produce for cating) than produce to be eaten raw, but

it is desired equally fresh, Some products necessarily cooked (e.g.

meat) are more perishable than some usually caten raw (c.g. cherries), ~

so it is unlikely that marked distinctions can be made between marketing ©

produce for cating raw and produce for cooking: it is all ‘fresh food‘.

cooeee and the peculiarities of horticultural produce.

Considering that meat, milk, bread, soft fruits and most vegetables

are perishable, they must account for almost half of British housewives’

expenditure on food. At the same time, dicticians are concerned lest the

intake of fresh food should fall too far. How can this be explained? It
is because a lot of initially fresh food is preserved in the course of

marketing and so ceases to be fresh whon consumed. Preservation (includ-

ing processing) is a way of increasing overall consumption of produce,

and as applicd to horticultural produce should not be confused with

technigues of marketing that keep the produce fresh. Refrigeration for

meat, and pasteurisation and cooling for milk are two such techniques.

There is a weak parallel in horticulture of apples and pears being

kept in controlled-atmosphere stores pending release for consumption,

but in general horticultural products are less nutritious, less valuable

and bulkier than other perishable foods (e.g. ice cream) and so no

particular techniques are involved in the day—to—day marketing of

horticultural produce. The effort is put into getting the produce to

the consumer as quickly as possible - say, bya system of daily

deliveries: and one consequence is that housewives may have to make

three or more visits to the shops every week to buy her fruit and

vegetables. In every other line of business this is a thing of the pasts

and as long as it continues it will enhance the attraction of the so-

called ‘convenience! foods which are not fresh, but far less perishable.
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It is, of course, the most perishable produce that determines the

speed of delivery of horticultural produce in general. At some stage

the relative advantage of a short-term preservation technique is bound | s.

to be examined, but it is likely that vestiges of the present order in

marketing fruit and vegetables will persist longer than in other sectors » |

of the food trede. What the growor offors is automatically what the

housewife wants: he is not, as it were, producing a beast whon all the

housewife wants is a joint of meat. There is the minimum of obstacles

to produce passing in its pristine fresh state from producer to con-

sumers and, in fact, producors can, to a small degrcee, move towards

this market and minimise transit time in this way.

eoeeeoand the welfare of producers. cer neers CATE ETP TUOELA

On balance, however, trends are all against producers’ofhorti- °"

cultural crops being able to cash in on the value of fresh produce.

More and more they will be drawn in to a marketing cffort that assigns

them the role of producers of a raw material.

In othor walks of life, producers have boen able to organise or

otherwise act to fortify their ovm economic position - perhaps in

response to organisation among those with whom they trade. In horti-

cultural marketing it scems to be the rule that producers arc slow to

organise. Their selling organisations are rarely the equal of the

buying organisations with whom they deals and as time gocs on this

disparity will tend to incroase. In other words, producers need to

consider now how they can strengthen their position as sellers.

A marketing code for horticultural produce will undoubtedly be

difficult to formulate. In the last resort, the State may be called

upon to intorvenc, although what has been done for growers is probably

less successful than what they have done for themsclves...Neitherthe
sh PF # HK ya BM

agricultural marketing legislation of 1931 to 1933 (which gaveriseto
the farmers! Markoting Boards) nor three specific Committees: of Enquiry

since 1924 have contributed anything both notable and durable to the

horticultural marketing scene. Fruit growing has shown the groatcst

capacity for advance in self-—organisation, and it is in terms of

marketing dessert apples and pears that this text was conceived, Apples

and pears, however, have special features as products and what is written

hore about fruit marketing is by no means cqually applicable to other

products, although the procedure of looking for sources of other

produccrs' strengthas scllers would evoke the same observations upon

 



wholesale markets, publicity and supply management.

To be more specific, the toxt looks ahead in terms of producer-~

consumer relationships, which is the nub of market powcr, and which

would seem in danger of complete suppression when the grower is reduced

to the role of raw-material supplier. It is thus not directly concerned

with the presont controversy of the comparative efficiency of different

systems of distribution (c.g. supermarkets or independent greengrocers'

shops).

ecooeein a cortain sort of way

There are various ways of theorising (or thinking) about horticultural

marketing. Thc ideas prosontcd here arc developed from economic theory

and utilise clomentary cconomic concepts. They are essentially long-

term and not specifics for solving this year's particular problems. A

little previous awareness on the part of readers is thus assumed, but

the diagramatic presentations will be familiar to anyone who has made

even a cursory study of demand-and—supply analysis in any textbook of

economic principles. Similarly, the ‘marginal cost' approach to fruit

marketing on the national scale is a simple derivation from theory. The

references to the cconomic power of big busincsses and to the mentality of

consumers "on masso" should be familiar to any occasional reader of

articles on marketing.

The danger of adapting cconomic theory in this way is that readers

will mistake the shadow of cconomics for the substance of reality. For

the sake of clarity, the economic thoughts used here have been clothed

with horticultural marketing practice, but it is most important that

readers undorstand that it is notions that are most frequently being

presented, not informed or inside comment upon a real-life situation.

What is consistently offored in this text is one way of thinking about

the subject, which, if not approached on some basis, looks terribly

involved and difficult to analyse constructively. To increase facility

in dealing with these mattors, four or more ccnclusgions aro presented at

the ond of cach section with tho intention that the

conclusions could be debated, utilising both the preceding text and

other sources in arriving at a reasoned opinion.

eeoeeeDt vlease note

that the text begs the question about whother or not horticultural

marketing and distribution is efficiently carried out. Presumably, an

answer to this question could be given if any estimate of an average

Vil

 



 

rate of return on capital for the industry as a whole could be prepared,

and if it could be agreed what allowance for overall risk in the industry

would be fair to producers. Alternatively, the earnings of producers

of equal managerial skill in horticulture and elsewhere could be assessed,

and this would providea clue - provided it could be agreed what con

bination of talents in the growers were equivalent to those of

proprictors in other walks of business.

Such enquiries would be more fundamental than the presont one

and would need to be on an altogether greater scale. But whether the

present system is efficient for producers or not, it will not remain,

and this is the justification of this text. If producers do not contest

the changes going on all around them, they will suffer change. "Grow

what theconsumer wants" was a good onough philosophy for a half-way

Stage, but when marketinghas really got hold of growers their rallying

call will be "the consumer has the money you want — go out and get it".

Viii

 



 

PART 1 CONTEMPORARY MARKETING
 

 

section l. Horticultural Crops are a Special Cage

The Marketing Maelstrom
 

There could hardly be a bigger contrast in economic activity than

between growing orchard fruit and selling it. Production of orchard

fruit ~- in Great Britain at least -— frequently takes place in isolation

from other crops in a circumscribed, sheltered and rather private way.

Fruit growers engage in a prolonged scientific duel against the elements

of Nature, and play a waiting game. In the markets, however, both

privacy and waiting are at a discount. The battle of wits hots up3

and decisions have to be made quickly, in a far from sheltered environ-

ment. It is not surprising then that fruit growers, rather more than

vegetable growers, tend to shun the hurly-burly of commerce and to do

very little actual selling of their own produce, or of overseeing the

selling of their produce.

One possible result of their natural avoidance of the market place

is a failure always to recognise that their fruit meets totally different

sets of values once it is off the farm and whipped away into the vortex

of commerce. A grower can and will accept a share of the responsibility

for failure to get a good crop: but he thinks differently about failure

to get a good price— he will be prone to put the responsibility elsewhere.

lt is not endemic to fruit growing that the grower should have to make

xcuses to himself in this way - and it is not only fruit growers who are

concerned. Jt is more a sign that commercial horticulture is in its |

infancy as a business. There are real impediments to its growing up to

be like other businesses, and the purpose of this chapter is to outline

those impediments by reference to contemporary marketing theory.

here is, of course, one obvious practical present-day differenceJ

between a food-growing firm and a food-manufacturing firm as regards the

potentialities of marketing. The manufacturer is in direct and constant

touch with his 'market' (that is, consumers) through his representatives:

one packet of his product is exactly like all the others, and by branding

and advertising his goods he creates 'a public’ for them. Moreover, if

sales are not 'onschedule! at any time of the year, the manufacturer

has the potentiality of process control and so can re-vamp his product,

give it a boost by advertising, re-create consumers’ interest and so

restore the volume of sales to the desired level. Homogenisation is

another artifice that can be used in marketing when the product under-

goes treatment. There is a presumption that orchard fruit, along with

 



 

fresh horticultural produce generally, is not amenable to this sort of

forceful marketing treatment. This may well be true: but it is equally

true that any product can be seles-promoted - the question is whether

such promotion is advisable. To account for the big difference in

treatment between manufactured and fresh products we have to look at

the production and marketing environment and, in the case of fresh

products, the divorce of selling from production. These are at least

as important as the nature of the product in determining the present

low 'state of the arts' in horticultural marketing.

Marketing (synonyms, merchandising, selling) has become vastly more

important during the last twenty years, largely as a result of new think

ing that originated in the U.S.A., and made certain firms that adopted

it the recognised leaders in their field. Somuch so that a strong

marketing element within a firm is now identified with good business.

Firms are shown to succeed — that is, to grow and achieve economic power —

which make a study of the market for their product(s) and then adapt and

control production with consumers in view.

English fruit growers may claim — many of them justifiably -— that

this is just what they have done. They have produced what consumers gave
evidence of wanting to buy; they have extended the period of marketing,and
met consumers' desires for better colour and qualitys; they have grubbed

trees of unwanted varieties, and planted trees of more promising varieties.

Yet no one refers to fruit marketing as a success story, and fruit growers
have not made large fortunes. Why not? Marketing theory can provide

a number of good reasons, but clearly efficiency in and scale of

production are concerned as well.

Establishing Value

Looked at in its entirety, without a focal point, the business of

selling (and buying) the plethora of goods and services in contemporary
commerce defies simple explanation. Separate trades, or types of product,

have over the years acquired a characteristic method of establishing

market value. For example, produce Exchanges suit the marketing of

internationally-traded agricultural products. In the marketing of oil
the few oil-producing firms have avoided any sort of 'market': and to

safeguard their immense investments in plant have as far as possible
Kept control of their product right down to the retail stage. For
marketing (disposing of) rare or unique objects — the demand for which is,
by assumption, greater than the supply — sale by auction is’most widely

useds by this means demand can be concentrated, which is to the seller's
advantage..None of these ways of selling is appropriate to horticultural

 



 

produce. Fruit, vegetables and flowers have a backgroundand history

of relative perishability and variation in quality3 and this, in

association with pronounced seasonal changes in strength of demand and

day-to-day shifts in the equilibrium between a relatively volatile

demand and fluctuating supply for each product individually, originally

made handling horticultural crops a risky business. For a while,

presumably, only individuals were prepared to take the risk in buying

produce for re-sale. Enlargement of the firm came and individuals

became established in a market. There is still a big personal element

in the firms in the distributive trades but this is not unusual. Much

produce broking and speculation (in no anti-social sense ) is in the hands

of private firms.

The peculiarity of horticultural produce, however, was that buyers

needed to see the produce on offer and to pass it on quickly. Accordingly,

an appropriate mode of trading developed. It is not known whether

produce markets sprang up throughout western burope more or less

simultaneously, or whether the stage when producers travelled with their

wares to a market-place was preceded for a time by a stage of itinerant

buyers; but it is known that wholesale markets developed alongside the

consumption of horticultural produce and were for centuries unchallenged

as the marketing medium. There was no Guild of growers in Britain: entry

both to the producing and selling trades was free. Somehow, however, it

became the custom for producers to travel to towns (possibly because

only a short walk was involved), and to regulate the trade civic authorities

provided specific market places. Probably, it is not too much to say

that buyers found an itinerant role altogether too costly when consumers

were wanting a range of produce all the year round, while enough sellers

to decide the issue, although prepared to sell on the farm, thought

their (own) produce to be worth more than the buyer offered, and so they

went in search of actual consumers. If this is so, history is repeating

itself at the present time.

This marketing practice culminated in the characteristic wholesale

markets in the larger towns and cities. Here, fresh produce is on show

early in the day so that buyers can make their daily purchases. Again,

horticultural produce is not alone in this respect. Other commodities -

bread, for example - are best enjoyed before they have become stale.

The production of bread involves baking: and baking and the subsequent

distribution are most efficiently carried out in large unitse Small

bakers have thus almost disappeared, and the familiar signs of 'good

marketing’ are beginning to appear everywhere, including the short-term

preservation (wrapping, in this instance) to avoid the tyranny of

perishability. Moreover, baking is a mechanical process and the amount

 



 

of bread baked is under the control of the baker. Delivery records will
_ tell him how much more bread is wanted on Saturdays than on other days.
He can prepare for this — and by one méans and another the price of
bread is kept stable, notwithstanding that demand varies both in the
long term and the short. Unsold loaves do not mean cheaper bread: they
are taken out of circulation.

Thus, the product itsclf is not entirely the cause of the retention
in horticulture of an original marketing system. Fundamentally, the
Causes lie in the features of horticultural production. Has one grower,
for example, been know to buy out others supplying the same market for
the sake of strengthening his own hand there? Why is co-operation so

much fostered in horticulture (and agriculture) and scarcely mentioned
in any other context? Horticultural producers suffer open-market
competition because they have not sought hard enough to avoid it. It is
invidious to say that the Competitive system in horticulture does best
for the consumer. From the consumers! angle any product is best handled
this way - until producers get to know better.

Competition and Choice

The heyday of the central wholesale market came with the develop—
ment of road transport during the first half of this century. latterly,
more attention has been given to ways in which markets could be by-passed,
This type of Change was begun by firms customarily selling goods not
distributed via a market. Such firms, notably the large retailers, have
succeeded in getting produce physically past a market, but have not
entirely supplanted other facilities like importing, pricing and knowledge
of the fruit and vegetable trade. Further comment is made later in this
chapter about the effects on the producer of the current attempts to
press horticulture into the mould of a manufacturing industry. For the
present, it should be clear that the different users! notions of what
horticultural distribution system suits them best creates a highly
Competitive situation. Consequently for want of a better image, trading
in horticultural produce has been likened to a 'jungle'. This meta-
phorical allusion is not helpful if it creates in the mind ideas of a
lawless environment, predatory behaviour, difficult communications and
an unimproved state of Nature.

What occurs in horticultural marketing is an imperfectly competitive
contest between a number of firms, some large, Some small, some fixed,
some specialiseds but they operate in accordance with both written laws
and unwritten rules. The firms pursue their aims amicably on the whole
and there is little likelihood of overt conflictuntiltwo (or more)

~ 4 .

 



  

firms decide on the same exclusive objective and begin working to that

end. Then there will be conflict in the sense that one firm's actions

will be expected to frustrate or possibly damage another firm's chances of

realising its aims, requiring the second firm to take counter measures

with the intention of negating the first firm's moves The jungle analogy

is appropriate here, because already large firms 'swallow' small firms

by merger or 'take-over'. Distributors, like most other people, are

motivated by self-interest, but a market is not a jungle because

distributors are not a law unto themselves: they operate with someone

@lse in mind -— the consumers. -

Without the focal point of consumption, modern marketing practice

loses much of its relevance. Relative to their total desires consumers!

spending power is limited: they are forced to make choices — perhaps to
do without apples on one occasion because they preferred to buy pears and

bananas instead. Distributors of horticultural produce have the job of

anticipating what demand is going to be - no one can say precisely —

and exercising their judgement in buying appropriately. Their demands of

producers are derived in anticipation from those of the actual consumers.

he totality of choices thus expressed in buying horticultural

produce may be almost impossible to classify and may appear to give a

confusing or even irrational result to anyone who has preconceived notions

of normality. All that is known about one day's trading in a market is |

the prices that eventuated, those prices being agreed between buyers and

sellers who were acting rationally but in a variety of ways. Any

apparent confusion (for the most part market prices behave as expected)

in market price movements arises from the great variety of individuals!

preferences when they are able to make a free choice. So long as

individuals exercise self-interest there will be a demand for a range of

qualities and quantities of produce. On any horticultural wholesale

market in Great Britain, retailers are numerically the biggést class of

buyers: they buy predominantly in small mixed lots, necessarily for a

day or two at a time if the produce is highly perishable. The retail

trade serves all sorts of consumers under all sorts of circumstances, and

their short-term requirements of produce are variable and almost as much

affected by price as contributing to price formation. There are no

grounds for thinking that consumers! foibles are in the nature of repeated

and reactionary attempts to obtain a notional 'standard' article which

is often not obtainable.

The complexity of trading in a wholesale produce market probably

accounts for another phenomenon of the marketing system — commission

selling. The typical primary wholesaler who has a stand in the market

more often than not is selling growers! produce on commission. Other

- 5 =

 



 

things being equal, this practice could only have arisen where produce

to be delivered to the market could not be given a close specification,

in quantity or quality, and where satisfying demand could not be fore-

seen as the placing of given consignments with regular buyers. Under

the commission system the wholesaler insured himself against loss at

the grower's expense when prices were low but gave his suppliers the

benefit when prices were high. Commission selling in markets still

persists, in spite of the modern paraphernalia of grades, telephones,

teleprinters and packaging. Apparently, the hazards in dealing in home-

grown horticultural produce as it leaves the farm are still considerable.

Consumers, in turn, are given a Choice of produce ~ which they appreciate.

Unfortunately, to provide a choice must often entail a somewhat higher

price, quality for quality, than when consumers are offered a Single,

standardised product. The big issue in horticultural marketing in the

next twenty years is to draw the frontier between opposing ideals of.

giving satisfaction to consumers.

Distribution, then, is still competitive. And if the competition

is at all perfect (in the text—bock sense) distributors! profits will be

kept down to ‘normal’. The growth of individual firms, however, contra—
dicts the notion that there is perfect competition in the distributive

trade. Rationalisation and 'streamlining! of operations have proceeded
much faster in marketing than in production. It cannot beclaimedfor
the distribution system, then, that it is a minimum-cost. system in the

text-book sense. In a context of modern marketing this is not important.

Marketing is much more than getting a product to retailers at minimumcost:

it is, in effect, a complex of services which should strengthen the

producers' hand. The particular failing of the competitive system of.

merketing in this context is its preoccupation with cost (no doubt
justified when the producer is 2 residual beneficiary) to the exclusion
of the allied services. Producers themselves were late into this field

of activity, and distributors quite neglected things like market research,

advertising and product promotion among consumers. The initiative in the

Sales promotion field is now largely in the hands of the big retailers,
with the exception of Home Grown Fruits, which isperhaps the best—known

producers" organisation. The new-found potentialities of marketing, in

the sense in which it is shortly to be described, together with all it

implies in the way of control, will mean the end of free competition in

distribution. It Will also mean higher prices, but greater satisfaction,

for consumers,

 



Perishability as a Factor

Perishability has already been referred to more than once, and it

is time now to take a closer look at its effects. The knowledge that
produce will be loSing value once it is harvested will make potential

buyers keener to buy and producers readier to sell, than would otherwise

be the case. I1+t will also influence buyers to act quickly ~ they have

no time, for example, to travel round several markets looking for good

produce: they must make their choice of market, and will obviously

prefer a large and concentrated offer of produce to a dispersed one,

other things being equal. The auction markets of the Dutch producers

have long been recognised as a good example of concentrated supply.

Nowadays, however, many gingle auctions are now thought to be too small,

and the ‘auction clock' system of selling individual lots, as practised

in Holland, is proving unsuitable for modern buying. (Denmark has a

rather more modern version of the 'clock').

There is nothing in the fact of perishability, however, which in

theory, prevents a producer getting a fair price (the 'equilibrium' price)

for his produce. The novelty in horticultural trading is that a "fair"

price is not one single, hard~and-fast price. It is several simultaneous

prices and they can change during one trading session. In practice,

perishability can be of less importance than level of supply and level

of quality in determining price. In theory (sce Figure r) buyers and

sellers should be able to form in the usual way a price that is above

or equal to the price of non-perishable produce, subject to a time Limit

which is the duration of pristine freshness of the produce.

Figure 1. Short-term price formation for a given uniform
quantity of perishable commodity, instancing
i buyers! incentive to acquire and
(b sellers' incentive to hold on to produce.
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The notional course of price during a day's trading is A, Dy Cy de

Curves, of course, will be differently positioned each day3 but in

the circumstances shown, trading will be active at the ab level of

prices while buyers who want produce badly make their purchases. There

will be slow trading with prices in the bc range, because buyers!

readiness to buy is falling faster than sellers' readiness to release

produce. Active trading will follow again within the e d range of prices

when sellers, as it were, capitulate.

N.B. because price formation as conveived in Figure I is largely

a result of individual human emotions, it could perhaps be labelled

peice formation in an unimproved market situation.

One characteristic of the most perishable practice is thus its loss

of intrinsic value during marketing. This is something that ‘successful!

marketing of horticultural produce will have to take into account. The

price of produce of unimpaired freshness can be lifted higher than that

of produce of impaired freshness. Realisation of this aim requires either

speed in delivery or short-term preservation during marketing. Preserv—-
ation is the obvious way of simplifying horticultural distributions but.

if it is expensive, it will by no means become universally adopted. |
Marketing from the field direct on to the market lorry may still be the

cheapest practice for field vegetables. Most edible produce, of. course,

Can be picked and marketed before it is ready for eating. Even SO,

perishable produce at the farm gate and ripening produce in the market

place have a common element in that time will erode their value. This

principle, again, is embodied in the Dutch practice of withdrawing from

market and from consumption produce that has failed to make a minimum price

by the end of the day's trading.

It follows from this way of looking at marketing that in theory

growers get most advantageous prices by selling ina market in the

producing area rather than in a city market if the latter is distant.
This principle seems to be cbserved in the way markets have become

established in production areas when a long travel for the produce is
involved and in cities when long travel is not involved — as in the case

in Great Britain. In practice, some important production areas are so
far removed from their market that communication and market intelligence

are inadequate for producers’ guidance. Producers have responded to this

Situation by organising to give themselves bargaining strength with

distributors (e.g. Outspan and Sunkist in the citrus industry). Market
hours, too, are theoretically a matter of concern to producers; but
there are few instances of growers owning markets or operating selling



in a way that is designed to give them the advantage by putting pressure

on buyers.

A Growing Sophistication of Demand

Having outlined some of the features of horticultural produce as a

range of commodities, end postulated that it requires a particular |

marketing system and specd in price-formation, it is time to look beyond

the produce itself to the economic features of its supply and of the

demand for it.

The traditional system, in which produce was sent by the grower to

@ commission salesman/wholesaler in a city market, there to be bought by

a secondary wholeseler and carried within reach of retailers, now seems

almost classical in its simplicity. As is well known, the traditional

system has been undermined by the procurement practice of the large

retailing organisations. They have applied to horticultural produce —

as far as they are able — their direct approach to the producer and

demands for large runs of produce of specified quality. By and large,

growers' firms are not so large, nor extensible enough, for this to be an

casy practice to assimilate. Tho once typicel aggregation of thousands of

small individual transactions(bargains) between buyers and sellers in

the market still characterises retail buying, but has lost its former

Significances more produce is now sold outside market premises in bulk

lotse There is no lack of comnent upon the changes in buying habits that

chain stores and supermarkets have fostered, and how producers' marketing

must change with it. Thesystem of individual bargains had its uses when

produce was highly variable in quality. It obviously allowed great scope

for acumen in buying and gave great satisfaction to buyerss but it is

under economic pressure nowadays and is expected to decline in importance.

For one thing, a small-scale process of exchange - buying and selling —

(‘atomistic! is the technical word which will be used henceforward ) is

expensive to maintain at present-day costs of labour and market accom—

modation.

The prevalence of the characteristic large horticultural markets -

and indeed the present variety of markcting methods in horticulture — can

be traced to the way in which production of horticultural produce has been
 

 

* in this context a 'bargain' is more in the nature of a deal than
something acquired cheaply. |



carried on. Few products are marketed all the year round in significant
volume from one areas one arca is important at one time of the year but
not at another. Many producers sell one product only, or a range of
Similar products, for a few months. A horticultural crop may be of little
Significance to the erower, so growers as producers do not develop aspi-

rations of market power. They do not expect miracles of their salesman.
Until the ramifications of economic growth in the community as a whole
had its impact upon horticultural trading, there was little cause for
producers to take marketing into their consciousness.

On the other hand, there is nothing in the industrial sector which

is analogous to the peculiarly ‘shifting' character of production round
the year. A potential buyer of artificial fertilisers, for example,,.

would be able to obtain them (or order them) from Billingham every week

of the year. Not go with horticultural produce: areas of production and
comparative supply prices in different areas are different for each month.

Apart from anything else, this situation disposes towards a body of
intermediaries, part of whose function is to smooth out delivery. The

agreed way of doing this up to the present has been through markets.

Also, as consumers! Spending power increases year by year, the

process of choosing between alternative purchases becomes less onerous:

but consumers are inclined to feel that time ls pressing and buying has
to be done quickly. Also, more rein can be given to pleasurable spendings

purchase of basic or elementary goods such as fruit and vegetables is made
to yield something more than their plain basic utility even if that
something is only speed in doing it. In other words there is @ growing
sophistication in consumers! demands. Purists might well describe this

as a debasement of demand, but nevertheless consumers are now conditioned,
over a large part of their expenditure on consumers! goods, to buying
(unconsciously, maybe) more than the bare, physical commoditys; and this
must affect their attitude to the purchase of fruit and vegetables. For
example, they certainly appreciate being helped to make a choice by having
goods made to look attractive. Distributors are Similarly affected: they
are aware of "good selling points" in produce for their own convenience
as well as for consumers! welfare.

Sophistication in consumers, however, does not on the whole relax
the processes of competition between sellers, although it might well entail
transfers of competition between areas in a market. The emergence of a
good standard line of produce, for example, which is an almost automatic
choice for 60 per cent of consumers, reduces the exercise of choice in ote
respect: but loss of trade is a serious matter for any firm, and the
emergence of a best-selling line offered by one firm will profoundly
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stimulate other sellers in the market to compete with rival products.

The present unheaval in horticultural marketing and distribution

arises because buyers from firms which are used to handling standardised

manufactured products (e.g. grocery, textile or confectionery goods) are

now making their presence felt in horticultural markets. Horticultural

marketing is being 'pressured' to bring it into line. There is a need

to see what is involved in this movement.

Adjustment in Horticultural Marketing

There are reasons in the little that has been written already for

thinking that horticultural products are a separate class of commodities,

and that this has been recognised in their customary mode of distribution.

it happens that vegetables and fruit are perishable, and variable in

quality, and that there are at least 60,000 points of origin of marketable

produce, most of them having — for good reason — small and seasonal

output. It also happens that, in the nature of things, there are fewer,

larger and fixed points of origin of manufactured articles, because a

large factory tends to be more efficient than a smaller one. So, in the

somewhat mechanical distribution of manufactured and packeted goods, a

streamlined system tends to reduce costs. The same system applied to

horticultural produce would tend to increase costs of distribution,

because it is relatively inflexible. Higher costs, of course, may be

well justified if higher prices follow as a result: this aspect of

efficiency is not under discussion here. In the circumstances quoted,

Competition between firms will lead to distribution becoming a matter of

a nerrowed range of goods, each branded and with its own zone of distri-

bution. Consumers have lost something as a result of this rationalisation,

and that something is their freedom of choice. No sooner do manufacturing

firms reach a streamlined stage in production and marketing than they see

the benefits of adding variety to, and extending choice in their product.

This concession to the consumer, of course, is not necessarily in

the form that consumers would really prefer: it is what the manufacturer

secs it in his interest to supply, anticipating a 'yes' rather than a 'no!.

from the customers he seeks. In no sense is this concession synonymous

with the ‘consumer choice’ which used to be called "sovereign" in

economic text books. This is the concept of market power which will

recur throughout this book. It is not brute bargaining strength, but

something much more subtle — a sort of leading consumers along a prepared

Path. As an ethical concept, the sort of marketing that leads to power

with consumers is flattery to deceive. The precept "grow what the

_ consumer wants" is a step towards consumer—consciousness in growers. It
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is inadequate as a recipe for market power, and if slavishly followed, or
pursued by proxy, it may prove a grower's downfall.

Over a large part of the trade in consumers! goods, then, untrammelled
Choice has proved incompatible with mass production, but, because there

have been such tremendous gains in production efficiency following

Standardisation, such products are far more fully available and also

cheaper than they would have been otherwise. This philosophy cannot be
carried over "en bloc" into horticulture, because, (i) horticultural pro—
duce, in general, cannot be grown (produced) so that one article is

identical with all others, and (ii) it is not supplied significantly more
cheaply by concentrating production in large units. There will be
hundreds of separate horticultural producers for as far ahead as one can

see. Traditional marketing of horticultural produce acknowledged these

features. They are unwelcome in modern conceptsofmarketing, however,
and it is being made abundantly clear in statements by ‘marketing men!
that horticulture will have to Change its ways.

ft is only to be expected that sales promoters whose experience has
been with packeted and manufactured foods Should fail to recognise the
constraints that handling living material puts upon customary merketing

methods. In particular, growers are quite unable to produce at will
minor innovations in their product and lebel then ‘new’. To change their
product might take years of plant—breeding work, with something lost as
well as gained in the process. A good deal of special knowledge is also
involved. Two packs of raspberries or plums may look alike but contain

fruit of significantly different market qualities.

Those who look for such a Change in marketing and distribution have
the onus of showing how their system can be superior whens

ae small firms will continue to predominates;

be. uniformity of product cannot be secureds and

Ce no guaranteed description of the eating quality of the

product can be given, while

d. large-scale production will not confer its customary

benefitss | |

@- producers have no control over prices; and

f. too rapid a change away from the 'fresh' state will

meet consumers’ resistance,

_ Ways may be found of negating the postulated obstacles: they will
certainly be expensive, and the fact that progress towards a reformed |
system has been slower than‘Lhe reformers anticipated suggests that 3. ->:
are real obstacles in the way.
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Attempts have been made to offset the direct effects of the first

three obstacles listed above by imposing marketing regulations on the

trade, both in Britain and abroad. For instance, some of the undesirable

effects of small-scale production can be offset, as regards delivery to

market of regular, sizeable loads of known quality over an extended

period of time, if producers co-operate in making up full loads on

market-bound lorries. And so co-operation has been officially fostered

throughout western Eurepe. Again, the disadvantages of having varying

Sizes and colours of apples — even of one variety of fruit from one

orchard — to offer a buyer, can be overcome by grading. That is, let it

be admitted thet produce is variable, but let all produce that looks

alike be put together in one package so that there shall be less doubt

about what the package actually contains. Grading regulations now abound,

and they certainly help in describing a crop and are necessary when, say,

a price—support scheme is in operation but applies only to Class I apples.

There must be a description of a Class I apple. As a marketing artifice,

grades are open to objection but, failing other means, they do help to

make clear to growers the superior value of certain sorts of produce.

he advance from a 'sorting' of a crop on the farm prior to consign-

ment to market to a statutory requirement to grade produce is another

example of how consumer choice is restricted in the course of good

marketing. Statutory grades are arbitrary and imposed, and are thus not

comparable with a chosen range of products marketed by a manufacturer.

Grading has also less potential for reducingthe final cost of the

standardised product than is the case with manufactured products because

grading adds to producers' costs. (There is the further anomaly that

official grades tend to create a rigid element in the marketing framework,

whereas a manufacturer is free to vary his product specifications as he

wishes).

So, in theory, statutory grading restricts consumers! choice — by

implication reducing their aggregate satisfaction from purchase and hence

the amount of money they will be prepared to spend - without commensurate

advantages to producers. It will be shown later that a manufacturer has

a means of restoring consumers’ interest — the same means not being .

available (at present) to horticultural producers.

A custom of grading to buyers’ requirements was developing in the

English fruit trade during the 1960's. Co-operative supply and grading

have enabled produce to be diverted from markets and to pass direct to

retailers’ depots or shops. This move by producers complements retailers'

desire for regular deliveries of a long run of a popular product. And

with the accompanying accent on quality, much home-grown horticultural
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produce has improved greatly at the same time, However, it has not yet

been clearly shown how much of advantage to producers there is in ally-

ing themselvos to a big buyer. The onsot of 'sood marketing’ coincided

with a distinct improvement in quality ofsupply, and it is likely to

bo this improvement rather than any other that has led to increased

satisfaction in purchase of horticultural preduce.

As rogards the third obstacle quoted earlier, marketing regulations

can be made applicable to the appearance of produce, but not, infallibly,

to its eating quality. So far, consumers have tolerated this state of

affairs. Good appearance probably has a lot to do with satisfaction in

purchase in most instances. In a sophisticated werld this obstacle is
perhaps of little consequences but it is erroncous to conclude that best

appearance and best cating quality are one and the same thing. Good

marketing may at some stage separate them.

In drawing attcntion to the two romaining obstacles in the list we

are vorging again upon the real subject matter of this text. Much more

is involved in the adjustment of the marketing of horticultural produce

to the re-alignment of buying (o.g. supermarket retailing) than simple

devices like co-operative packing and produce grading. Mass production

and mass consumption are not isolated phenomena. They are symbols of a

"devcloped! form of industry, comprising firms that pay great attention

to marketing and have a possessive attitude to their products; that can

stimulate consumption and would at all costs try to avoid the raw com

petition that horticultural produce undergoes in a wholesale market. Big

industrial firms oxercisomarket power and they use marketing as a means

of advancing thoir own aims through the medium of consumers! interests.

Horticultural producers are known to lack bargaining strengths they also

actually and potentially lack market power, Market power is not simply

the difference botweon being a 'price maker! and a ‘price taker'. It is

also a capacity to marshal resources to achicve a chosen end, Horticultural
producers could have bargaining strongth without market power. So long

as they have neithor they are likely to find themselves disadvantaged by

the distributor. Bargaining strength scoms to be the one desideratum

that horticultural producers could achieve in the space of a few years:
market power, in its accepted sense, scoms many years away.

In horticulture's composite marketing system market power becomes

diffused and attenuateds but a composite system is not a novelty. After

all, in the motor car trade there is a well-markcd dual systom (for durable

goods). New cars do not gct smocthly marketed through producers! agente

showrooms without the indirect help of the dealer in lower—quality cars.

 



pection 2. Focusing on the Consumer

The Impact of Production Organisation

‘This section expands the left-over idea fron Section 1 that horti-

cultural producers would nave difficulty in trying to emulate, with fresh

produce, manufacturers' successes in marketing. There are four main

reasons for this:

first, growers cannot influence consumers through their products

as effectively as manufacturers,

second, growers are working with biological materials: to change

their product may involve breeding a new variety of plants

third, single firms, being very much smaller, are not ina

position to affect their particular market by acting

independently; and

fourth, buying horticultural produce is made more complicated by

the 'shifting' of production arease

Before proceeding to a further consideration of this, it must be made

clear that comparisons are being made only within the field of household

goods. The articles of commerce are conventionally classified into (a)

investment and (b) consumers' goods, consumers' goods being further

classified into (a) durables and (vy) expendables, which include (c) food

aS an important item. Our term ‘household goods' thus includes both the

durable and expendable things, including manufactured food products, which

a majority of British households buy and consume; and it is against the

assumed background of the consumers! awareness of these products that we

shall consider the place of modern marketing in business and its

relevance £0 fresh horticultural produce.

The perishability of fresh produce has already been referred to:

i+ has been seen that it leads to a distinctive type of market and

special features of pricing. Perishability, of itself, does not debar

a product from being well marketeds but it has given rise to a commercial

reaction in the form of preservation. There is a form of preservation in

which the product is changed, and another form in which the product is

unchanged. The former is traditionally used where a radical adjustment

of consumptionto production involving transport over great distances

and a large time-lag has to be made ~ for example, canned fruit from the

southern hemisphere. Drying (dehydration) of produce is another procecs

that leaves a stable, preserved product. Since 1950, deep-freezing hes

become a widely-used method of preservation, but the product is unstcble

and must be kept cold. Certain techniques of freeze drying produce a
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stable preserved product but do not yet. cover a wide range of products.

Irradiation is another method of preservation which will certainly

become more popular when its present risks to health are known to have

been overcome. At this stage another word will be necessary to describe

'fresh' produce, because numbers of large buyers will certainly prefer

to handle the preserved ("fresher than fresh" may well be the selling

point) produce than continue to take the risks in handling perishable

fresh produce. Marketing of preserved horticultural products can be —

organised along familiar lines. The produce has to be assembled for

preservation, automatically giving a 'bulking' of produce and allowing

industrial~type processes of quality control, uniformity of product to be

introduced, as well as giving predictability of output. Ownership of
short-term preservation stations by producers. would be a first step

towards market power for producers: but, in general, producers! prospects

through integration with processors are better than their prospects as

Suppliers of fresh produce.

Short-term preservation without Change of product already encroaches
upon the marketing of fresh produce, and when developed commercially will

have a notable effect on the 'fresh'. A technique of preservation by

irradiation is already understood. Holland has a process of using radio~
active cobalt to inhibit bacterial actions its use is said to keep

vegetables permanently fresh. Once it is proved that there is no hazard
to human health in this form of preservation (or any other equally
effective process), quality differences will persist but horticultural
produce thus treated will have a more normal ' shelf life! in the shop
and the revolution in horticultural distribution will have begun.

Examplesof present encroachment of preservation are the cold-storing

of flowers or water cress over the week-end, and the gas-storing of
apples and pears, pending their regulated release over a period of four

or five months. Milk offers another good example of short-term preser—
vation. From the marketing standpoint the stored apple or pear -— apart
from the fact that it has a 'season' and is not sold every week of the
year —has much in common with preserved produce, but is thought to be

less effectively marketed. It is here that the indirect effects of
perishability impinge on marketing practices. Forexample, the 'industrial'
stage in marketing is lacking. The same effects operate more thoroughly,
of course, upon produce which gets no preservation treatment at all.
Bananas are one instance, possibly unique, of a fresh product requiring
a process (ripening) during marketing that has led to unusual concent—

ration of supply for distribution.

We thus come to consider the case of fresh produce, which is sail tc
be overdue for the marketing 'treatment'. So far, there are few markot-—
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ing successes to be chalked-up in this connection. Neither 'good

marketing! practice nor modern methods of distribution and retailing

have given fresh produce a boost. The longest week-end shopping queues

are still to be found at the traditional greengrocers' shops. lvidently,

there are plenty of consumers who have not responded to 'good marketing"

practices with fresh produce. Some of the reasons for this lack of

success are as follows;

i. abilityof the traditional system to provide a full range

produce, at a range of prices;

ii. cost and difficulty of organisingregularity of supply of

good quality produce in competition with other buyers;

iii. failure of wrapping and pre-packing as an agent of short—

texm preservation.

iv. untrained and inexperienced staffs.

In other words, it seems that those who sought to improve the

marketing of fresh produce misjudged the efficiency of the traditional

market system, and failed to take into account the fact that producers

lack the power of control over thoir product to which buyers of 'packeted'

food had grown accustomed to expect. For instance, a manufacturer who

has a 'popular' product can give numerous buyers equal satisfaction because

he can, say, put in an extra shift of work to meet the demands of an

increased number of buyers. Buyers can then pack in their branded

cartons, and will tend to be satisfied. A 'popular' line of horticultural

produce is more likely to be physically limited, and some buyers will

have to becontent with purchases of lower (or higher ) quality than they

would ideally like. |

These marketing features of fresh produce have their origin in

production organisation. Production organisation will occur againand

again as a subject for comment, but at present it is relevant to the

special circumstances of marketing perishable produce in the following

wayss

is growers' businesses are mostly small, absolutely and

relatively - absolutely because small businesses

predominate numerically, relatively because the

output from the few large businesses is inadequate

to meet the demands of all large buyers.

(Proviso: this statement is less true of coarse

vegetables and some flowers than of other types

of produce).

 



 

iis production is dispersed throughout the country, and this

interferes with centralisation of supply.

(Proviso: production of a few commodities, such as

roses, cucumbers, carrots and cherries is relatively

localised).

iii. few good producers fail to find satisfactory outlets

_ for their produce. Large suppliers are already well
established in markets. Small suppliers have good

local outlets for the quality of produce the big

buyers seek. Items ii and iii provide reasons for

efforts at improved marketing having begun with

the distribution of imported perishable products

(e.g. South African citrus.)

ive production as a whole is divorced from selling:

producers do not have the same interest in retail

selling of their product; and they cannot

exercise control of supply to the same extent ag

a large manufacturer can.

ve the variation in quality of original supply attracts

a variety of buyers: so far, this had led to reason-—

able prices for all types of produce which weakens

the incentive to standardise.

Vie production units can move piecemeal towards markets,

The 'spread' of demand for horticultural produce that the dispersion

and smallness of the production unit allows is possibly limited to a

range of products, including eggs, that have freshness as a particular

Case of quality in the product. This freshness, in fact, is an added

dimension in the marketing of perishablest produce which reputable
buyers in the market might reject, may easily find a good local buyer

because, despite other failings, it is fresh, and that is how consumers

like it. There is a class of most perishable products, such as lettuce,

soft fruits, cut flowers — and even rhubarb—for which any form of
preservation is at present ruledout, and for which pristine freshness

is a great selling—point. On the other hand, there is more scope with

products like apples, pears and celery. in the marketing sense, however,

What differentiates horticulture from manufacturing is the ease with

which producers can deal direct with consumers. More than anything else

this contributes market power to the producers’ situation, although at the

same time it would tie them to small-scale production. If the production

of horticultural crops becomes more tightly organised, it can be expected

that, increasingly, produce will only be available from "stockists" or
retailers, unless 'freshness! acquires greater premiums than at present.
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item vi. above may require less explanation now. The natural |

location for production of highly-perishable produce is close to the

point (or area) of consumption. The capacity of production to locate

itself near markets is a novel feature in marketing, and cuts across the

accepted principles of (a) 'organising' distribution from a central

point for greatest efficiency, and (b) int erposing promotional marketing

between producer and consumer. To supply a local trade is not the same

thing as selling direct to final consumers: in fact, it constitutesthe

direct contact between producer and consumer that remote producers

assiduously cultivate, and it minimises distribution costs. Production

for local consumption in the less naturally-—favoured areas has been

surprisingly long-lived in the face of competition from ostensibly ©

preferable produce, supposedly better marketed. The potential strength

of local marketing as a national feature of horticultural marketing is

vitiated at present by the low level of marketing expertise in most small

businessese

'Marketing' Concevts

The text now continues with an account of the contemporary concept of

'marketing' as a direct aid to the producer, and the reservations previously

made about carrying over into horticulture the philosophy of marketing

industrial consumers' goods are set aside. But there are still some

divergences of thought in this connection which have to be recognised,

even if they cannot be quickly overcome in practice. As assayed in

industry, ‘good marketing' increases the producer's profits - or at least

maintains them in the face of adversity, We would look for the results of

good marketing of, say, custard powder in the trading profits of the

manufacturer of the product. If the firm were to make high profits, it

would be assumed that it had a good product, and handled it well. In the

marketing of fresh food, - ineluding fruit and vegetables — a certain

cost-consciousness persists, and other criteria than the producers! profits

are conventionally applied to it. The conventional attitude is set aside

here. The tenets of 'good marketing' carried over into horticulture,

should operate to increase producers' profits. Accordingly, this text is

written with producers! welfare in mind, and gives attention to policies

that would tend to increase producers! wofits by augmenting their market

power, using the marketing of English dessert apples as a case in point.

There are two basic concepts governing marketing activity for those

consumers! goods that are widely considered to be most effectively marketed.

The first concept is the nature of the appeal of the product — its innate

attraction for buyers. Superimposed on this is an appraisal of how

effectively the particular firm's product can be made distinct from
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Similar products, and how vulnerable the demand for it will be to competi~

tion from other types of product (for example, sewing cotton is not

vulnerable in this context because there is no good alternative to cotton

for sewing). From this knowledge a marketing strategy can be developed.

The second concept concerns market structure, which is a matter of how

the supply of the product is shared between producers, how buyers are

organised and how trade is carried on. These three elements provide the
framework within which marketing takes place and must be recognised and

heeded - by changing them, if necessary - by the interested firms. A

marketing strategy, of course, must also pay heed to market. structure,

Unfortunately for horticultural producers such products are either novel

products or are manufactured by firms which, as Professor J.K, Galbraith
explained in the Reith Lectures of 1966, are in a fair position to command
success. It will be seen that horticultural producers are at greater

relative disadvantage to manufacturers in this regard.

Marketing Strategy

Marketing strategies necessarily vary from product to product. In
all cases a marketing effort will be directed to increasing sales ~ often
to increasing a firm's share of all sales of a product, but the methods
adopted will differ. For instance, a product which few people can be
expected to buy (a limited market) will be handled differently from a
product thought to be suitable for mags consumption. The rarer the

product the less apposite are the mass media for advertising — Rolls Royce
ears, for example, are not advertised on television. To increase sales of
rare products is necessarily expensive per unit of sale. In all probability
a new rare product would have to be brought directly to the notice of
selected potential buyers: if it were a household product it may be
necessary to kindle a family interest in the product.

In contrast to rare products are products that can be sold in units
which are within most consumers! means. In marketing products of this
kind the effort is designed to increase Sales, and involves keeping the
product or the brand of product - more usually the brand - in the public
eye, and giving consumers the idea that, in the act of purchase, they |
are showing discrimination and good sense. If this sort of mental reaction
can be superimposed on an intrinsically good product it means that the
product has an 'image' with consumers. Their loyalty to the brand can be
expected in return, and a marketing success has been scored. This loyalty |
will help (a) to secure a share of the market for the producer and (b) to
blunt the sharp edge of price competition. Altogether, it will tend to
deter potential new entrants to the industry and facilitate planning of
production. Once the 'image! is established, however, everything about
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the product - its performance, the design, shape and colour of its

package, its mental associations as experienced by eye or by ear - must

conform to the 'image'. Often enough, this entails an increasing sophi-

stication in marketing.

Marketing strategy is thus a real force in present-day commerce,

when consumers are better-endowed financially than ever before, and a

latent 'take it or leave it' or whimsical attitude to buying has to be

prevented from becoming a reality. Transferring these ideas in English

fruit growing for a moment, it would seem good strategy for a marketing

institution to be promoting the Cox apple hard in the present circumstances,

with the intention of widening its circle of consumers and of confirming

consumers! wisdom in buying this variety. Straight away, difficulties in

operating such a promotion can be seen. Cox is not one firm's prerogative;

and obviously all growers! money could not be spent on promoting this

variety, much less on any one 'pack' or brand. Also, growers will think

Mill additional consumption of Cox be at the expense of my other

varieties?" The same question is of less moment to the individual large

firm, because production can be adjusted to meet the anticipated switch

of demand by consumers. Once again, we see how production organisation

in horticulture interferes with the operation of 'good marketing' precepts.

Market Analysis

Alongside its sales promotional efforts the Marketing Department of

a large commercial firm will be pursuing (or paying someone else for)

research into the composition of demand. The aim of this type of activity

is to get an indication of where, within a population of consumers, the

demand for a product exists and wnere it is made effective by purchase.

Awareness of latent demand is not usuallyobtained without a pilot or

'test' marketing of a products but an analysis of actual sales is a

valuable guide to demand. In this context, analysts will be looking for

clues that the product interests a particular social class, say, an age -

or geographical grouping. Common interests, even a common feature like

the ownership of a car ~— or even a new car — may be important inthe

demand for a product. Having this kind of knowledge a firm begins to

aporeciate the factors affecting demand for its product(s) and will

realise its sales will fall if, say, new car registrations fall. Its

strategy would then be to advertise new uses for the product. Thus,

it would not be good marketing strategy for horticultural producers to

assume that all types of consumer want all sorts of produce. Some

horticultural products — tomatoes for example - probably have as wide and

diverse a public as honey or frozen fish, but not every consumer will buy

 



 

all three products in the same proportion. The larger and more diverse

the body of consumers is, the more general a marketing strategy has to

be. Notable successes in marketing have come where a large and defin-

able potential area for sales exists, as in the case of (a) teenagers

and. (b) males of the middle social class.

In the case of household-word products which are well advertised

and branded (e.g. the oil firms) producers are very concerned with their

Share of the market, because so long as they are retaining their share of

the market they are getting some assurance that their marketing is not

less effective than their competitors. Marketing strategy is often

important when competing firms are few in number and known to each other.

A working equilibrium between them may be reached where one firm is

larger than the others and acts as a price-leader, leaving small parts

of the total demand available to smaller firms. These firms will

Specialise and produce either a cheaper, a more expensive or a ‘novelty'

line. Or, where firms are of roughly equal size and importance, each

firm may gamble mildly upon an ‘image’ for its products and hope there-
fore to net a marginal advantage over and above the merit of the brand
or product by itself.

In the mass, Consumers show too many preferences for any single
firm to attempt to meet the entire demand. To the uninitiated, a

_ Cigarette may be just a Cigarette, but even in as distinctive a product

as a Cigarette there is room for numerous brands to co-exist, so subtle
are the actual or subjective differences between the various brands, and,
by implication, the range of satisfactions which cigarette—smoking
provides. <A single, wniforn—kind of Cigarette is not the ultimate in
Cigarette marketing. It is unlikely to boost consumption - in fact it
might dissuade some regular buyers from buying anymores: and, as a
strategy forceful or compelling methods of dissuading consumers from
buying brand 'Bt, 'C! or 'Dt in favour of brand 'A' would be prohibi-
tively expensive.

More topically, in the fruit market, the same reasoning will show
how concentration on the dessert apple Cox's Orange Pippin is inconsis-
tent with maximum consumption of dessert apples. Some other varieties
should be available as well. Alternatives are welcome because, on the
occasions when Coxhabitues feel like a change, they may still buy
another variety of apple, instead of buying another kind of fruit: and
Similarly a small section of the public who buy apples but would not
normally buy Cox would find greater satisfaction in apples, and might buy
Cox as an exception to their habit. Overall consumption would thus be
increased by supplementing the sought-after product.
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Continuing the explanation of market analysis as contributing to

strategy, once a buying public has been identified and the competition

for this public's favours has been weighed up, firms would give attention

to closing any loopholes through which the intended consumers might be

spirited away by competing attractions. In this context the ideal subject

for a marketing programme is a new products there are no previous

loyalties to be weakened. And if the product is likely to be price-

elastic (this means that a reduction in price per unit of scale will induce

a larger increase in consumption and so add to sellers! revenue) and

income elastic too (this mcans that more of the product will be bought as
 

income per head increases) a costly marketing programme can be launched

with every confidence that it will succeed. Income-elasticity will en-

large consumption in the long term, apart from any gains from lowering

selling prices. No firm could be in a happier position than this,

because the obvious strategy is a cycle of: more production, more con-

sumption, higher revenue, more investment in plant and machinery; more

productionecsecscealid SO ON.

At some stage, however, (whether or not competitbrs have entered

the field and spoiled the market) the advantages of having a new product

to sell will disappear. Once a product has, over two decades or more,

been part of the everyday experience of most consumers, its price—

elasticity has fallen and any given marketing expenditure will be less

efficacicus than before in promoting sales. The product will be in a

grooves AS an accepted product it will be subject to the ordinary market

wear—and-tear arising from changes in consumers’ tastes, emergence of

alternatives, out-of-datenessfor the service it provides, raw materials

procurement and so on. When this happens, the accent in a marketing

programme will change and greater efforts will be made to keep the product

"alive' by various sorts of innovation. In fact there will be competition

in innovation where formerly there was competition in price. Innovistic

competition, as it is called, will be considered again shortly.

Whena new product does appear on the horizon, large firms likely to

suffer from its introduction to commerce will not sit back and await the

inevitable. The classical stratagem for a large firm to stay large in

these circumstances is to acquire a financial interest in the new type of

product - the means chosen being decided by circumstances, notably, the

extent of the new firm's protectionof its processes by patents, production

possibilities in the acquiring firm's factories, and so on. In the case of

an active small firm pushing into, say, the jam and preserves 'market' with

tea-time packs of frozen, sweetened fruit pulp that are cheaper than jam

and obviously going to develop into something big,:the big firms in the

trade would at once seek to 'take-over' the small firm and thereafter
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regulate its growth in their own interests.

Closing the Loopholes

The ‘loopholes! previously mentioned consist of a number of

characteristics of the demand for a product. Price-elasticity and income—

elasticity have already been mentioned briefly. The other characteristics

may be listed as:

ae cross—-elasticity of demand, which is concerned with the

readiness of consumers to switch to an alternative

brand or product if its price falls; and

be complementarity of demand, which is concerned with the

products! importance in a chain of related demands.

Cross elasticity of demand is given full expression in the buying

of fresh fruits and vegetables, because few 'brand loyalties’ have yet
been formed in this part of the food trade. I+ is thought to be of more
importance in vegetable-—buying than fruit-buying, but it also operates
in the demand for canned fruits. Take fresh vegetables as a case in
points in anticipation of providing a meal, a housewife may wish to buy
two sorts of vegetable, one of which was carrots. In the Shop she goes

to there are many vegetables on display, including some short~stemmed
celery at an obviously advantageous price. So she buys celery in place
of carrots. Notwithstanding that the carrots were well grown, well~
presented and not over-priced, the housewife's demand Switched to celery.
If this kind of switching occurs frequently, producers of Carrots, however
well-organised they are, will find that they cannot raise their total net
returns from the crop to an anticipated level. Another way of Saying this
is that each fresh vegetable is part of a general demand for all fresh
vegetables ~ and there is, of course, a weaker cross—elasticity of demand
between fresh vegetables and preserved vegetables.

It will be found from experience that single-product firms that have
grown to dominant size have done so in the absence of strong cross—
elasticities. A giant firm which found itself cumbered with products for
which there were good and readily available cheaper substitutes would
necessarilybe diversified into an ‘empire! covering many products.
Mergers of firms would be the order of the day, until finally, perhaps,
one company's board of directors was making decisions covering a whole
sector of the nation's business.

Complementarity of demand is less menacing than cross-—elasticity.
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Firms experiencing complementary demend.find that the demand for their

product is swayed not only by any marketing move of their own, but also

by the demand for a product in the consumption of which their product is

an adjunct. For example, if a new coating for toffee apples, irresistible

- | to children, were invented, the resulting clamour for apples would be a

sort of bonus to a fruit-growing 'firm' which, perhaps, had been trying to

“ promote the sale of apples as fresh fruit. Any form of complementary

demand which is important to a large firm will almost certainly be

discovered in the course of market research. It is usually not practic-—

able for a firm to secure its position by ‘buying in' to every industry

contributing to the complementary product. For example, the demand for

salad dressing may be complementary to the demand for tomatoes and

Lettuce. So far as is known, however, no manufacturerof salad dressing

is actively participating in tomato and lettuce production, and vice

Versae

A knowledge of the extent to which success in marketing depends upon

a knowledge of demand should help to make more credible the pioneer work

Sponsored in its day by the Horticultural Marketing Council. Many of its

reports were surveys by market research teams of consumers! reactions to

a particular horticultural product. As such, they were most valuable to

any firm which was in a position to act on them. The response from the

horticultural industry, of course, was not that of a large industrial firm

Similarly informed. Market-—wide surveys are of limited use to firms which

cannot operate on a market—wide scale. We are thus thrown back again upon

production organisation in horticulture, and we now look at it in terms

of market structure.

Market Structure
 

In modern marketing the knowledge of the buying habits of consumers

is complemented by knowledge of (a) the number, size and vigour of the

firms producing similar or competing products, and (b) how buyers and

. sellers organise their dealings with each other — i.e. what is the.

framework of conventions, sales associations and institutions through

which they act.

The structure of a market is a feature of the number of firms,

whether buyers or sellers, active in the market in relation to the volume

of business transacted. Taking commerce as a whole, there is a great

varicty.of types of confrontation of buyersandsellers. It will do no

harm to refer to market structures alien to horticulture, as a contrast

to the typical market structure in horticulture.’ For ease of understanding

it is useful to think of the numbers of buyers, or sellers, on the market
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as giving the market its characteristics, and - what is far more

important - as determining the market power of buyers as a group and

sellers as a group. A French jurist , for example, believes that in his

country and in Paris particularly, horticultural producers were origi-

nally and perhaps intentionally put in a weak bargaining position in the

market by decree. Monarchs took pains to see that Parisians were well-

provisioned, and what monarchs did in Paris was copied in the provinces.

The declared aim was to 'let abundence be seen! (faire paraitre

1'abondance), and in pursuance of this aim it was decreed that no sales

of produce could be made within 2 radius of several miles of an

authorised market place — all the produce for sale had to come into the
market. A single supplier would no doubt have benefitted from this con-
centration of demand as well as of supply in markets, but in practice

individual growers were in competition with each other, assumed the

burden of transport, and, furthermore had to be satisfied with lower
average prices than was merited because, in the final analysis, they were
relatively keen to sell at any. price — the alternative being to take the

produce away again. Asa gesture to consumers, the right of access to
market—places was given to the general public: they soon chose to
exercise their right by buying-up surpluses left by the trade buyers ~—
which might mean physical relief for producers but lighter pockets on
their way home.

A consideration of market structure necessitates the use of several
technical terms: most of the terms used here occur also in text—books of
economics. Where new terms are used the equivalent text—book term is
quoted as well. What the terms used have to describe consists of

different arrays of buyers and sellers - almost as if two armies of foot-
soldiers were opposing each other on a battlefield. Continuing the
analogy, two longdrawn—out lines of troops would engage each other on
equal terms, whereas if one side were to concentrate an attack in depth
on a section of the opposing long line, the attackers would expect to
win some ground. Buyers and sellers are found to have different dis-
positions of their troops in commerce, so to speak, and some dispositions
are tactically superior (for the ends in view) to others.

The analysis of market structure that has stood the test of time igs
outlined in Table 1. In moving down the table, an increasing number of
participants in trading, and hence in price formation and in the terms

 

* &M. Martineau : quoted by M. Delatouche in Comptes Rendu de 1'Academie
d'Agriculture de France. Séance de 1O.vie6A4.

 



 

of trading, is postulated.

Table 1 - Outline Scheme of Different Relationships between

| oo Buyers as a Class and Sellers as a Class

otate of the Number of Participants state of the
oLLLING sector (firms or individuals) BUYING sector

Monopoly . . « « « « ONE oe « « « « +  Monopsony

Oligopoly . » « « « « A FEW
(say, five to twenty) o 6 ee 8 Oligopsony

| %
Myriapoly ete we MANY eee ee) Myriapsony

(say, one hundred or more |

In the real world, monopoly may face myriapsony, or oligopolists

may have to deal with monopsonists. The important thing to remember is,

that in passing down the scale of Table 1, buyers and sellers, considered

separately, are losing their power to influence the terms on which they

“will deal. Inno case is this control absolute, but a monopolist, for

example, may be in a position to influence the trade in his product to his

/own advantage. A myriapsonist is much less likely to be in a position

to influence trade to his own advantage.

In theory there are methods of organising trade between buyers and

sellers appropriate to their circumstances. For example, it should be

clear that myriapoly and myriapsony have characterised the trade in

horticultural produce carried on in wholesale markets. In practice,

there will be a strong tendency for any party which feels itself at a

disadvantage in trading (i.e. oligopsony facing monopoly) to attempt to

strengthen itself so that it can deal with its opposite number as an

equal. An example of this is the way in which producers, particularly in

the U.5.A., have, in their price negotiations with processors, abandoned

the market type of confrontation and turned to a system of direct

'bargaining!' between a buyers! association and a sellers' (co-operative)

association. Also, of course, pockets of imperfect competition are to be

found in overtly atomistically competitive Situations. While it must be

borne in mind as well that small-scale production is not necessarily

subject to atomistic competition. A condition of survival of many

small firms is the imperfection of competition in their 'market'. Ideal

forms of market organisation have not yet been worked out in practice,

but by way of illustration, a further scheme can be presented of what

eventuates in the dealings between buyers and sellers when like meets

like. Table 2 relates to three 'pure' market structure situations.

 

* In these terms the new root ‘Iiyria' is introduced. An appropriate

term has been wanted for many years, and 'Polypoly' and its
analogue were never popular.
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Table 2 Outline Scheme of 'Pure! Market Structures

BUYING sector Result _ SELLING sector
 

Monopoly . . . « « « « « no competition ..... ee. %Monopsony
L

power bargaining

Oligopoly ....e. eimperfect competition .. . .«.. Oligopsony

collusion ma ~~ \ product
between firms “- “> differentiation

Myriapoly . . .. . «6 atomistic competition ...... Myriapsony

monopolistic ma ~~ pure
competitioncompetition

Table 2 complements Table 1 in explaining the characteristics of

"pure' market structures. It shows how radically different marketing

organisation is when thousands of participants have to be accommodated

from when there are one or only a few participants. Note that it has

not yet been established that imperfect competition is 'better' than

atomistic competition. So far, there is a presumption that producers

stand to gain by the change.

Very briefly, what Table 2 is intended to report is this. There will

be no 'market' as normally understood when one buyer and one seller decide

terms of trade between them. For example, when a Trade Union meets an

Employers’ Association, the price of labour, say, is agreed ‘across a

table’.

When the terms of trade concern only a few sellers or a few buyers,

action to promote firms' self-interest becomes feasible, and the firms

concerned will try to stifle most kinds of competition. If their products

(sellers) or requirements (buyers) are unavoidably interchangeable, they

are likely to get together and agree not to make separate agreements with

their opposite numbers — buyers or sellers - as the case may be. This is

one example of imperfect competition at work. Another example is the

trouble that firms will take to make their product, or their demand, less

interchangeable with others than it might be. The familiar device of

‘pranding' goods is one way of doing this. Imperfect competition,

accompanied by growth in individual firms, will result in a slow abandon-

ment of the 'atomistic' (i.e. horticultural)type of market, because:

neither its price-setting function nor its bulk—breaking function are

required to the former extent. Ths firms themselves will decide upon

conditions of trading, whereas they formerly accepted the disciplines of

the market.



 

Where, however, a large number of buyers and a large number of

sellers wish to trade with each other, a market—place of some sort -

seems inevitable. In other words, a market is appropriate to atomistic

competition. When numbers of small suppliers are offering the same

kind of produce, and numbers of small buyers are free to make choices,

pure competition is in operation. It is often thought that horticultural

- producers sell in a purely competitive market, and that this accounts

for the low level of prices of horticultural produce. Relative tothat

of many other industries, the market structure for horticultural is

still atomistically competitive. At the same time, monopolistic com—

petition exists in the largest wholesale markets; and product differenti-

ation is rife throughout the industry in the form of local retailing of

produce. According to Table 2, horticultural producers will be ata

disadvantage vis-a-vis monopolistically competitive buyers. In theory

(as will be shown at a later stage) market forces will conspire to

realise what is a notionally 'fair' or equilibrium price. At the same

time it is shown that dessert apple producers in particular may have

something to gain if they can get away from an atomistic structure.

Marketing strategy and market structure thus have real meaning for

horticultural producers: the big question is how far the industrial

approach is appropriate, and how much it will need to be modified to suit

horticulture's needs. Already, some associations of fruit growers (Home

Grown Fruits Limited) are beginning an independent marketing strategy:

and there is at least one example of monopolistic competition. On the

whole, however, progress in horticulture towards industrial strategy and

structure in marketing has been and will remain slow. Horticulture is a

long way from realising that degree of producers! control of production

and marketing which underwrites positive and successful marketing.

Forms of Competition

Competition is an overloaded word in economics and marketing: it

can have several different meanings. So far in this account it has been

used in the general sense of a constraint on a buyer's or seller's freedom

of action imposed by the presence of other buyers or sellers - i.e. that

a seller may not be able to get the price he wants for, say, his asparagus

because buyers consider it not worth the asking price, and can buy more

cheaply from one of the other growers. So the particular grower is not

free to sell at his intended price. In short, competition tends to keep

everyone in line. Two ways in which it can operate are now described.

We deal first with price competition (which is part of the contents
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of any economic text book) and then with innovistic competition. This

term needs some explanation. The preceding account of marketing in its

highest state of development was not intended to inspire horticultural

producers to blind emulation of the apparently favoured large manufactur—

ing businesses. The latter can in no sense rest on their laurels. The

economic treadmill is the same in principle for all producers, but it

takes different forms. Producers (manufacturers) who unlike horticultu-

rists, have a say in the retail prices of their products are kept on

their toes by the operation of innovistic competition. This form of

competition can be just as harassing as can the better-known form of price

competition that the smaller producer usually has to contend with. ~

Price Competition

Much of classical economic theory, no doubt founded onobservation,

was formulated in the belief that price was all-important in determining

a consumer's decision about buying or rejecting a product. And where

cross—elasticities abounded the price of a product relative to that of

good alternatives (the relative price) was even more important than the

actual price. A highly—priced product was necessarily a product with a

limited market, because consumers did not have the money to buy many

expensive products. Classical theory further implied that any departure

from a ruling level of price (i.e. a change in relative price) was likely

to have considerable effect upon demand. Assuming an homogeneous product,

and knowledge of prices in the market by consumers, an attempt by a

seller to ask more than the market price would deter his customary buyers

and send them elsewhere; whilst if one seller reduced his selling price,

in the same circumstances, because he had a lot to sell, he would attract

a great deal more custom, but he would also depress prices throughout the

market. In this way, price is an equilibriating agent between supply and

demand.

Buying and selling in the real world, as everyone knows, does not

take place under the idealised assumptions of economic theory. In the

real world there are manifold impediments (imperfections) to the working—

out of the direct effects of pure price competition. | For instance, very

few market goods - detergents, say — are homogeneouse Where homogeneity

would naturally occur, manufacturers' first efforts will be to create

imperfections - slight differences that appeal to one section of

consumers — so that they (the manufacturers) are spared the worst effects

of price competition. But even with market goods which are fully

interchangeable, such as similar packets of the same brand of tea, retail

prices can vary (in the absence of resale price maintenance agreements).

One good reason for the existenceat retail of several prices for the
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same article is that varying amounts of service are offered with the

product itself. A more spacious shop in an upper-class area, wherein

shoppers can buy in greater comfort and with a greater sense of well-

being, is likely to have high selling prices. Prices may also be high

in contrasting circumstances: small turnover, involuntary credit and

long hours all lead to high retail mark-up; it is only the fact that

their customers could not buy as readily elsewhere (constraint on

competition) that supports this sort of pricing.

Distance is another factor in the consumer's evaluation of service.

The occupier of remote premises may well have to sell at reduced prices

in order to induce consumers who think the saving worthwhile to come and

make their purchases there. Most consumers, no doubt, will on most

occasions prefer to pay a normal price and avoid the dis-service of having

to travel to get the saving. These are but two examples of the gamut of

subtle personal and non-personal distinctions which are germane to

marketing wnere price competition applies. In this context the idea of

one market price for all produce of the same sort is erroneous - fortu-

nately, it is now a thing of the past. If a market is behaving properly

it is throwing up different prices for either grossly or subtly different

consignments. lt is thus open to any small supplier to offset price |

competition, in an individual way, even under a cloak of atomistically

competitive trading.

It seems to be evident, then, that variation within the supply of a

product could be a source of strength to sellers: if the variations in

production just coincided with the range and extent of consumers! desires,

a market could not be in a better state. The drawbacks to such an

approach to marketing in practice are (a) that production and consumption

are unlixely to be harmonised in detail, and (b) that consumers!

prefersnces are not always experienced strongly enough to make it worth

while adapting production to suit them. In practice, the more notable

and widespread preferences held in common among consumers are catered for,

the remainder are met by chance or not at all.

Once it is realised that aggregate demand for a product isa

Composite demand, a composite (or varied) supply of a product is seen to

be appropriate to the type of demand. Standardisation can properly apply

to units within demand, but any extension of the principle of standardis—

ation towards uniformity of product is likely to have a deleterious effect
 

upon aggregate demand.

The fact that at the present time some of the pressures in



horticultural marketing are inclining standardisation towards uniformity

negates, to some extent, the free play of consumers' preferences and

perhaps accounts for the queues at the greengrocers!', Actual marketing

is a compromise between meeting consumers! preferences and the cost of

doing so. It is very expensive to try to meet too many preferences.

For example, there are times when a consumer would like to buy a pound

of dessert plums all equally ripe: there are other times when the same

consumer might prefer the plums to ripen separately one after another.

It is thus apparent that supermarket trading offers some service with

its lower prices but not always enough service. In the example above,

a private retailer might well provide the service of picking out the

plums the consumer particularly wanted. And 'one-stop shopping’ is a

mockery for the housewife who has to go elsewhere to buy apples for her

children,

The example given above illustrates another important principle.

lt shows how economic pressure, in the form of competition by new products

and greater output of products, operates to restrict consumers choice in

a sector of consumption at the game time as providing new sectors. This

pressure finds expression as a drive for standardisation: but standardis—

ationis no more than a false front on an cconomic phenomenon,

Standardisation is a traders' deviccs narrowing of choice is the economic

reality or necessity, and this is a matter of degrec. Mr. J.D. Sainsbury

is on record” as Saying that he wants all his consumer—units of produce

identical so that none shall be seen to be inferior and get left on the

shelf. Yot in his chickens and his cuts of ham he is prepared to give

his customers some latitude and some choice, Standardisation in this

_ context nogates producers! market power. When coxtensions of standardis—

ation ccase to promise highor profits, the self-same firms whose present

strategy is to foster standardisation will be secking ways of diffcrenti-

ation of produce — particularly if consumers have grown richer in the

meantime and there is less pressure upon distributors! margins. Thus,

variety is a more durable strategy than standardisations but standardis—

ation may have the limelight during the transference from a consumer—led

to a produccr—option type of production.

Standardisation of intrinsically variable produce without financial

advantage is thus not a pre-requisite of mass consumption. The more

fundamental virtue is rather high suitability of product for purpose, or,

more relative value for money. There is a mass market for a vast numbcr

of products. But the type of products which can be made by the million

in unchanged form, to sell by the million at the same retail price is

limited to cheap, expendable articles. Large-scale consumption of other

 

* in his address to the British Growers Look Ahead Conference, 1968.
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products not on a price—incentive basis is achieved only by varying the

type of appeal a product makes. By this token, no one chain of retail

stores generates mass consumption, although the combined sales of all

chain stores might constitute a mass market. The point at issue is that

it takes several kinds of retail outlet to induce all effective buyers

to make their purchases: mass consumption is not mass preferences a

uniform commodity or product is not pert of the economic significance of

consumers' requirements: it may, however, be significant in distribution,

particularly in reducing costs of distribution.

it seems to follow, then, in theory, that distributors’ interests

do not coincide with consumers! desires or producers! wishes. In practice,

this could mean that in horticulture distributors take over from producers

the kind of 'manegement' of supply and of consumers referred to in

section I as the prerogative of manufacturers. Again, the atomistic ©

state of horticultural production disposes to this actuation; and,

unfortunately, if distributors' notions are not the best, producers will

also suffer.

Innovistic Competition

This development arises as a consequence of (a) oligopolistic.- |

market structure, (b) an extending range of consumption, and (c) consumers!

increasing capacity to indulge their preferences. It has already been

explained how imperfect competition operates to shield producers from

the worst effects of price competition. Producers individually have,

in theory, a small capacity for keeping prices up, and if all producers

are like minded, there will be the notion of a 'fair' market price for

th © industry's products.

_ Having got prices as high as the market will bear, manufacturers

are particularly sensitive to any fall in price. This is because a

big business is unwieldy. If a big-business firm has grown into an

accustomed position in its market it must at all costs strive to retain

(at best) that position. If a firm's revenue begins to fall, its

profits will be more severely reduced, because costs cannot be reduced

pro rata to sales. Consequently, under established oligopoly, prices

will be regarded as sacrosanct by the few firms concerned. Hach firm

will have a vital interest in its share of the market, and will try

to win more customers by offering more satisfaction in purchase (it is

probably misleading to say better value) at the ruling price. Having

cleverly induced consumers to buy his product instead of a competitor's

at the same price, a manufacturer's trials, however, have only just begun.
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He will thereafter have to keep abreast of changes in consumers!

preferences and of his competitors! innovations and improvements to their

products. Firms engaging in innovistic competition are unlikely to con-

test each other! s territory in the traditional way, that is; with price

cuts ~ this is the lest thing they want.

The attraction of new forms of consumption which extend the range

of satisfactions that consumors can experience, is thought to havo the
effect of dulling consumers' desires for longer-established forms of

consumption. Consequently, if demand eases in the way suggested, some

prices will tend to fall, or remain steady when some others are rising.

This is a phenomenon of which horticultural producers are only too well

aware. And the fact that market structure does not lend itself to

imperfect Competition and recourse to innovistic Competition no doubt

has a bearing upon the course and level of prices of horticultural produce

in the last twenty years. In other words, producers do not have much

opportunity to ‘refresh the image' of their product in consumers' minds.

However, horticultural producers have benefited from the third factor
mentioned above, the increased capacity for indulgence of individual

preferences. Consumers are now less inclined than formerly to be

deterred from buying anything because its price is thought to be high,

provided the product- complies with the consumers! idea of value for money.

More frequent small extravagances are also part of the new situation.
Producers have responded to this development in demand by offering better

quality of produce, and average prices are certainly higher than they

otherwise would be. In fact, the opportunity to pay a slightly higher
price for slightly higher satisfaction in consumption, in association with
a process of rejecting a somewhat inferior product, may induce additional

consumption.

Price still has meaning under innovistic compotition but not the
customary meaning. Whilst firms are engaged in building a market, price
reductions will be in order where demand is still elastic: but once a
product has, so to speak, matured and established itself in the economy;
price cuts which are meant to give consumers an incentive to switch brands

or products will be a last resort. Relative price having lost its impact

upon consumers, price is taken as given, and. marketing strategy, in the
case of many food products is nowadays directed towards maintaining or

increasing consumers! loyalty to a brand or product. To this end, the

product must appear from time to time in an improved package, its quality

must be seen to be improving all the time, special-purpose packs must be

introduced, and so on. Innovistic competition leads to a mounting scale

of expenditure to maintain a level of revenue, but this is preferred by
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most large firms to a freely—determined market (selling) price and

possibly lower production and marketing costs. The former arrangement

gives the firm more control of its own destiny.

if market power for growers is ruled out, what scope is there for

improving their position by other means? In Parts IT and III, the

growers! relations with consumers and growers! capacity for helping

themselves are respectively discussed.

Propositions - Part I

1. Market power is just a dream as fer as the typical grower

is concerned.

2. Pressure towards standardisation is not in the growers'

best interests.

3. Producers! associations in horticulture can act like

an oligopolist would in industrial marketing.

4. Consumers’ buying of horticultural produce could be made

more interesting if producers themselves were suffi-

ciently interested.

  



 

PART II. § MARKET ACCEPTANCE OF ENGLISH DESSERT APPLES

nection l. Growth of the Market

The Supply of Dessert Apples To judge from appearances, the market for

English dessert apples is in a healthystate. Within the last ten years

they have certainly become a more attractive product, and give distri-

butors greater satisfaction in handling them. Size and colour of fruit

is better than ever before. At the same time, it is possible that the
good returns per acre in 1965 and 1966 have been realised from crops
below their peak level of 1964 (i.e. there has been a relative shortage).
Fears of over-production have been revived in anticipation of the next

full crop. When today" Ss bearing trees were planted growers could not

have taken the Common Market into their reckoning. Now the government of

the day is persisting in attempts to gain entry to the European Economic

Community, much freer entry of foreign apples to British markets in the

future has to be allowed for. The question looming is "How will British
growers fare when their market is wide open?! A tentative answer is

@iven in Part IV.

It is customaryto argue that English growers cannot hope to com-

pete in production efficiency with French and Italian growers because

of the latters'’ superior yields per acre. It is probably true that, on

average, a box of graded and packed apples cost less ex~packhouse on the

continent than in the U.K., but it has not yet been shown that the good.
English grower will be priced out of his own market if he turns to higher-
yielding varieties. But even if the English grower is not competitive in

price (i.e. delivered cost per box to U.K. consumers) this may not be

important if he is competitive in market acceptance. There has not been

a repetition of the plague of small apples that were on the market in

1963, and growers should have learned the value of fruit thinning. If
they produce what a majority of consumers prefer, and the alternatives

are cheaper, consumers will think a small extra price worth paying and

English growers can retain the lion's share of the British market. To do
So, of course, they will have to be reasonably efficient producerss3 and |

not all English growers are reasonably efficient. A number of growers
fail to grow adequate quantity or quality of fruit sufficiently regularly:

their costs per unit will be high, and, because the consumers! alternative

to a small, green English apple may well be a more attractive-—looking

imported apple, growers with a low quality crop can only expect a low
average prices their future largely depends upon havingespecially
favourable outlets; for large markets will reject them as suppliers.

Within markets, however, evidenceof the compositeness of demand
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for dessert apples has been accumulating in the last few years. Overall

prices have satisfied most growers, but in each year one category of

apple has sold at relatively high price each year — say, large, or small

or highly—coloured or uncoloured apples. The one-time best size of apple

(28"_oum diameter for Cox) has lost some of its former premium in price

because it is not as scarce as it was and more consumers now prefer a

slightly larger fruit. There is a saying in produce markets that once a

'line' is known to be scarce, buyers’ interest in it increases immediately

(and vice versa) and its price becomes distorted relative to the amount

available. In this way there is a 'market within a market' on a small

scale. This is one of the features that tends to be suppressed when the

number of participants in trading is reduced and 'block’ buying and

'plock' selling take over.

The fact that the demand for English dessert apples is stilla

composite demand will, in due course, complicate judgement on whether

there is or is not over-production of dessert apples. Over—production

is an emotive word. It is considered more fully in a later chapter. For

the present, it may be said that production of, say, colourless small

apples in excess of the demand from buyers of that sort of apple is not

truly over—production of apples. It is more in the nature of a technical

maladjustment of supply to demand. The serious over—production situation

comes when the industry has long—term excess capacity in the sense that

sheer volume of produce will invariably depress prices of all categories

of dessert apples to an uneconomic level.

An appraisal of the present position of English dessert apples

in the United Kingdom market is given an historical treatment in this text.

We look first at the volume of supply - the quantitative aspects -— and

then at the composition ofsupply -— the qualitative aspects~and only then

(in Section II) enter upon the discussion of the role of marketing

strategy. Strategy is taken up again, in a more practical..way,,.in.Part
IV. an

A. Quantitative Aspects of Supply

Before proceeding to a, summary of thirty years' development in the

volume of supply, comment must be made upon the way in which figures for

volume of fruit become known, and upon the accuracy of the figures

obtained. Neither of these matters is out of place in a work on

horticultural marketing. Exi sting volume of production (or, output) is

a starting-point of most price-analysis projects. Anyone wanting to

use a set of figures which described supply and demand in a market would

naturally asks "How were the figures obtained?", followed by "How correct

are they?"
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Fruit Crop Estimation

Very few people have seen the fruit-crop estimating processin

action. The first thing to be learned is that any figures of national

apple production that are published are estimates. There is no stage

in the marketing of any of the home-growm fruit crops at which the fruit .

passes a "counter" as does imported fruit in the Customs sheds at the

sea~ and air-ports. There is good reason for checking on deliveries of .

fruit from abroad because the fruit may be dutiable at a certain rate |

per unit. How many units are there in the consignment? The expense of

Similarly recording the movement of English fruit into commerce through

the many ways which it travels to consumers - by wholesale markets,

Chain stores’ depots, supermarkets! back doors and greengrocers' front

doors, for example - rules out any attempt actually to establish how

much fruit reaches retailers. Instead, an assessment is made of the

amount of fruit that is grown, and for this purpose the crop(s) on the

tree is estimated at the time it is ready for picking. This estimate

gives at least an upper limit to the amount of home-grown fruit available

for consumption - it cannot be more than was grown! The amount which

passes into consumption will be reduced by (a) fruit not sold by the

grower, and (bd) wastage and spoilage of fruit during distribution. The

estimation procedure can allow for the fruit grown but not picked and the

fruit picked but not sold: but once off the farm the fruit is out of
the estimators' surveillance. At one time, there was thought to be | :
significant (i.e. 2% to 10% in individual cases)wastage of horticultural
produce in retailers' shops, although now there is a higher general

standard of quality, instances of high wastage are rare. In spite of its

shortcomings the orchard basis of estimation is the most satisfactory

method yet devised in countries where there are no points of concentrated

handling of fruit. Given a limited number of places of sale and a

unified marketing administration - as in Holland ~ the amount of home-

grown fruit passing into distributors' hands can be knownwith certainty.

Production of the estimates of national production of fruit each

year in Great Britain are in the hands of the Ministry of Agriculture,

Fisheries and Food. At the Ministry's instigation, each fruit growing |

county in England and Wales has a Crop Intelligence Committee. The

members of the Committee are growers and others who have first-hand

experience of fruit growing and marketing. Each member brings knowledge
of the fruit crop in a certain area, or knowledge of deliveries to

market and market conditions, to the Committee's regular meetings.

Collectively, each county committee is able at the start of each season,

to report upon the prospects for fruit CrODS, adjusting its expectations

as the season progresses in accordance with what has been observed about-
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the development of the crop. By long usage, the 'look' of the fruit

trees as observed can be translated into a notion about the size of the

CrOP.

_ The key concepts in moving from a knowledge of what the crop looks

like on the trees to being able to make an estimate of a national ‘Gross

Production' of separate orchard fruits are the Standard Maximum Yield

and the Crop Index. This is the way in which the Ministry quantifies the

county committees' observations. It also leads into a consideration of

the second preliminary topic for discussion — the accuracy of the

estimates. For the purpose of indicating what the actual yield of fruit

in each county is (this is not the Committees! sole function), the

Ministry asks Committees to make their estimates in the form of an index

(or percentage) of the Standard Maximum Yield for their county. This

yield is the average yield per acre which would be realised under the

best local growing conditions likely to be experienced — assuming, in

fact, that every producer has a good crop, with no losses from frost,

and minimal effect from pests and diseases. Actual yields of orchard

fruits vary greatly from farm to farm, of course, but it is thought that

the standard maximum yield achieves the required blend of the yields of

old trees and young trees, on good farms and neglected farms, for each

important variety or group of varieties of apple, pear, plum and cherry

in the area concerned. With their knowledgeof current prospects and

conditions, in relation to the notionof a standard maximum yield,

committees are able to judge how much of the maximum yield will be ©

realised in each year. They express this as a proportion of the maxi-

mum and call it the Crop Index.

When in possession of its county yield indices, the Ministry is

able, through its knowledge of the planted area of the crop (derived from

the annual Ath June acreage returns) to multiply the estimate of yield

and acreage each year and thereby estimate the gross production in the

leading fruit growing counties. In simplified, hypothetical terms ~

that is, without the refinements added in practice ~ the exercise is

carried out in Table 3,

Table 3. Example of Estimate of National Gross Production of Dessert

Apples, 19+. Variety: Laxton's Superb __

 

Average Gross
Acreage of Standard maximum Crop yield production

County Varieties Yield (tons/acre) Index (tons/acre) (tons)

Kent 2,000 8 15 6 12,000
Essex 1,500 1s 80 6 9,000
(all other producing counties .. oe a O° eo» say 15,000
Sussex 500 7 | 70 49 2,450

National gross production of variety 38 , 450
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_ 4s regards the accuracy of the statements obtained by this method,

it should be noted that the gross production estimates are the product

of one determinate quantity (acreage ) and one indeterminate quantity

(yield per acre). The yield per acre is actually derived from two

indeterminate quantities, (standard maximum yield and percentage realis-

ation of maximum) for neither is known with any degree of certainty. It

is just possible, therefore, that any bias. in the yield estimation could

be compounded. Some fruit growers are convinced that there is a bias,

and that the estimates of national production of dessert apples are ex—

aggerated as a result. The French figures for their fruit production

have been similarly criticised. Although growers are prone to make

generalisations on the basis of their own experience, it has to be con-

ceded that the committee's experience will tend to be more in the field of
good practice than of bad, and as a result their members may have inflated

notions of average yiclds.

While it may be true that, for a period starting in 1947, estimates
of gross production of fruit were on the high side, it is likely that

standard maximum yield figures have not kept pace with the rise in average
productivity of orchards in the last five years. In other words, if the
estimates were high in the post-war period they are now likely to be

closer to reality than before: and there is no doubt that Committees

gauge very well the changes from one year to the next that occur in the

amount of dessert apples produced. For this reason the recent estimates
of 'net production' or production of fruit having value, which are obtained
from gross production estimates with wastage of all kinds deducted, can be
used with reasonable confidence,

The Ministry's Orchard Census of November 1966 asked producers to
state their productionof fruit alongside the acreage and age of their

orchards. Except for fruit which is sold on the trees, this census

return will provide immeasurably greater knowledge of fruit. yields than
has been available previously and will give a firm basis (for one year )
for future estimates,

Market Develorment Since 1932

The present-day scale of production of dessert apples in Britain is

not of long standing. Its origins go back more than thirty years, and
were not impressive prior to 1939. If the past has any bearing on the
future, there is Something to be learned from a backward looking view
of development in the last thirty-five years. Prior to 1932, North
American apples were most English consumers' choice for eating. These
were of good average quality, and there was little else to choose from.
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In 1932, to help to restore the nation's external finances at the time.

of the Great Depression (1929-1932), an import duty was imposed on °° |.

apples from the U.S.A. but not from the Commonwealth countries (e.g. -°.

Canada) following the Ottawa Agreement of that year. Fewer U.S. apples

were seen here for the next four years, and Britain's shortage of dollars

after the Second World War continued the virtual banishment of U.S.

apples from the U.K. market.

It was after 1932 that the pioneers of specialised dessert apple

growing in England saw their chance and began. planting. Development

after 1945 was on a much larger scale, and had a different justification.

The Ottawa Agreement did not measurably reduce total imports of dessert

apples: its effect was to give Canadian apples a larger share of the

market, at the expense, temporarily, of U.S. apples. Among the U.S.

apples thus restricted in quantity were a few high-priced varieties such

as the Oregon Newtown Pippin. Whether by accident or design, the English

Cox's Orange Pippin grown before 1939 had a place in the market as a

substitute for the formerly high-priced apples no longer available — with

this difference, that the Cox was not a long-keeping apple. After 1945,

however, the market situation was totally different. For the next five

years, annual imports of apples were some 225,000 tons less than in the

1930's. There was a shortage of apples of all sorts, and for a time,

the market was wide open to British growers. Keen as they were to supply

the goods, producers' response was necessarily slow. One may suppose that

had fruit growing had industrial characteristics, a few large firms in

similar circumstances would have boosted production, undertaken sales

promotion - successfully according to the Bureau of Commercial Research ~

and won much earlier the market position of English apples to which

producers are just now aspiring.

From the consumers! point of view - and this is where we look for

effects upon demand — the pre 1932 situation was a sort of Golden Age of

apples. Fully as many were sold during the autumn and winter at that

time as nowadays, although the population was smaller and personal in-

comes much lower than today. (It is in circumstances like this that the

reliabilityof recent production estimates becomes an important matter.

We are fairly sure of national levels of apple consumption at times

when they were nearly all imported. We cannot be equally sure that

consumption is low, by comparison, today. Home production may be under-

estimated.) Prices then were relativelyhigh by modern standards —

largely, it is thought, because there were then fewer alternative food

products to apples. If we can believe the figures, only aftera lapse

of twenty—seven years (1939 to 1966) is autum and winter consumption

back to its pre-war national level. Consumption per head must be lower.
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In this period of a quarter of a century there must have been many

instances of ingrained buying of apples failing to pass from one gener-

ation to the next.

Thus, while consumption of apples during the spring and summer

months has increased about 50 per centin the same period, inglish

growers have succeeded in restoring availability of apples during autumn

and early winter to its long-term vre-war level. It is too early yet

to say that the dessert apple market has thereby been reconstructed in an

enduring form. Some further change must be expected if and when consumers

are allowed a wider choice. Not that the pre-1932 situation is likely

to recurs the North American varieties, which appeal to some consumers,

can now be had from almost all European countries.

B. Qualitative Aspects of Supply

Thus 2 relative but limited success for the Knglish dessert apple

has been demonstrated. English-grown varieties of English origin have

certainly sold. Other varieties, at a different time of year, have sold

better, It is time to ask why demand for English apples has not been

higher, and which market factors, if any, may be putting the brake on

demand and therefore deserving of attention as a matter of market strategy.

To put the question in this way begs the larger question of avail-

ability of apples. Statistics show that apple consumption per head in

Britain is low in comparison with that of other industrialised nations,

and is growing only slowly, if at all. We look at the "plateau" in
consumption of twenty years' duration in the U.Se-Ae, and conclude that

there is a ceiling to apple consumption. There probably is such a ceiling,

but equally probably consumption in Britain is not at its ceiling. What
the statistics for Britain record, indirectly is production. It is very
much to the horticultural industry's benefit andan enviable state for

producers to be in, that they can sell all they grow. With minor exceptions

- and in the case of dessert apples one may refer to the surplus of

Worcester Pearmain for two or three years around 1963 ~ English growers

produce without wastage of their crop. Looking at the world at large this

is little short of a phenomenon.

If maximum consumption be an aim in marketing, it is apparent that

realisation of the aim can only be recognised in the appearance of regular

surpluses. If Britain were self-sufficient in dessert apples, occasional

national surpluses would perhaps not matter very much, because producers!

average prices for the fruit they sold would, in the long term, be
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adequate. Once the British market is thrown open, doubtless some

wastage of fruit destined for market must be anticipated. Any wastage

may well be more serious for English growers when they have onlya

share in the national market, because then their prices will be partly

| determined by the prices of complementary apples and a price 'war! will

tend to be destructive. In a market situation of consumers being more

ready to buy another (cheaper) apple than another sort of fruit when

Inglish apples have a certain price, a lower price is likely to be

reached at a smaller output of English apples than in a market situation

of the alternative to an English apple being another sort of fruit. This

is explained in demand-and—supply terms in Figure 2.

Figure @. An Effect of Market-sharing upon
Pricing of English Dessert Apples

Bs
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DiagramA purports to show how the attempt to sell more English

apples when they have only a share of the market will produce a price, X,

at a comparatively low quantity marketed. The heavy black line shows

the demand curve for the product until it meets competition from the

alternative - an apple in diagram A or, say, peaches in diagram B. As

more of the two products continue to be offered, the price of -apples:falls

in accordance with the broken line. Up to the present time, English

 



growers have tended to set limits on consumption by not over—producing.

It is argued in Chapter III that it ig better for producers to stop

short of maximum consumption and to engineer this when a market is

shared calls for considerable powers of supply management. For the

present we are mainly concerned with the difficulty of measuring actual

consumption.

The apparent hesitancy of the British growers to ‘test! the market

is more a matter of accident (or bad luck!) than design. The relative

shortage of English dessert apples can be explained bys (i) a short

marketing season for the potentially popular and cheap variety (e.g.

Worcester Pearmain), (ii) concentration in production upon a low-yielding,

high-cost variety (Cox's Orange Pippin) and (iii) a belief that high
yields of any variety. were not practicable under English conditions.

Thus, a variety of apple which is cheap to grow and good to eat does not

have pride of place in English apple-growing: the lack of such a

variety helps to explain the consumption statistics. Many growers are

aware of this, and what they fear most is competition from the supply

from abroad of the type of apple they failed to produce themselves.

If they could have their choice most fruit growers would no doubt

have preferred to sell dessert apples in the 'bad old days! - when there

were fewer food products available, and nothing like the competition

from Sweetmeats, ice cream, prepared foods and meals and so on that

there is today. The demand.for apples is not what it once was because

consumers now have more alternative ways of providing for themselves the

satisfaction in consumption that dessert apples used to give.

We can account in this way for most of the changed market situation

for dessert apples. Consumers can now spend more money onother things.

Almost wholly, however, the alternatives are more expensive. The con-

temporary difference between Britain and some other countries is that in

other countries apple consumption has expanded on the basis of comparatively

Cheap apples. In France, for example, apparent consumption of dessert

apples is more than twice that in Britain during October, prices being

about two-thirds of the British. Some change from the 1920's and 30's

was necessary, because some varieties popular then would not sell today.

In the 1930's there were clearly-defined social and income classes, and

the apple supply was harmonized with the class structure. Before the

time of the Ottawa Agreement, the composition and the relative prices

per bushel of constituent parts of the dessert apple supply were as

follows: (Table 4).
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Table 4. ‘Composition of the Autumn/Winter
Supply of Dessert Apples c.1930

source and Variety Amount PriceperBushel
 

 

tons (s. d.)

English: Cox's Orange Pippin -7,000 21. 0.
U.S.A. Newtown Pippin | | |

) MacIntosh Red )~ | 88,500 | tS S.
British Columbia: Jonathan

MacIntoshRed. 959009 te Ds
Englands Worcester Pearmain : 26 , 000 10. QO,

3 6 eRibston Pippin)

220,000 *

wources K.R.W. Folley. The Economic Background to Apple Marketing
in Great Britain. 1957 (unpublished).

*  sgome 85,000 tons of summer (Australian and New Zealand) apples
completed the supply.

In those days, presumably, a policy of widening the market by having

about one-third of supplies cheaply priced, was an important factor in

inducing high consumption.

is the present policy equally appropriate to the needs of the 1960's?
The suitability of the supply of English dessert apples is nowconsidered
ingreater detail under the headings of (a) range in quality, (b) range

in variety, and (c) price, and the strength of the English growers!

position is considered before the weaknessin each case.

Quality Obviously, consumers having become wealthier and 'choosier!

in the last thirty years, it was a good move to concentrate upon quality -

which is partly a matter of quality in eating flavour and flavour and

freshness and partly good appearance. To concentrate so largely upon

Cox's Orange Pippin for most of the season satisfied the consumers who

wanted a good eating apple, but the fact that not all producers could

supply a good-looking sample left something lacking in total satisfaction

from the purchase. And the stress which distributors invariablyputupon
appearance has not helped this variety. It is unrealistic to say that

Cox as the mainstay was not enough: its very success pushed other

varieties into the background — Cox was far and away the best variety

available: nevertheless, in the general terms of the present argument

one or two satellite main season varieties would have been welcome. Cox

is often rejected by consumers who like a soft-fleshed apple, and the

down—graded,-green or small Cox is not everyone's idea ofa cheap apple.

 



 

Variety. it is unrealistic, too, to say that English producers

have failed to supply a good keeping dessert apple. Until the Golden

Delicious variety came along there was no variety which could be con—

sidered to have palatable ripeness all through the marketing season. In

pursuit of the 'freshness' dimension of fruit quality, the dessert apple

trade has utilised a succession of varieties. Arguing from first

principles, this should be a source of strength to producers. Consumers

are able to eat apples that are always in their prime. Here is a good

opportunity for 'marketing' as outlined in Part 1 — iee. to educate con-

sumers about the progression of varieties and sustain their interest in

consumption. Unfortunately, marketing control has not been strong

enough, or publicity loud enough, for producers to benefit much from

leading consumers through the delights of a succession of varieties.

There may not be general agreement that the varieties suitable for such

a programme are actually available. And, of course, the programme for

consumption would have only a short lifes: as matters stand, it would

have to peter out with the advent of Coxafter only eight weeks of market-
ing.

Price. It will be affirmed at a later stage that English dessert-—

apple growing is still in the formative stage. It has so far grown up

under the shelter of restricted imports during the main marketing season.

For most of the period since 1945, prices of apples in British markets

have been high in terms of European prices. A high price per bushel was

thought necessary to compensate the Inglish producers for their low yield.

English producers' yields peracre are increasing, but are still relatively
low internationally other than for Cox: the best Cox growers are con-
petitive with any in the world. It is a mistake to think that high yields

must always be associated with the ability to supply fruit at low market

prices. For example, very high yields do not reduce unit costs so much

in proportion to high yields as high yields do in proportion to low yields.

And the costs in the orchard are perhaps only 20 per cent of the total

cost of foreign fruit when packed and delivered to the English distributor.

Failings. In short, probablymore than half the supply of English

Cox's was becoming competitive on a world scale until 1966, when new

low levels of price were experienced in Western Kurope. What does this

mean for English growers? Is it good enough? Cox has apparently been a

boon to English growers. It has dominated the market for English apples

and generated a widespread preference for this variety. English producers

have thus created imperfections in Competition with other suppliers, to

their own advantages but since this differentiation of Cox has not been

‘wont so to speak, and producers are in no way organised to exploit or
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defend their share of the market, there is no similarity with an

industrial market situation.

On the other hand, consumers have hadprecious little choice.

Coxhas not established itself in competition with other good varieties and

seems to be important solely among English varieties. That is, exporters

of apples to Britain have not met the Knglish consumers’ apparent |

preference for this variety in anything like the same degree as English

growers. South Africa, for example, includes less than 10 per cent of

Cox in her early Summer deliveries but gets higher average wholesale

prices per bushel than the English grower does for his Cox. Inglish

growers must surely begin to enquire then, how far a variety of apple

that could be produced at lower unit cost than Cox could earn them the

equivalent revenue or profit.

In the present situation, production of Cox will go on increasing

until the consumers who are setting its market price are those who buy

without discretion (i.e. those who just want an apple). When this happens
any former element of preference by the buyer will have been lost, and

the price will be that much lower. Producers will, in effect, be 'giving'

away' the element of greater satisfaction in purchase which they origin-

ally set out to supply. Utilising what we know of the composite nature

of demand, it can be inferred that when apples more appropriate to

Separate purchases are available, some Cox purchases will be relinquished.
We can anticipate that Cox will slowly revert towards its place as a

premium variety, and that some growers will in the meantime have taken up

production of a rather inferior variety which yields 600 bushels an acre

as a normal yield.

The Need for Marketing Strategy

Reference can be made again at this point to the need for good

statistics of production and consumption, and the related prices. In

this context there is a presumption that the industry must wait until the

government can provide @ quick and reliable guide to producers — that is,

a long time. Marketing, however, is more often than not a firm's

endeavours; and it is open to any large fruit marketing concern to prepare

its own market statistics. They will not be ideal, but they will serve.

Ideally, what is required is answers to questions about the whole field

of trading that sooner or later an analyst will come up against. For

instance, is demand really as volatile as it is said to be ... and how

volatile is that? We do not know, for example, whether a slack day's
trading means 5 per cent or 15 per cent fewer apples sold than is normal

 



 

for the day of the week in question. Neither do we know the extent to

which volumes are sold are fairly constant and prices the variable

element. Only if there were perfect competition between commission

Salesmen would one firm's experiences be typical of the whole market.

Progress towards price stabilisation is also handicapped by the relative

ignorance about market movements. Economists would like to know whether

there was, for example, a typically frequent and widespread situation

of short-term price instability over a four-day period, or a three-day

period: because, if this were so, a stable price over the three or four

days might serve just as well and suppress the side-effects of instability.

Without this information producers are in no positionto come to

conclusions about the elements of a common marketing strategy. The

proper field of study for a marketing strategy is the dessert apple

market, not the supply of English dessert apples. As regards the whole

market, two relevant, related and largely unanswered questions are:

(a) How strong is consumers! demand for non-Cox apples?

(ob) Is Spring or autumn the natural time for eating apples? and

(c) Should English producers be sounding-out a much-extended —

season, or are apples easiest to sell during the autumn and

winter? Are apples prized more highly in season, or out—of—

season?

Simple as these questions seem, they are difficult to answer. For one

thing, the supply of all fruits cannot be overlooked in trying to answer

them. Consumers will, perhaps take apples in spring when they could not

in autumn because in spring there is less fruit of all sorts available.

In autumn, when there are (usually) plenty of apples there will also be

more opportunity to buy other fruits. It is not very satisfactory to

know this sort of ‘conditional! demand. If demand for apples in spring

really is weak, apple-growers will be vulnerable to increases of supply

of other fruits and the demand for apples will not be as strong as the

figures represent. In Part III it is suggested that the amount of money

consumers spend on apples should provide the key.

Looking for a moment at prices and supplies on the British market

of another fruit - bananas - there is no doubt that summer is the time

when consumers buy them more readily. Prices as well as supplies are

higher in June, July and August. Wholesale buyers apparently anticipate

consumers’ spending to be 25-30 per cent higher in summer than in winter 3

but bananas are not a standardised product and we do not know howmuch
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the apparently lower demand in winter is due to consumers having had

unsatisfactory purchases of bananas more frequently in the winter months

than in summer perhaps as a result of the ripening of them more frequently

going wrong and leading to a prevalence of "cheap offers" in the winter.

Figure 8 gives the monthly prices and supplies of bananas for 1965 and

1966.

Figure 3 Monthly Supplies and Prices of Bananas (av. 1965_& 1966)
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The sort of demand analysis that could throw light on these questions

of the relative strength of seasonal demands is highly complex and none

too reliable in its findings. For instance, the same varieties of apple

are not available in summer as in winter. What allowance should be

made for this? Or are summer apples, being out-of-season, more in

demand for that reason, without regard to variety? Such evidence as there

is is circumstantial and tends not to confirm that the autumb and winter,

whilst the 'natural' time for apple-buying, is unquestionably the time

when sales promotion will succeed. It is generally easier to get con-

sumers to spend more money on a product when they are already inclined

to spend than when they are not. In the context of marketing the English

dessert apple crop, the distinction - and the decision — has to be made
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between the necessity of advertising apples as a product for long-term

gain and of promoting them as an established item in a series of short-—

term campaigns.

The evidence referred to above is this: Summer consumption is

higher, relative to pre-war, than winter consumption. Average prices

per lb. at wholesale of imported apples have consistently been higher

than average prices of home-grown apples. And M. Reifenberg, a

respected figure in the French fruit industry, is on record’as saying

that, apropos dessert apples in France, expenditure varies little

throughout the year - rather more being spent and less consumed during

the summer months.

Unless, therefore, summer apples were more successfully marketed,

or the average quality of the English crop was lower, it appears that

consumers held home-grown apples to be less desirable than imported

apples partly because of the time of year. We unconsciously think of

apples being in greatest demand during and shortly after harvest. If

this is the correct state of affairs the lower price for the English

dessert apple becomes more inexplicable, because it is not the time of

greatest competition from other fruits. It may be, of course, that the

English practice of marketing three qualities of each variety rather

than one quality of several varieties makes all the difference. Another

possibility is that either an element of price guidance or other uses

of bargaining power entered more largely into the marketing of imported

apples. Certainly in dealing with the Marketing Boards of Australia, ~*~

New Zealand and South Africa, English buyers face monopolistic sellers,

although the three Boards are in a degree competitive in the inglish

market. This reversal of the usual situation in which buyers and

sellers find themselves cannot surely be unconnected with the fact that
_ importers are said to have been used to bearing 75-80 per cent of the

financial risk in importing Australian apples and pears.

There are signs that demend for English dessert apples was

strengthening after 1961 - probably because good-looking apples from |

young trees were more ‘in evidence in the shops: whether these apples

had to be Cox to sell in quantity cannot be determined. Increasing

| quality—consciousness in consumers may account for their partial rejection

of the variety of Australian and the New Zealand consignments in 1964.

and again in 1966. Freshness, good flavour, bright appearance and

absence of irritating physical features in the fruit are the selling

points of dessert apples: the fairest deduction is that any variety

which can meet these requirements will sell, whether English in origin

 
* in the Amos Memorial Lecture, March llth, 1968.
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or note From the standpoint of strategy, the evidence casts no great

credit upon Cox and disposes to an hypothesis that, for numbers of con-

sumers, Cox was just another apple, but a good one.

Demand in the Long Term

While some elements of a marketing strategy are inconclusive, there

is more conclusive evidence that in the long term the trend in real”

prices of dessert apples is the downwards, unless positive efforts are

made to alter the trend. A continuing fall in real price can be traced

back to 19383; and as long as an increasing supply meets a static demand,

a declining price must be expected. The conventional demand— and

supply-curve diagrams of the text books of economics are used in Figure 4

to show the trend. The whole diagram covers a period of forty years,

back to 1938 and forward to 1978. The positioning of the curves was

decided by working with the following assumptionss (a) unitary price-

elasticity of demand, (b) income elasticity of demandof +#1.0 in 1938,

declining by 0.15 in each successive decade, and (c) short-term inflexi-

bility of supply arising from the long time-lag in producers' response

to market indicators. (For non-economists, the above means that English

dessert apples have a prescribed share of consumers! total expenditure,

and that the actual expenditure on dessert apples was decided by consumers!

incomes, In 1938 an increase in incomes produced an increase in

expenditure on apples of the same proportion: after 1948 the proportional

increase in expenditure got progressively less than the proportional

increase in incomes). The assumptions are realistic for Inglish dessert

apples, without being arithmetically precise.

The figures of supply, demand and price embodied in Figure 4 are

as follows (Table 5).

Table 5. Hstimated Real Value per unit of inglish Dessert Apples

 

Average

quoted
wholesale
price of
English Estimated
dessert Bquival ent Gross production
apples 1968 price of English Gross production

(per bushel) (per bushel) dessert apples of English Cox

(s. de). (s. ad.) ('000 tons) (1000 tons)
c.1938 ll. 3. 52. 5. 50 a 10
c.1948 17. O. 38. 3.6 120 30
col958 25. 6. 33. Ye 240 90
c.1968 23. O. 320 160
c.1978 2l. O. 360 175

 

* yreal price is the actual price adjusted for the Change in the value of
MONeye
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Figure 4.

Apples, 1938-1978

The long-term trend in market price of English Dessert

Price: in shillings a bushel, at wholesale, 1958 value
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Figure 4 is not a reliable portent of what will actually happen

to prices of English dessert apples in the next ten years- it has been

assumed, for example, that importation of foreign apples will not.

increase proportionallyto home production during the autumn and winter.

Figure 4 (with Figure 4a following) is offered mainly as part of the

general theory of demand for a product, like orchard fruit, in which

there is (a) a long time~lag in adjusting production upwards to meet an

increase in demand, and (b) a longer time-lag in adjusting production

downwards to meet a decline in demand.

The downward trend in real prices of fruit (i.e. stable prices for

apples while the value of money is falling) is perhaps made clearer in

the consolidated diagram, Figure4a in whichthe five equilibrium prices

in Figure 4 are shown as a continuous, long-period price curve. This

trend in price is not of deathly significance to an industry which is

all the time increasing its efficiency of production unless it is.

associated with declining revenue from sales of fruit. (It is shown

later that this can happen). Much more about the implications of Figure

4afor English producers is written in the following chapter. For the

moment, only the theory of the market situation is under review.

Figure 4a Consolidated Long-term Real Average Price of English
Dessert Apples, 1938 -— 1978.

Price (sh. a bu:)
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The important lesson of Figure 4 is its demonstration for the

period after 1958, of how the time lag in increasing production affects
prices and revenue when output is eventually increased. In effect, the
price in 1958 which gave growers the incentive to plant more dessert
apple trees is no longer operative ten years later when the new apple
orchards come into full bearing. The quantity of apples that consumers
Could have in 1958 was decided by growers at. least ten years previously.
When consumers! demands are growing, this delay means that consumers may
go years without all the apples they thought, at one time, they would
like. In the meantime they acquire other forms of consumption and their
demand for apples is likely to become attenuated: the future selling
price of the apples will be less than the growers anticipated at the

time of planting. So if there were a marketing strategist who wanted to
ensure, for dessert apple growers as a whole, that they did not over—
produce, he would be working with a demand curve projected twenty years"
into the future, and not with present features of demand. (The forward
period would, of course, be reduced to eight to ten years if all growers
were planting intensive orchards). If they work on present demand,
producers will inevitably be in danger of over-producing. Some relief
may be allowed in the form of elasticity of demand if personal incomes
continue to increases; this is of the order of 2 per cent a year, compared
to projected annual increases in output of applesof about 3 per cent.

A Worked Example: It is inferred in Figure 3 that 320,000 tons of dessert
apples would have sold at a higher real price in 1958 than will be realised
in 1968. For this to happen, all consumers! evaluation of dessert apples
had to fall between 1958 and 1968 at a faster rate than their net incomes
were rising. This can happen, as the following hypothetical example shows:

Assume, say, for 1958, that national income was
£20,000,000, and that *%500,000 was spent on dessert
apples, being 1,000,000 bushels at 10s. each. Real

income per head is to increase by 10 per cent each

decade, and the income elasticity of demand for

dessert apples is to fall from 0.7 in 1958 to 0.55

in 1968. Then the projected market situation for

1968 and 1978 will bes

a. in 1968 (over 1958) when equilibrium market price
was 10s. Od. a bushel

Increase in national income <.... 10 per cent

 

* this is the assumed mid—period of a e4—-year span of cropping beginningwhen the orchard is 8 years old.
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Increase in income diverted

to buying apples eee. wee { per cent

New total for market revenue
for dessert apples _ |
(£500,000 x 100) 4... eee. £535,000

Increase in size of apple crop .. 20 per cent

No. of bushels of dessert apples 1,200,000

Equilibrium average market price
per bushel .... eeee eves TS. Cd.

be in 1978 (over 1968)

_ Increase in national income .... 10 per cent

Increase in income diverted :

to buying dessert apples cone 5.25 per cent

New total for market revenue
for dessert apples

(£535,000x 100) .... weve £565,000

Increasein apple crop esos 15 per cent

No. of bushels of dessert

apples : cece eooe 1,380,000

Equilibrium average market price
per bushel ooce eeee [Se ld.

Incomplete ag the above example is, it shows how allowing fruit

production to expand faster than consumers! readiness to buy can mean

lower market prices.

A loss of interest in a product is the more likely to happen when

the product ceases to be a 'new good' as will have happened to English

dessert apples by 1978. Such senescence in demand, of course, is no

phenomenon. It is the commonplace ‘economic pressure! in a new guise.

It is inherent in consumption, and it is a movement that market power _

tries to prevent. Manufacturers of branded products for example, take

care that consumers never become "tired" of their product (although they

cannot guard against it becoming less useful in its intended function).

Their marketing (as was noted in Chapter 1) then involves innovation

to keep up consumers! interest.

The Normal Demand Curve

Confirmation that products become established in the business life

of the community, and acquire a sort of niche in the economy can be

deduced from the shape of the typical long-term demand curve for a
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horticultural product. Plotted as a relationship between volume of
production (out put ) and a resulting price per unit over a period of say,
twenty years, the demand curve has the shape in Figure 5. There is a
point of inflexion in the curve and amiddle area where it becomes
progressively more horizontal. On each side of this area the curve becomes

Figure 5. Typical Normal Demand Curve
for a Horticultural Product

Normal experience would be
in the range of supply marked
MN in Figure 5. At an output
of less than M, the high price

\ | ‘per unit deters a number of
\ usual consumers and the price

price \ : does not compensate for the
‘ T smaller amount. Elasticity is
a diminished in moving away from

Ss the point of inflexion, I. At
\ an output greater than N, the

product is so plentiful that
Consumption equivalent to
supply is achieved only by

| Cheapening the product so that
iW N it is made relatively more
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progressively more vertical. The middle area relates to normal conditions
in the markets, the outer areas to abnormalities. A normal situation is
Simply one which is most frequently experienced —- it is the one which

buyers and sellers can most easily accommodate — and will apply when

crops are of about normal size. Hither a short crop or a bumper crop

Will create an abnormal situation and in adjusting themselves to it
buyers and sellers will form a price that is abnormal in the sense that

the money it realises for producers will not be the same as for a normal

crop — it will usually be less.

There are two results from this discussion which we ought to note.
First, price elasticity of demand alters significantly in an abnormal

Situation. Secondly, there can be no 'normal' market situation at a time
of steep rise in out put.

The rules for producers are thus clarified. Actual revenue (from

buyers in the market) is likely to reach its maximum within the MN range

of outputs and taking producers! costs into account, their profit will
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actually be highest within the same range. This is explained in greater

detail (for those who wish to. pursue the matter) in the next paragraph,

withthe help of, Figure 6.

Figure 6. Normal Demand Curve in relation to Constant Expenditure Curve
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| In Figure 6, N represents the point at which consumers! spending

will maximise: NO is the output which accords best with consumers'

desires, and is also the niche which the product could have in the long

term. The shape of the market demand curve to which producers are subject

shows that there is not unchanged consumers' desire for the product at

all levels of output. Assuming that consumers were prepared in all

circumstances to spend the same amount of money each year on a product,

the demand curve (a constant expenditure curve) would have a parabolic

Shape like DD, in Figure 6. As will be shown later, producers' revenue

and profits would still vary very much for different-sized crops, even

if consumers’ spending remained constant, because marketing and distri-

bution costs have to be paid for out of what consumers spend, and these

costs increase as output increases.

The actual demand curve, DiDy: side by side with DD, shows that

producers sacrifice revenue both with below—normal crops, and with above-

normal crops. If this is So, more serious and more expensive measures to

combat spring frosts would be justified for the good of the industry.

Both the short crop and the excess crop are sources of loss, and the up—

sets to formative habits in buying and to the trade generally are possibly

more serious in the longer term than the actual fall in money income

during the short—crop year.

 



 

In review, it appears that marketing strategy has a place in fruit-
growing if growers were ever sufficiently well-organised to operate it.

We pass on in Section 2 to a further consideration of this question.

 



nection 2. Hlements of Marketing Strategy

How much to produce? One element of a marketing strategy for English

dessert apples would certainly be a judgment of the right amount to

produce, which would be derived from a notion of how much the market would

take at a given price. To this end strategy would take into account the

economic time-of-life of the English dessert apple. It was indicated

previously how the demand for a new product can be at first lively: then,

some years later, the same product perhaps tends to be thought of as

'dated'. Innovation fails, demand tends to weaken, excess production

Capacity shows up, and if producers cannot amalgamate, create new interest

or develop new products, individual firms Slowly go out of business. It

1s noticeable, too, that firms' Marketing Directors, when faced with

maturity (i.e. a levelling off of demand) in a product, will try to

stabilise demand on the basis of an image of 'quality' in the product

and a somewhat higher price than otherwise. A matured product, by

definition, has a low price— and cross-elasticity of demand.

By all the signs, the English dessert apple of 1964-66 is not a

matured product. lffectively, English apples have made their impact over

less than twenty years and during this period consumption has been growing.

More consumers, some of!them in the northern half of the country, are

‘discovering' Cox. There is opportunity for consumption to increase

further, but in the process the apple will mature as a product, and, from

the producers! point of view, there will come a time when the increase may

not be altogether welcome. If English dessert apple growers continue to

try to increase. consumption by offering more top-quality apples of a

high-cost variety, prices will not respond and are likely to over-—tax

producers! production efficiency. For instance, it would be true to say

that the present season's demand would take care of 150,000 tons of 2a"

diameter, first quality Cox, retailing at ls. a lb.3 but it would be

ruinous for producers to attempt to meet this demand. Once extended

loyalty to Cox has been established, it would be costly to over-—supply;

but with restraint in output, small fractional rises in the growers!

price might be engineered.

it is, however, a fallacy for growers to think that the same

buoyant market conditions experienced when they have an above average

crop to sell in an expanding market, will also apply when productive

Capacity has increased and supply has caught up with demand. If

producers planted-up with this sort of expectation they are bound to be

disappointed with the result. The diagram below (Figure 7) shows the

notional profit on a crop of 300,000 tons of dessert apples when 250, 000
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tons is normal for the acreage in bearing at a time of unsatisfied

Figure 7. Two Profit Situations in a Crop of Equal Size
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demand (Situation A). The growers' profit is more than Sm. higher than

the notional profit from a 'normal' crop of 300,000 tons some years when

demand and supply are in equilibrium at that figure (Situation B).

Figure 7 has been drawn to display the overall conditions. The

following calculations explain how producers! profits differ in the two

Situations:

Situation A.

Aggregate revenue3 |

300,000 tons @ 744/1b. (£67 a ton) .«. — £20,100,000
Aggregate costs:

250,000 tons @ 17/3d. a bushel = £12,075,000
50,000 tons @ 8/-d. "1 1,120,000 13,195,000

 

Profit on crop & 6,905,000
 

 

 



Dituation B,

Aggregate revenues

300,000 tons @ 74d./1b. (£70 a ton) «. ve £21,000, 000
Ageregate costs:

300,000 tons @ 17/6d. a bushel we ee 14,700,000
 

Profit on crop & 6,300,000
 

 

Calculations relevant to the English producers position in the

market are resumed in Part III. Next, consideration is given to two

more features of a marketing strategy -— the product development end

sales promotion.

Product Development Dessert apples are not devoid of product development

possibilities, although some limitations have to be recognised. On the

one hand, the product does not lend itself to frequent and publicisable

improvements: its "image" cannot be refreshed in the same way as motor

car models are re-vamped, or detergents re-constituted. And until apples

are more frequently branded and sold in consumer packs the opportunity

to keep interest in them alive by modernising presentation is being

missed. Producers lack the means to adopt innovation as a means of

profiting from innovistic competition, and seem to be largely restricted

to manoeuvre in the fields of (a) price and (b) quality. Price competi-

tion (with small imperfections) in dessert apples is still the rule in

most large wholesale fruit markets. In this context, the one opportunity

of differentiation available to producers is consumer packs. Super-

markets pioneered the way with consumer packs of good-sized apples, (often

of indifferent quality). And 'pods! for small apples had a successful

run. tt may well be that the ideal material for 2 consumer pack of apples

has still to be found: nevertheless, some such development is the most

likely’one Within the field of marketing (as distinct from progress in

_ improving the product) and with a view to developing 'brand' loyalty.

dt,Seemsobvious that colour which is not attractive should be subordinate
So tw
Pee Res 8

toa coldur“which is. For example, most colours gain in intensity when

side-by-sidewith 2 dull whites: a grey background could perhaps be used

to give apple skins more colour, but it would not succeed in its purpose

if it gave consumers an impression of being a ‘dirty’ white.

It goes without Saying that consumption of English dessert apples

will not increase (except to the extent that population increases)

unless consumers get a net increase in their total satisfaction from the

additional purchases. Brighter colour will help as a whole, and so will

more good varieties, but with dessert fruit eating quality cannot be

overlooked. 4 weakness here is that consumers cannot be guaranteed the
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satisfaction they anticipate. Producers (and distributors) who are

jealous of their reputation take care that the fruit they offer is well-

graded, and, if out of store, not liable to quick breakdowm. Dessert .

apple marketing practices at present insure a consumer against rank

dissatisfaction, but have not yet reached the more positive stage of

encouraging consumers to buy because they know the treat in store for

them if they do. Some effort will certainly be applied towards giving

maximum satisfaction. One supplier, for example, may begin to make

sample tests of 'firmness' and sugar/acid ratios before marketing. In

essence, such a development is an ideal case for branding, and quality

control throughout marketing. What the necessary increase in retail

price would be, and whether the premiums would be too high for most

consumers, would have to be decided by a test-exercise.

It is hardly likely, however, that such care in marketing should

become the rule. Only a comparatively few consumers could habitually

seek to make apple-eating a Supremely pleasant experience. A modified

"pread and butter' role for dessert apples offered at an attractive price,

scems a far more probable strategy for a leading firm.

Combining what has been written earlier about efforts to make com—

petition between suppliers more imperfect with the desire to continue

the wastelessness of English apple growing, it is obviously to English
_ growers! advantage to put eating quality before appearance. So far,

attempts to 'manege' marketing have always tended to promote good

appearance and demote inferior appearance, notwithstanding that there is

frequently a good demand for the so-called "rubbish" in waolesale markets.
Tt has to be recognised that in buying their dessert apples consumers are
getting some initial satisfaction from the appearance (largely a matter
of colour) of the fruit and some find satisfaction from the taste and
Size of the fruit; and that there will be a wide range in the blend of
the two attributes if each purchascr is to get maximum satisfaction, at
the price paid, from each purchase.

British growers should be in a position to offer a different ‘deal!
in the home market from that of exportersin terms of this blend of
attributes, and should be concerned to fortify their position over 4a
given part of the range. And is exporters! attitude to their home market
so different from this? Hore is a quotation from an address by the
chairman of a certain overseas fruit board at its annual general meeting
esoccoe the greater bulk of the reemaining crop is of eating quality equal
to~«_bettor than the fruit exported, but it is not as good-looking and
therefore cannot be exported". The difference between a home and an
export market is thus made abundantly clear: and for consumers who plump
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for taste there is a certain irony in the chairman's statement.

It is in this context that a logical strategy may be at variance

with the question of status and prestige that each firm is always.

striving for. Everyone wants.the 'top of the market' position: but

if this is where competitionis strongest, and the English industry is

not a strong competitor, pursuit of a top position may not be the best

- strategy. British growers have to make every apple count, and if they

produce a good-eating apple with a lowappearance-factor, opportunities

for selling this kind of apple mustbe ‘takeniand provision made direct

competition between this fruit and higher-priced fruit to be minimised,

A dual marketing system is a form of surrender of market power due

to the number of fruit-growing firms. Large firms would be interested in

| evaluatingappearance and eating quality and would probably cut out

certain ‘blends! . This is not a practical strategy for an industry with

thousands of firms. Similarly, if skin colour were foundto be an

“obstacle to higher sales, research would be put in hand to artificially

modify the colour to consumers! preferences.

In Figure 8, it is shown how different 'blends' of attractivness and

. eating quality will give rise to various prices — notionally marked off

| 7 — : along the price line 'p'.
Figure 8. A Two-factor Analysis of

.. } the Apple Market. Maximum attractiveness and low

eating quality constitute situa-

tion (i, i.) and price (i): |

maximum eating quality and mode—

attractiveness rate attractiveness (ii,ii) are

| | .. Shown to produce a somewhat higher

| | ae price (ii); and the maximum price

is i11, obtained for a blend of

maximum attractiveness and maxi-

mum eating quality. The area

within the dotted lines is the

area in which home growers are

the main suppliers.   
eating quality

 



 

Neales Promotion for Dessert Apples

Turning now to the major task of selling the best of the English
crop, time is not on the side of the English grower. Over-—production
will be costly for growers, andit may seem good strategy to deploy some
funds on sales promotional schemes, intending that these outlays shall
earn more for growers than they cost. It should be noted at the outset
however, that measures, including advertising, are not traditionally
used to retrieve a 'weak' market situation. It is questionable if
any large firm ever advertised itself out of financial trouble. Fruit
growers should not imagine that any sum they contribute to publicity
will make consumers buy apples they do not want.

Publicity for dessert apples will be increasingly in English growers!
minds as their industry matures and their apples find their long-term
place in the economy. The fruit marketing boards of South Africa and
Australia, have run advertising campaigns aimed at consumers. In certain
cases advertising expenditure hag given disappointing results, and to
expect that the same results for apples as for processed foods is
probably to expect too much. Agricultural economists largely agree that
there are essential differences between (a) a brand and a product, and
between (b) oligopolistic and atomistically competitive market structure
as regards the sales results of promotion efforts. A large-scale pro~
motion of apples must be as a products: and in this context the trend
towards imperfect competition in wholesaling may not be entirely helpful.
The first competitive advertising by producers! groups is not expected
unless and until chronic over—production occurs.

The subject of Promoting sales other than by the classical method
of lowering prices, can usefully be referred to under five headings, as
follows:

Ge advertising,

be branding,

om publicity,

d. consumption schemes,

Ce differential pricing.

Public relations and publicity men have acquired great expertise in
Sales promotion. What is written here is not what a professional sales
promoter would have written: it is a sketchy account of how efforts to
shift the demand curve for a product by influencing the way Consumers
think about it, can be appraised in economic terms. Producers of dessort
apples just do not have the resources or the opportunity to make an
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approach to consumers en masse. Small~scale advertising to influence

distributors of. English dessert apples is already taking place: and a

start has been made with point-of-sale publicity for some brands of

Inglish apple. The five subjects are now dealt with in turn.

Advertising Because the more muted forms of advertising are classified

for present purposes as public relations, advertising is considered here

to mean a massive and costly programmeof publicity. In this sense,

advertising is variously used (a) to stimulate purchase of a new product,

(b) to inform the public of product development, and (c) to keep a brand

name in the public's mind against the inroads of competitors! advertising.

fhe hundreds of thousands of pounds spent annually on advertising by

the large oligopolistic firms has usually had one or more of the above

functions. How relevant are these to dessert apples at the present time?

English dessert apples are not a novel product, are not subject to pro-

gressive development, are before the public (in quantity) for less than

Six months of the year and are not competitively advertised. In short,

there is no prima facie case for national advertising. There may be a
 

case for regional advertisement in areas where apple consumption a head

is low provided that a means of checking the results of the programme is

incorporatedat the same time.

Ig any English fruit-growing firm big enough to undertake advertising
on a national scale? The marketing boards of the sout hern—hemi sphere

fruit industries have done this and they may feel satisfied with the

results. Their programmes aid not, of course, prevent two disastrous

seasons in the 1960's. Advertising cannot pull a firm's chestnuts out

of the fire. And unless particular care is taken to make an advertising

programme show what it has achieved, its benefits remain concealed. One

of the first types of expenditure to be curtailed when a firm faces a

‘squeeze! on its customers is its advertising budget. So all in all it

seems that England does not have a fruit-growing firm large enough to

undertake advertising: but on the other hand, English producersas a whole

have a greater stake than overseas suppliers in the English market. They

supply over a longer Season, and the amounts conceived for publicity

representa lower contribution per bushel than overseas growers are at

present paying. The following points of difference from the English

growers! situation may, however, lend strength to the overseas suppliers:—

1. their boards are monopolists, and are in the same

position in their market as large firms;

 



ii. branding has taken hold in marketing of citrus fruit 3

iiie in advertising, a brand name takes precedence over a
product descriptions

iv. although the boards! efforts have primarily been to
develop markets, they could, aS occasion demanded,

operate a supply regulation scheme.

What does not show in.the publicity for overseas apples is the strict
limitation of variety and quality imposed on producers.

Success in advertising cannot be realistically Separated from con-
trol of supply. Advertising is most (perhaps only) successful when it
has a focus and a purpose and it is one among Several features of a
programme. Used alone, it has to be treated with care. Advertising
expenditure has been likened to a wasting asset in a business: it yields
a diminishing response as time goes by. Ideally, then, any firm or
industry that has limited promotional funds, should run short-term pro-
grammes whenever the promotional aim is to reach the mass of consumers,
If English dessert apples are going to be consistently over—produced,
there is a danger that, without some control of supply, dessert apple
producers may find themselves, if they place reliance on advertising
to help to dispose of surpluses, having progressively to increase their
advertising in an effort to cope with an increasingly difficult marke+
Situation. Advertising is not the sole standard industrial remedy for
over—production of a 'mature! product. It is thought to have been a
Success for a time in the case of liquid milk, although in this regard
the subsidised price and the large resources of the Milk Marketing Board
have to be taken into account.

Advertising ig a potent medium, well worth experimenting with -
but requiring great expertise on limited funds. On the positive side |
there is one known case of a successful local use of television
advertising in the late 1950's in an effort to clear large stocks of
Bramley's Seedling in store in Kent. Advertising may havesome meaning
for fruit growers as a means of short-term intervention in the trade to
give an effect for the duration of the advertisement. For instance, if
9,900 tons of, say Laxton's Superb apples were languishing in a store
and they could be sold at retail as additional purchases, in line with
the ruling level, at an average price of 26/64. a bushel (8d. a lb.)s
then assuming that the cost of the work of grading, packing, marketing
and distribution through to the retail outlet was 20s. a bushel, growers
would net 6s. 8d. a bushel from the additional sales. If the programme
was proved entirely successful, retailers would have increased their
takings by £375,000 and growers by £95,000. Growers would have made a
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profit on the programme if the additional consumption was realised at a

cost of less than £95,000 for advertising.

The weakness in the above example is that the cost of advertising

and the resulting increased revenue were notionally allowed to become

equivalent — al: 1 ratio between cost and return. This is not

practical business, If advertising is considered an asset, a revenue

four to ten times its outlay would be looked for. That is, in real life,

the fruit producers would have no guaranteeof efficacy of advertisement:

they might have been persuaded to spend £15,000 instead of £95,000 on

advertising, the required ‘lift! in demand would not have been obtained

and not all the apples would have been sold.

In the example above, producers already had the apples available.

It is also worth bearing in mind that if producers used advertising to

increase demand by 5,000 tons they would have had to grow the extra

apples, and the extra revenue would have been absorbed by costs of

production, It is here that we can logically make another comment upon

the importance of supply control to the success of advertising. If the

effect of advertising is to extend consumption, growers may get no benefit

at all from it in the long term unless there is progress in efficiency of

production. Increased consumption will benefit a whole industry if it

produces more output at diminishing marginal cost (which fruit growers ©

do not) and if demand clasticity is greater than unity (which it is not,

at projected levels of output for English dessert apples). Inglish dessert

apple producers will have to guard against using advertising solely to

generate increased consumptions if it succeeded in increasing actual

consumption in any year of price-inelasticity of demand, growers would

have paid their levy and got lower prices as a result.

The diagram below (Figure 9) indicates how, given low elasticity of
demand (i.e. a sluggish fruit trade), producers! revenue is likely to be

- increased more by solling an unchanged quantity at a highcr price than

by selling more at an unchanged price — and revenue is what matters, not

how much gets sold. In fact, in order of prefercnce, three possible

results from advertising are3~

i. an increase in revenue without increased costss

Ce an increase in revenue with costs increased pro ratas

3. increase in revenue with an increase in costs.

Only items 1 and 2 above will be acceptable to producers,
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Figure 9. Comparative Benefit to Producersof (a) raising
selling price and (b) extending consumption at
ruling price, notionally through the use of
advertising.

(a) ()

“

price |... Nk \ price

 

     
 

 

quantity quantity

In each diagram qd... is the original demand at retail and dfdf the

original 'farm-gate' demand and p the price that producers experiences:

dis the shifted demand curve after successful advertising and the

vertically shaded area is the increase in consumers! spending attribut-—

able to the advertising. So far the two diagrams are identical. In each

diagram dfa is the farm-gate curve, and by definition dfa is closer to

df in situation (a) than in situation (b). It follows from the steep
inclination and proximity of the curves that the vertical distance

between them in (a) will be greater than the horizontal distance

between them in (b). Hence, the gain to producers - which is the

Giagonally shaded area - will tend to be higher in situation (a) than in
situation (b).

A less involved way of demonstrating the same principle is this.

If an advertising programme has induced consumers to spend an extra

£10,000 at retail on dessert apples, and this is in the form of higher

prices, producers will get most of the £10,000. The commission seller

and the retailer will take small proportions of the increased spending -

possibly 30-35 per cent, leaving the grower a clear margin of about
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£6,600. Now if the result of advertising were permanently to keep con—

sumption increased, so that the £10,000 was spent on buying 80 tons more

apples (at £125 a ton or ls. 2d. a lb.) the effect would be that nearly

all the previous level of marketing changes per unit and nearly all the

previous sum ofproduction costs per unit would be incurred in selling the

extra apples. These could well amount to £100 a ton leaving the producers

a margin of £25 a ton and 80 tons or only £2,000 (compared with £6,600).

This illustrates the very important principle that without supply control,
the amount of money that can safely be spent on advertising is much less

than with supply control.

To sum up, from the standpoint of theory it would seem that

advertising English dessert apples with the intention of influencing con-

sumers would bepotentiallymost advantageous to producers when applied
between Septemberand December in years of good quality and above-average

quantity. There also seems to be scope for a test marketing exercise in-

volving both advertising and supply control: this would take the form

of a localised promotional effort in an areca where consumption a head is

at present low. Little of the foregoing, it should be noted, has a direct

bearing upon the actual use of funds for promotion at the present time.

The uses of promotions during the formative period for the market for a

product are not well-documented. The English dessert apple has a few

more years! formative marketing and sales promotion is an experiment well

worth trying. In Part III there is evidence to show that Cox is the only

variety with a degree of price—elasticity left ~ which seems to suggest

that advertising of Cox because it is the biggest selling apple and most

important to producers, would be the right move for another reason..

Branding. Successful advertising, finally, is also linked with control
of another sort - branding. By implication, a branded article is the

product of cither @& Single firm or a closely-knit coterie of firms, and

the supplier' (gs) sole interest is the promotion of his brand. If,

additionally, the product sells in an imperfectly competitive regime,

the supplier(s) has some power over distribution and over price. In

short, he has the power in the market to turn events — within limits, of

course - to his own benefit. Given that degree of power, an intcgrated

effort can be mounted and maintained at will. That is, the promotional
boost can be made to coincide with, say, an improvement in presentations

a variety of interrelated sales stimuli can be employed at the time of

year when sales begin to show a seasonal upward trend, and so on. All

in all, the suppliers know their efforts are unlikely to Tail, and large

sums of money can safely be utilised for promotional purposeso

 



 

Selling under the conditions outlined above ig foreign to the market-
ing of English dessert apples. Any similarity between ‘brand promotion!
of manufactured goods and brand promotion of dessert apples is vitiated
by the inbuilt quality variations in the apple supply. There is
considerable branding of dessert apples both by wholesalers and producers —
not to mention the unadvertised assurance of quality given to apples by
the goodnames of the leading mass retailers — but the promotion of
brand names largely takes place within the distributive trade in horti~

_ Culture, and is lost upon the Consumer. This might arise with apples
because (a) all apples are so much alike that no selection of them can
be forced into a brand sufficiently superior or different to allow a
premium in price out of which advertising expenditure could be recovered,
and (b) no brand is So widely and fully distributed as to make economic
a programme of national advertising designed to draw consumers to the
brand in question, and (c) a brand is usually a supplier! s trade mark and.
not a quality trade mark.

Branding seems appropriate to an oligopolistic market structure:
in an atomistic, competitive structure, and/or a product of variable
quality, branding is an alternative or supplementary strategem to grading.
If and when meaningful grade description can be established, private
branding will lose significance. And if; in the future, there are to be
fewer fruit-supplying terms, the way would be open to unification of
Supply, and all producers would have a Common interest in promoting
apples, not their particular brand. Oddly enough, branding apples as at
present carried out (i. @. a farm having its owm apple wraps) had its
origins in the grower's pride in his product. It came at a time when most
growers! marketing practices were weak ~ and it may become subordinated
to the promotion of English dessert apples in general as marketing practice
improves. This is what has happened with milk. Milk is not graded and
its publicity pays no heed to, say, Channel Islands breedg' milk as
distinct from that of other breeds. The general stimulus is Given, and
Consumers exercise their choice (limited though it be). But the parallel
with milk cannot be carricd too far. <A producers! marketing board has
a monopoly in the fresh milk market. A fruit growers' marketing organi s—
ation would not have a monopoly. It can be expected that there would be
one welcome result — competition in the fruit market would tend to result
in a higher level of average quality of product for fruit than for milk.

Branding has been widely used in an oligopsonistic market structure
to underwrite a firm's share of the market, and to mollify the worst
effects of price competition. Just what it is that. makes branding a
secondary agont of imperfection in markets - product difference being

 



retailer with adequate margin: it must therefore be a relatively high

price. harge firms tolerate this situation so long as they can because

there is a certain value in having a large number of retail outlets. In

this way, distribution costs are unnecessarily high, but so are retail

prices, and small firms, moreover, are given less chance in local markets.

In the case of dessert apples, however, competition between

distributors and freedom from intervention in pricing permits variations

in retail prices for the same quality of product. Two types of consumers'

response to price are appropriately mentioned here. First, a higher

marked price juxtaposed with a lower marked price encoureges consumption

because a large section of consumers are thereby led to think that they

are maximising satisfaction in their purchase by paying the top price.

Second, a lower-than-ruling marked price would induce another section of

consumers to jump at the apparent bargain. Producers, then, need not

unduly regret their inability to fix retail prices. This statement

contributes nothing to the argument about whether retailers do well for

producers by doing the best for themselves. It is Simply a comment upon

freedom in pricing that the retailer of fruit has. It cannot be over-—

locked that if a standardisation of product is pursued as far as possible,

this present freedom of pricing may be surrendered to a more rigid and

more widespread ‘agreed! price.

Variations in retail price above or below a given average price are

more likely to be a source of strength than a weakness. The composite—

ness of demand has already been remarked upon. However, up to the present,

retailers have applied it on their own initiative, but it seems to be a

field in which producers could ultimately be active. For instance, if

publicity were given to highest ruling price and there were in fact a

range of prices resulting from retailers using different mark-ups, a

stimulus to consumption would be provided by the opportunities to buy

at below the nominated price.

It has been widely accepted that housewives have a shopping trait

of most frequently buying the more expensive of two displays of fruit.

If this trait is to continue, it will need cultivating; because it was

the housewife!s way of trying to avoid buying poorer quality produce.

However, standards of quality are rising cach year, the difference

between the best and the worst samples is narrowing, and particularly

if the housewife feels the protection of branding, grading, or a

retailer! Ss reputation, there will be no lower-priced samples of fruit on

offer in the same shop. One way in which the habit of ‘buying the best!

can be kept alive is by having a dearer and a cheaper variety of apple

on offer at the same time.



Good Quality-vs.Poor Quality.

Producers often feel confused by the reaction to quality in produce
by buyers in the main markets, and perhaps this is the place where an

attempt could be made to explain a market phenomenon.

Buyers, and advisers in general, lose no opportunity of impressing
upon producers that quality sells fruit. Then, occasionally, a lot of

so-called 'rubbish' appears on the market, and the same salesmon are
only too ready to tell producers that sales of good apples have been
disappointing as a result. Quality distinctions of this sort came into—
prominence in Elizabethan times, in connection with the money supply.
"Bad money drives out good money" has survived to the present time as
Gresham's law. Worthy coins will be hoarded, the unworthy coins used.
In the same way, buyers may turn for a short time to buying inferior
quality and thus poor fruit drives out good fruit.

Producers whose aim is the long-term improvement of quality in
supply need not get depressed over this sort of happening. It has to be
recognised that Gresham's Law can both apply and not apply in wholesale
produce markets. In economics, this is not self-contradictory, because
what is true for a short period (short term) may not be true of a longer
period (long term). All the time that better quality gives consumers
greater satisfaction, buyers will have this in mind. Higher quality,
then, is one of the long-term incentives to increased consumption (an

effect of income-elasticity of demand). Gresham's Law works for money,
but not for perishable produce. Coins of "good money" can be saved and
stored and allowed to increase in value as the entire currency becomes
debased. There is no parallel here with horticulture. It is in no one's
interest to 'debase'! the supply of produce. However, in the short-term —
which means an occasional opportunity - inferior fruit may be preferred
to superior fruit by the same buyers. The reasons are as follows.
Suppose Grade III apples are in excess on a certain day. Their price
falls. Top-of—the-grade Samples are apparently no different from
bottom-of-Grade II apples. Buyers see an opportunity to "buy cheap and
sell dear", so they switch from Grade II to Grade III. The price of
Grade II consequently weakens. They become attractive relative to Grade
I, and consequently some transference of buying from Grade I to Grade II
takes place. Prices have thus weakened all through the market: but only
temporarily. If prices of good-quality produce are 'weak! on this account
for several days, the cause is likely to be good value for money in the
inferior samples. We hark back here to what has been said about the
fallacy of grading largely by appearance. Literal 'rubbish' is not a
practical alternative to sound fruit. Frequently, however, the ‘rubbish!
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consists of marked (i.e. blemished) fruit of good eating quality — and

then it is sought after by a section of buyers. One of the anticipated.

most severe changes in demand for dessert apples when they become plenti-

ful is the lack of interest in poor fruit if good quality is available

at the former price of poor fruit. There is no doubt that, on a straight

choice at the same price, better quality will oust poorer quality from

markets.

There is thought to be imperfect competition between (or a composite

demand for) different qualities (including varieties) of apples. If this

really is so, are English growers being rational when they express a fear

of what Italian apples might do to the U.K. market if they were admitted

more freely? The answer is 'Yes', but not for the obvious reason. If

there were to be more low-priced, imported apples instead of English.

The most serious effect would tend to be a lowering of all apple prices

as a result of the increased supply. And it may well be, of course, that

the sort of price relapse mentioned above, is a result of a rather large

quantity of fruit (either of apples or of all fruit) on the market ~ only

a small excess would be needed, and we have no way of measuring small

Changes. Thus, separate suppliers maintain their share of the market, and

certain products their hold on consumers, only so long as the market as a

whole is kept under control. The bogey of the cheap ltalian apples was

laid in 1959 when 40,000 tons were imported. Like the relapse of price

from normal, importation on this scale was short tterm effoct.

Another issue arising out of the price-vulnerability of good-quality

produce is whether the suppliers of good-quality need their position in

the market strengthening. Should less—committed growers be allowed free-

dom to harass the more-committed growers? The thought behind, and trend

of legislation effecting fruit marketing in Britain has been in favour

of the committed producer. The pros and cons of regulated marketing will

emerge during a reading of Part III. Producers who have made big invest-

ments in orchards, stores and packing stations naturally wish to see a

good returnupon their capital. To suit their book, what is desirable

is a fruit industry that can afford the same institutions, the same

salaried executives,the same rewards as any other industry. Contending

with this attitude is one of putting the growers' interest first, allowing :

them to sell where and how they choose in order that they may make the

best of competing offers.

Neither of these extreme attitudes is likely to prevail in the future.

On the one hand, the 'prestige' attitude overlooks two potential weaknesses



in their postulated situation. First, expected premiums for quality
Cannot be maintained if consumption per head of the population is to be

increased; secondly, the 'quality-minded' producers are not always the
most efficient, and may be misled if they are looking to "good marketing"
to bring them a high average return. On the other hand, in a situation
where supply is expected to increase faster than demand, the anticipated
Competition among buyers for growers’ produce may be expected to develop
into competition between growers for a buyer's favour. What seems to be
in the offing, then, is a partial re-alignment of the present disposition
of growers’ forces in the marketing field.

The Quality 'Tllusion!

The big difference that eating quality makes to the demand for most
horticultural produce emphasizes the distinction between volume of sales
and consumers! expenditure - the latter being the more important for
producers. Better-than-usual quality in any crop elicits additional|
expenditure, and’a good proportion of the larger whole is realised bythe
producers. If they interpret this as a sign that consumers want more of
the product, they are wrong. What has occurred ls a temporary shift in
demand. If producers now set about supplying more, and for, say, four
years out of five, quality slips back to its normal level, producers
will find both their sales and their prices disappointing. In this Way,
quality, when not recognisedas the operative factor in demand, gives
an illusion that the demand is higher than it really is - that is, demand
in the usual sense of how much (in quantity) a market will take.

Followers of economics May recognise the simple application

| | | of the change-of—demand curve.Higure 10. The Quality Illusion
in Demand

theorem in Figure 10,

In this diagram © S is the supply

curve, which is unchanged from

year to year because the good-

| quality crop is an act of Nature

and does not involve a change in

production costs. dd is the demand
curve for the crop of average

quality, p being the equilibrium 

 

  
 

~ price. d,dsis the demand curve

S for the better—quality CrOD,

' leading to a new short-term

: - equilibrium price, p. At a price

Q Io Pys however, producers are prepared

quantity



 

to supply the quantity Qos When they do, of course, their normal—quality

crop WLll be sold in accordance with the demand curve dd and the best

average price they can expect will have fallen to Poe

Repetitively, attempts by producers to respond to consumers! joint

demands for quality and quantity may be a contributory cause of long-term

price instability. In Ficure 10a it is shown how a movement towards

higher consumption, in a context of (a) quality-inspired additional ex-

penditure and (b) variable year-to-year quality and quantity must involve

frequent disturbances of equilibrium price. Here, years of good-quality

crop and greater quantity could equally well — and more truly — be supplied

over much longer periods of time, the supply curve shifting as producers

respond to a price incentive and not because Nature decides to be bountiful.

Successive points of equilibrium price are labelled V, W, X, Y and Z, and

the position of cach is derived as follows:

Figure 10a Price Instability Engcndered V —~ a datum year
 

by Quality Veriation
W- a year of superior

quality; demand curve
shifted to D,D,, supply

Lol
unaltered

X- a year of inferior

quality; demand curve
shifts back to DD,
supply curve now 8,5,

Y —- good quality agains
demand curve DoD,

price

“4 — infcrior quality; same
supply as two years

azo (S,S,)5

demand shifted back to
D.D._.
3 3
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Propositions — Part II
 

1. British fruit-growers have served the country well during

the last thirty years.

2. if prices of dessert apples are falling, producers have

only themselves to blame.

3, More regular yearly production should be a big part of

the general strategy for the British industry.

4. Advortising is always a good investment.

5. Consumers need to be oncouraged to buy homegrown apples
 

during their marketing scason.

6. A range of varieties is always a good alternative to a

range of qualities in selling an apple crop.
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PART IIIT ENGLISH PRODUCERS AND THEIR MARKET

Section 1 Consumers! Expenditure and Producers'_ Revenue

Political Evolution _of the Apple Industry

Following on from Part TI, it is hoped that reasonable grounds

have been presented for the following conclusions:

a. the marketing of dessert apples cannot at the present

time be controlled and integrated with publicity in the

same way as the manufactured products for which the

biggest marketing successes are claimeds

b. there 18; nevertheless, Scope for profitable intervention

in marketing dessert apples};

c. in producers’ snterests, the intervention should be by

producers' themselves3

ad. without organisation for marketing, producers sell

under conditions of near-atomistic competitions

e. supply in relation +o demand determines the long-term

level of prices;

f. higher quality is a stimulus to greater expenditure

on apples and

g. lower price, with quality unchanged, iS an incentive

to higher consumption and proportionally lower expendi-

ture.

Items (2) and (f) are in most producers’ ConSCLOUSNESS e Item (a)

suggests that price will retain its classical role in the fruit market

(with the proviso that price in relation to quality is important, a low

price being further unable to compensate for low quality) items (a) to.

(c), and (g) have as yet gained little significance in apple marketing.

They relate to what could be done by growers to help themselves. This

part of the text y however, is mostly about ageregate and not individual

action. lt shows a possible line of action if the weak link in marketing-

producers! organisation ~ could be strengthened.

In all probability, primary producers have rarely taken their
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economic circumstances fully into their consciousness. Hconomic theory

declares that where a large number of small firms constitute the sellers

of a product in a market, and each firm is managed with the aim of making

maximum profits, the total output of all firms is likely to be pushed

up to a level at which total profit is below the maximum obtainable in

the market. To put it in another way, because each individual firm

feels no direct effect on its market prices from increasing its production

(not to mention the lag of years before the fruit is on the market)

aggregate production expands to a level which exceeds demand at a desired

price. Then, to quote: "About the only thing that keeps prices from

falling in accordance with the above process is outside intervention". ”

From this condition arises the almost universal need for central govern-

ments of industrialised countries to subsidise the agricultural sector.

British horticulture has so far been free of this sort of national

largesse: but, as has been previously mentioned, fruit growers have yet

to see their production plans come to fruition. It follows from the

conjuncture of (a) the competitive structure of the fruit market, and

(b) English dessert apples! approachingmaturity as a commodity, that

producers will soon become particularly dependent for their individual

financial success upon the level of total deliveries of dessert apples to

the market. (Hence the desire for more accurate knowledge of quantities

moving into consumption).

If English fruit-growing follows usual business experience the

successive stages through which it will pass are these;

i. (from an early stage in its history) an increase in the

number of firms, attracted by the financial prospects:

ii. auemented total output some years later, leading to lower

real pricess

iii. augmented output per firm, to offset the following real

pricess

ive. consistent over-—production, due to unwillingness to grub,

leading to low average profits and the withdrawal of some

firms.

 

* M. Olson, Junr. The hogic of Collective Action,|

Harvard Univ. Press, 1966.



Assuming that dessert apple growers are leaving stage (ii) and

verging on stage (iii) with stage (iv) to follow, it is time to round

out the political evolution of an industry that has a mature product and

experiences difficulty in adjusting to economic evolution. In stage (iv)

governments necessarily become interested and directly concerned with the

welfare of producers; although what they propound are palliatives rather

than radical remedies. There is widespread acceptance among admini-

strators in wealthy industrialised countries that agriculture is a poor

relation to industry. Farmers are, in the nature of the economy, unable

to get the prices they deserve, and what consumers fail to pay them the

state should provide. While the same philosophy has not been tested

for horticultural products, it featuresin the E.H.C. measures for the

regulation of the Community fruit and vegetable market. This same idea

is anathoma to many English producers, and we may expect an income—

supplementation scheme to be one of the last resorts in English fruit-

growing.

A 'Steady State! Market

such plans as there are (e.8- in the E.K.C.) for buttressing growers!

prices are designed to operate through markets; and it is mainly with

growers' use of markets in mind that the following analysis has been

prepared. Growers' potential power in integrated marketing is perhaps

another issue.

The function of a market, as understood in horticulture, is to equate

supply and demand. It is always said in favour of markets — particularly

of Covent Garden - that they will have a buyer for all the produce there.

Covent Garden, of course, happens to be one of the largest markets for

imported produce in the world — which is tough on the British grower -

and just what is it worth to the producer to have this facility in the

market of soaking-—up the less wanted produce day after day? If it is a.

regular occurrence, is not its cause that too much produce is habitually

sent? This is the next question to be examined.

The origin of wholesale markets is thought to lie in the physical

variability and perishability of the produce and the mercurial demand-

supply situation. Jt is customary for buyers to see the produce and

value it in the light of alternatives, In essence, none of these

features necessarily puts the grower in a weak market position. The same

procedures could take place in, say, produccr-—owned markets that were open

for a limited time, that required a firm sale between buyer and seller and

* "Transfer payments can and should be used to create politically
acceptable levels of farm incomes and encourage basic resource

adjustments" L,B. Fletcher, in Farmers in the Market Economy,
Lowa State University Press 1964.
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gave a ruling price for the day, and if this were to happen producers would

not feel at a disadvantage to the extent they do nowadays. Again, a

mercurial price is more of a phenomenon for the grower than for the con-

sumers. The more directly a grower can deal with a retaileror consumer,

and the larger and more influential the concerns, the steadier his price

should be. For many producers, horticultural crops have been a mild

speculation; and there is still a caucus of growers who relish the

uncertainties of the trade. On balance, however, the long-term trend is

towards a comparatively ‘steady state! market in which the shortest-—lived

and inconsequential price fluctuations are suppressed. The size of crop

would still have an effect on seasonal price. Prices would not be stable

from year to year, nor would it benefit growers to rule out any unit—price

falls which were price-elastic (i.e. led to more actual revenue for

growers). As was shown in Part II (p. 56) price-clasticityof demand for

the general run of horticultural products is likely to be of greatest

benefit to growers only when, for a limited time, good quality produce

becomes available in somewhat—higher-—than-normal, but not oxcessive,

quantity.

We must anticipate that the market of the future will be a ‘steady

state' medium for transactions in which (a) producers exercise elementary

_ supply management, (b) short-term preservation has increasing effect,

(c) price competition is kesner than at present, and (a) no consumers |

are short of foods producers' actions having resulted in their net returns

being fractionally higher than they otherwise might have been. Also

involved in the 'steady state' attitude is the sacrifice by growers of the

satisfaction that they get from knowingly adding to the food supply when

they have a full crop. Good marketing does not allow perpetual bargains,

because they impair the firm'sor farm's price policy. Concession selling

is strictly controlled, and conditioned by competitors’ concessions and

the progress of sales.

For producers who respond to the notion that, to a degree, they can

help themselves through their marketing practices, there is more that can

be written.

First, it is postulated that total marketed output is the critical

factor in producers! revenue.

Second, that in this context too much attention should not be given

to unit price: what matters with a product like apples, which is not

produced as a continuous flow, is revenue: with 60 per cent or so of

the crop in store, release could be organised with the intention of9 gal
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maximising producers' revenue from the fruit available. (Since most of
the producers' costs have been incurred by the time the fruit is in

store, maximum revenue is a good guide to maximum profit). To this end

there follow some calculations of revenue flexibility of supply.

Thirdly, that discipline is enjoined of producers if maximum market

revenue is to be realised. Finally, some theoretical work on group

organisation is emerging in American universitios, and this work is

commented on at the end of the section.

Apple Growers! Profits are Residual

How the level of marketed output will affect apple growers' revenue

in any year can be explained as follows. First, there are high fixed

costs in marketing and distribution, in comparison with production.

secondly — and closely related to the first characteristic - there will

in the short-term future be inelasticity in the derived demand at the

farm. It is known that producers, some years ago, intended to grow more

dessert apples, and that tho effect of their additional planting will be

felt in carnest in the first climatically favourable season. Who is

going to buy all the additional apples? Up to a point, growers can.

encourage consumption by improving quality and by extending the marketing

period by storing more apples. Thereafter, increased consumption can

only be had at the cost of lower prices - as in France in 1966 and in the

Netherlands and Germany in 1967. To clear a large additional crop, retail

prices will have to fall considerably.

Levels of wholesale market price since 1964, in relation to estimated

supplies, have shown that demand at wholcsale is weakly price-elastic:

but market sales are not the only source of pfrowers! revenue, and there

is evidence that at the farm, demand is already pricc-~inelastic. See

Table 6.

Table 6. English Dessert Apples: annual supplies and related
wholesale and farm-gate prices, 1964-67 (1964 = 100)

Index of Index of Index of farm-gate prices:

  

size of wholesale Lo
crop - price Current Price Real Price

1964 100 100— 100 100
1965 91 109 125 120
1966 81 119 165 | 152
1967 58 153 (e) 214 192

Sources MAFF. Agricultural Market Report and Wye College data.

(e) = estimated



fWhile Table 6 cannot be taken precisely at its face value (because

the smaller crops contain less Cox), an approaching inelasticity at

wholesale means that sellers will have less rather than more money to

pass to growers, whose costs have increased. If English apple orchards

burgeon before consumers have the wherewithal to make free with English

apples, there will be a period when producers adjust to the new situation

by forgoing their profits, as outlined in Table 6 (note that the real value

of the 1964 crop (price and. quantity) was lower than in any other year)

end shown in Figure 11. Figure 11 is history projected into the future,

but we must remember that

Figure 11 Representation of Producers' the increasing output is not

Profits as a Residual of

Merketing and Distribution

Costs, assuming unitary more efficiently. The industry

vrice-clasticity of demand

at retail.

necessarily being obtained

as a whole will be using more

resources to produce the

additional crop3 and we must
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'Farm gate! Price Hlasticity

The comparative demand elasticities for dessert apples in the retail

shop and at the farm are important, because in the process of transferring

to the farm, through the medium of price, a knowledge of the demand at

retail, the appreciation of dessert apples that consumers are showing

will be distorted. In Figure 12 it is shown how, when distributors

have been paid for their services, the 'derived' demand curve of dis-

tributors for the fruit and package that the growors supply differs from

the demand curve of consumers for the combined fruit and marketing
 

services offered by the retailer. The growers' experience of changes in

price will differ from the retailers' experience of changes in price.



Assuming that when price is high growers will get 67 per cent of the

price the consumer pays, (quantity 'x') and that when price is low the

Figure 12 Relation of (a) consumers! and (b) wholesalers!

demand schedules

consumers

 

4

wholesalers NN :
: ~~ 
 

x Ax

quantity

growers will got 35 per cent (quantity 'd4x'), then, in moving from a

short crop to a full crop, the consumers’ experience is a change from

say, ls. 8d. a lb. to 10d. a lb. whereas the distributors! experience

is a change from a margin of say, 23s. a bushel to 2ls. a bushel, -

and the growers! experience of change is far more salutary, because their

average price at the farm falls from 40s. a bushel to lls. 6d.

Producers are in error, nevertheless, if they think this to be one of

the immutable laws of the markot, because it is they who determine how

much of what is grown is offered on the market. There is every incentive

in this situation, too, for growers to "buy in" to distribution, but this

does not seem to happen, even on the smallest scale. The trend so far

has been all the other way —- distributors buying in to production. Producers

often feel thoy are doing all they can in this respect by intcgrating -

possibly on a contract basis — their production with a distributor's

requirements.

Returning to the point that producers sell fruit, and consumers buy



fruit and services, the relation of the consumers! doamand curve to the

buyers! demand curve implies that relatively more ‘service’ is provided

at a low price than a high price.

service tends to be fixed,

This is true because the cost of the

while the price ticket on the fruit can vary.

Given equality of market power between grower and distributor, (or, an

integration of production and distribution) it is conceivable that an

‘improved! merke

demand that was

its course. In this

wouldensue (see Figure 13).

equidistant from the

ting system would operate to give producers a derived

consumers! demand curve throughout

event, it is interesting to speculate upon what

in theory producers would hope to sell

rather more apples a little more profitably than they can at present.

Figure 13.
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This diagram shows how the
replacement of the actual

buyers!’ demand curve by a
'verfect' curve would in
the short term (supply
being fixed) lift the
producers! price from Pl to
P2, and in the long term
(supply being increased)
increase the quantity growers
could sell (from qty to %)

and also at the origins1 price

of Dye

It is syaptomatic of bargaining strength that distributors can shield

themsleves against sharing the growers' losses (displace the buyers!

demand curve in their own favour) when prices are low.

There is some

supplics of fruit

cost of production than a smaller crop.

justification for wholesale prices falling when

aro ample, because a bigger crop has a lower unit

But the difference in unit

costs within a normal ycar—to-year variation in crop (i.e. excepting the

extrenscs) is no more tran ld. a lb. Now, if the crop which is grown for

a ld. a lb. less than the normal has to be retailed at a reduction of

more than ld. a 1b. in order to clear, who makes up the difference?

Whether justice is done between producer and distributor in this situation



depends upon how much the distributors' costs change - increase or

decrease — in handling the larger volume of fruit. We are not now

concerned with unit costs, but with aggregate costs.

If the distributors' marginal cost curve (the supply curve for his

services) rises when supplics excced normal, distributors would be

justified in retainingmore of the money they took off consumers. If

demand were price-clastic at the farm gate, this would not matterso much

because producers' revenue would increase as a result. However, in

reality, the charactcristic of distribution costs is that they are so

largely fixeds and in the conditions quoted price is moreprobably in-

clastic at the farm. Consequently, growers, as producers, bear a lot

of the cost of the adjustment throughout the trade to a diminished

retail pricc. This contention is rounded-out with some appropriate

figures at the end of this section.

It may be useful to mention here a further possible consequence of

the traditional marketing system for English dessert apples. The 'low

average cost per unit for a big crop' argument serves when annual

production fluctuates from ycar to year and the big crop is in the nature

of a windfall and consists of good-sized apples. It may not apply

significantly to the packed and graded box if the big crop entails small

 

apples. Neither doos it hold good if an increasing volume of fruit on

the market (and the ensuring low price) is the result of additional

Capacity and additional production. If there is greater capacity, normal

yields and lower prices will occur together so that producers' unit costs

are not reduced —~ and producers may be looking for some relief from

marketing and distribution costs. Protagonists of the traditional

distribution system quote its flexibility: there is no evidence that it

is very flexible in pricing its services.

It could be argued that an 'improved' marketing system would relay

to producers, as closely as possible, the consumers’ demand schedule.

This is thought to be subject to less variation than production, although

responsive to overall quality. All the time a chunk of marketing and

distribution cost separates producersandconsumers there will be the

question of whether marketing margins should be constant or proportional

to price. From the producers' point of view, since their costs are so

largely fixcd for all levels of output, a system which tends to stabilise

their rovenue from year to year might have some recommendation. Assuming

that consumers' oxpenditure is relatively inflexible, realisation of this

aim in marketing would entail a compensating and opposite movement in

marketing and distribution cost to that of production cost. The notion
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of largely-fixed consumers’ expenditure and a stabilised producers!

revenue can be simply presented as in Figure 14. If the price-elasticity

of dessert apples were very close to unity, and the dessert apple crop

were only to fluctuate within, say, plus or minus 10 per cent. Figure

14 would serve as a model of an ‘improved' system, because both distributors

ana producers would get a near-constant income — the theory, of course,

does nothing to fix the distributive margins equitably between the parties.

Figure 14. Derivation of Stable Producers!

Revenue from Constant Consumers!

iixpenditure.

In the diagram Dc De is
the consumers' expenditure
curves Dw Dw represents
what wholesalers pay
producers. In the circum-

De. stances quoted, the dis-

tribution margin, m,

 

 
 

Dy multiplied by the quantity

sold, q, would be a near
' constant. (i.e. mq. =: , \

Llee _A mpd)
V2 sSao”

quantity

Returning now to the suggestion that aggregate output is of

particular significance to producers, and that overloading should be

prevented, how are producers to know that the market is overloaded? To

answer this question leads to a consideration of revenue flexibility of

of supply.

Revenue Flexibility of Supply

Producers' profits depend more than anything else upon the revenue



they receive. This is essentially a flow of money, the product of a

quantity and a price. Price is the factor that gets all the publicity,

but price is not significant unless related to a quantity. It is

revenue upon which the grower lives, not price per unit. Average

seasonal price is inadequate as a guide to the dessert apple market. It

is not so much the actual price realised, but how much the individual's

revenue would fall or rise if the quantity were altered that constitutes

the planning exercise.

Hconomic theory meets this situation in its concept of elasticity

(price elasticity) of demand. The co-efficient of elasticity relates

a change in price to a consequential change in volume sold. for example,

three points on a market demand schedule for English dessert apples may

bes

ie 3,000,000 bushels and 2s. 6d. a lb.

“dis 6,000,000 " " Is, 6d. "

iii. 8,000,000 " " 4s, Od. "

Then at an annual output of 6,000,000 bushels the price elasticity
of demand over the arc of the demand curve between 6,000,000 and 8,000,000

bushels would be.

8B
6 ,

= - 33.3 a ~ 0.67

50 |
2
2

Here, demand is shown to be inelastic, because price has fallen more

than the quantity supplied has increased. Producers' revenue would

have fallen, from £lam. to £8m., in moving from 6m. bushels to 8m.

bushels. That is, under conditions of inelastic demand, consumers'

outlays on dessert apples could be actually reduced if the market were

overloaded.

In theory, once the price elasticity has a value less than unity,

marketings have been excessive and growers’ revenue is bound to fall.

Even when the retail price elasticity is unitary, the retailers' receipts

from consumers will be no higher, in any one season, from a small crop

than from a large, and there will be additional costs for marketing and

for production with the large crop, leading to a further fall in growers'

revenue. It is clear, then, that following price theory, marketings

should stop at the level at which demand ceases to be price elastic. In



this way growers can make sure that the retailers' receipts from English

dessert apples are as high as they can be in the prevailing circumstances.

Growers may rightly point to the marketing success they have already

had: dessert apple production now averages nearly 300,000 tons a year,

and prices stood up well to the increascd supply. This is true: but

the favourable results so far are largely the outcome of two non-price

elasticity factors. The first is the higher quality of product, which

has ‘shifted! the demand curve, and the second is income elasticity of

demand. It is obviously right that marketings from year to year should

respond to increasesin spendable income. These effects will be

lessened in the near future as production continues to increase.

Three variables all contribute to the annual average price per unit

for English dessert apples. There is, first, the composition of supply

by variety. For example, the same absolute or relative change in the

volume of, say, Miller's Seedling marketed in one year and of Cox

marketed in another year will have different effects upon average price.

Secondly, in any one season, for which the composition of varieties is

fixed, the attractiveness of the apples, in either appearance or

flavour, is a considcration, iPrice por lb. of a good quality! crop ‘may. be

as much as 10 per cent higher than for lower-quality, but otherwise

identical crop. Thirdly, there is time of sale: generally speaking, the

more apples that are held in store, to sell at higher price, the higher

the annual average price is likely to be.

This complexity in pricing, resolved in both short and long-term

movements, makes price alone an unsatisfactory guide to the state of

demand. I1t is possibly more important that producers should become

aware of what all the season's characteristics add up to, and this is

possibly best seen in the ageregate revenue received from sales of fruit.

in this chapter, some results are shown of applying this concept to the

fruit market.

Ag regards the aggregate market situation, after the foregoing

reference to elasticity of demand, the notion of revenue flexibility of

supply should not be strange. This is simply the rate of change in

revenue compared with the rate of change in quantity supplied. It is

defined ass .

percentage change in revenue

percentage increase in supply

All the time the output is meeting elasticity in demand, revenue will
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be increasing and the flexibility co-efficient will be positive and have

a value greater than unity. Once the co-efficient is reduced to a

positive value of less than unity, sellers will begin to get a lower

average vrice, and this should be the signal to them that they are relying

upon lower marginal costs to sustain their profits. All the time annual

output is increasing (this type of analysis is obviously not suitable for

a declining output ) there will be a value of the co-efficient, which can

be called the critical flexibility co-efficient, at which further sales

will add to revenue only as much as is added in marginal cost, and once

the level of output has given rise to a critical level, nothing will be

gained by putting more on the market. If the co-efficient is negative -

and negative co-efficients have shown up in some test exercises ~ it is

a fair assumption that the level of revenue was actually depressed, and

that revenue would have been greater if less had been marketed. Producers

have actually experienced this condition. Here are two examples. In the

1967 marketing season the New Zealand Apple and Pear Marketing Board sent

833,000fewerbushelsof fruit than in the previous year, and its

revenue increased by 20 per cent (N.Z. 3.5m.). Similarly, in the Okanagan

Valley of British Columbia the 1965 crop of apples of 254,000 tons sold

for ~l2n. The 1964 crop, of 311,000 tons, sold for $llm. In both cases

the higher output meant lower revenue for growers and probably diminished

profits. It is hardly to be expected that retailers took less money

originally for selling more apples, | |

The logic of this is inescapable. Suvpose that 5m. cases of fruit

sell at wholesale for &lm., and that when the price is As. a case marketing

costs are equal to half the value of the fruit (ieee CSe 2 case). Then,

if 10m. cases sell for only £1.5m., marketing deductions and costs (at 2s.

a case) will account for £lm. and producers will be left with just as much

money as they had from 5m. cases —- i.e. &£0.5m.

 

* It is customary in economics to work out a critical level of

output in terms of a marginal cost per unit and a marginal revenue per
unit, why, then, depart from custom in this instance? The answer is

that the grower does not knowa price, For the parts of cach consign-
ment he will be quoted up to, perhaps, eight prices according to size
and quality of fruit; and as each consignment will be different in the
size and quality of its apples, (and because there is imperfect substitu-
tion between apples of different size) the producer is not made aware
of a price trend as normally understood. The author has used the term
‘generic product! elsewhere to describe dessert apples in this marketing
context.



Applications of Revenue Flexibility

The aggregate revenue situation for linglish dessert apples is now

worked out step to step; using farm-gate revenue elasticities derived

from a study of the marketing operations of one of the largest of inglish

growers! organisations. By drawing upon this real-life example the

text does not lose its theoretical nature. It is still concerned with

some principles of marketing dessert apples, not with a blueprint for

corporate action, because the figures utilised refer to a part of the

crop and may not be relevant to the entire crop. Figures in this con-

text have the dual purpose of rendering tho argument less abstract and

providing partial knowledge of the actual situation.

This marketing group's experience over those of the years 1961 to

1966 with cight dessert varieties of English apple - each in its own

season — has been a revenue clasticity of -0.2. That is, 10 per cent

morc apples sold has been followed by a reduction in revenue amounting

to 2 per cent. In other words, averaging ell varicties, the supply

position eppears to be already critical for producers’ Not all varieties

are of equal importance to the producer, end those with negative flexi-

bilities are the less popular early and mid-season sorts. For the two

prominent varictios Cox's and Laxton's Superb, revenue elasticity has

averaged + 1.2, i.e. 10 per ccnt inercase in sales of these two varicties

hes realised 12 per cent more revenue for producers. This is all the

evidence needed that Cox in 1964 and 1965 was not at the limit of its

potential consumotion. The weighted average of the major eight varieties!

flexibility was + 1.325.

With these notional revonus flexibilities we can procced from a

retailers' revenue curve to a wholesalers' revonue curve and thence to

the concept of the producers' revenue flexibility. In this way it becomes

Gasicr to presscnt diagrammatically what the future marketing situation for

Inglish dessert apples mizht be. A first 'run' of this exerciso is now

made to show how it works, assuming that producers are in a phase of)

increasing output as a result of increasing the area of orchards at a
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** this particular statement is scriously qualified, and the general
Situation a little qualified, by the very high prices for English
apples in the first half of the 1961-62 marketing season.



time when consumers! demand for their apples is increasing less fast.

We are thus referring to a period of, say, three to five years (the

medium term) during which neither producers nor distributors can adjust

effectively to a changing situation and increasing efficiency of

production has little bearing upon producers! profits. Figure 15 suggests

how the producers' revenue curve would look if growers were in the

situation of iifting the normal annual crop of English dessert apples to

310,000 tons. Aggregate costs for growing and marketing the crop are

also shown. Average growing cost per bushel is assumed to be constant

Figure 15. Producers' Profits: notional short— for all outputs, and
term behaviour average cost of

marketing is assumed

to rise by 85 per cent

of the proportional

increase in output.

At point v, producers!

ele profits would have

vanished.

producers! revenue
from market a For a second

'run' of this exercise

   

5 tae ae
marketing costs the revenue flexibility

le
figures previously

quoted were used again
“

1 as typifying the
6 - growing costs
a producers! situation,

and it was assumed, 
Vis-a-vis the future,aaalbertie

Y ~~ F } |

270 310 350 thet (a) there is a

marketed output ('C00 tons) rise in the national

crop from 300,000 |

| tons in the base year

to 325,000 tons, 340,000 tons and 355,000 tons in the three following

c
hyears, (b) that cersonal incomes increase at the rate of 2 per cent a

year, the income clasticity of demand being 0.6, and (c) that producers’

mit costs of growing a crop also increase at 2 per cent a year. In these

postulated circumstances - and they describe a more progressive and

orderly expansion to, 350,000 tons than is likely in practice ~ the group

of preducers would anticipate revenue flexibilities considerably below

those experienced during the mid-1960's when crops were, on the whole,

below normal. The computed flexibilities fall within the following limits

(according to different assumptions about the imperfections in markets):



Crop Increased From: Revenue Flexibility

Year 1 300,000 to 325,000 tons 0.27 - 0.29

Year 2 325,000 to 340,000 tons 0.61 — 0.67

Year 3 340,000 to 355,000 tons 0.69 — 0.76

The flexibilities are positive, but fractional, which suggests that

the revenue will increase less fast than the size of the crop. Also, the

flexibilities are increasing in magnitude, which suggests that the

intervening period before higher regular consumption is realised would be

a more trying time for growers than the period of realisation of higher

consumption, from the present acreage. We may conclude that former

levels of profit cannot be realised, and that, taking the increase in

costs into account, assumed profits will fall. In the first year, for

example, producers! revenue increased by 2.3 per cent, costs by 8 and

10 per cent. There is likely to be an average fall in profits of £10

to £20 an acre in this event.

A Maximum Profit Situation

We have established in the second 'run' of the exercise that although

output is increased, and consumers spend more, producers! profits would

be lower than formerly. The final outcome of this theoretical approach

to marketing, involving the concepts of the aggregate supply and of

producers! control of supply, is a third ‘run' of the exercise to establish

how producers! maximum profit is related to revenue from the market and,

in turn, to consumers! spending. More of the real-life, i.e. the whole

Situation is taken into consideration at this stage, but what follows is

not a picture of reality. The two big differences between the hypo-

thetical and the actual situations, are, first, that the size of crops

cannot be predicted, and they will probably not come in orderly sequence,

( consequently the operation of the tendencies here outlined will tend to

be concealed): and, secondly, that producers' individual profits will be

also affected by annual fluctuations in their own crop. (There will be

thousands of private trends in profitability and the aggregate result will

be concealed from individuals). It should be noted that the allusions to

'management' of supply raise questions of the mechanics of control — i.e.

how to get producers to act, and act effectively in concert - which have

not yet been solved. Hach producer's experience of annual profit is

distinct, and individuals will take a good deal of convincing that,

taking one year with another, interference with the marketed output is to

their advantage.



The topicality of this type of examination of the apple market in

the present situation is confirmed nevertheless, by at least two recent

events, both reported from Italy where over—production of apples is

causing most concern. First, the B.E.C. intervention procedure is

thought to have cost about £54m. in Italy in respect of the 1967 crop.

Secondly, an Italian trade association calculates that in 1966 as

compared with 1965, apple exports increased by 8.3 per cent in volume and

by 7.38 per cent in total value. If three-quarters of the value at

wholesale is for marketing (and one quarter for growing), and if marketing

costs are fixed per unit, then 6.2 per cent (2 of 8.3%) of the increased

revenue would be absorbed by marketing, leaving 1.1 per cent (7.3 - 6.2)

as the gain in producers' revenue: out of this they would have had to

pay for an 8.3 per cent larger crop. To retain former profitability,

producers need to be 7 per cent lower per box marketed. Revenue flexi-~

bility for producers in this case was 0.13.

Like many things in economics, the notion of the situation that

would give producers the highest profit from any given level of maximum

Spending by consumers is easy to grasp. To explain what it involves is

less easy, and to attempt to express the notion as an actual sum of money

is at present a speculative exercise. For instance, having profit in

mind, growers' costs have to be known as well as their revenue, and

costs are not so well documented as prices and output. But one thing

should be clear. Growers will not maximise their profit without paying

attention to demand. Once there is a notion of demand, producers will

maximise their profit as a result of (a) regulating supply to conform with

demand, and (b) using no more resources (i.e. land, labour and materials)

than are necessary to provide, with allowance for fluctuating yields, for

the output they have decided upon.

We can then proceed to state two propositions, and be guided by

eachin working through to a notion of where the maximum profitability

position lies. The propositions ares

Be when the change in revenue from consumers, consequent

upon the sales of more English dessert apples, is

insufficient to cover the additional costs of distri-

bution, including distributors’ profit, then

producers' revenue will be less than if the additional

apples had not been offered:



De when the change in revenue from the market (i.e.

fruit buyers) consequent upon selling more

apples is insufficient to cover the additional

costs of growing and marketing the crop (i.e.

growers! expenditure), then producers! profits

will be less than if the additional crop had

not been marketeds

+ is not usual, of course, to be able to identify the Tadditional'

apples, or any element of associated increase in costs. What is implied

by a bigger crop is an increase in the overall activity in fruit dis-

tribution.

In considering the first proposition, suppose that there is a

particularly plentiful crop of dessert apples in one year, and producers

and distributors feel it incumbent upon them to sell as many as possible.

Retailers and wholesalers act in their own interests. A retailer will

not buy in a way he thinks will reduce his profit. If put under pressure

to sell more apples he is likely to reduce his buying price more than

his mark-up (that is, he will take the same or a little larger profit

from a greater volume of sales at a lower retail price): but as, by

definition, demand has ceased to be elastic, the retailers’ revenue has

not increased and what he can pay the wholesaler in aggregate is no

greater than it would have been for a somewhat smaller quantity.

The wholesaler in turn, finds that the revenue he receives from

retailers is no greater, but his aggregate costs are increased by handling

a greater volume of fruit. His reaction is to safeguard his profit

position and on this account he too, will try to buy more cheaply than he

would otherwise have done. Thus, it has to be recognised that the larger

crop is, from the producers! point of view more expensive to distribute

than the normal crop. If there is a big volume of sales on commission

when demand is inelastic, of course, the commission agents' earnings

Will fall along with producers' revenue.

A notional assessment of how distribution costs would affect

producers! revenue in three different market states -— of shortage, of

normality and of excess ~ when inelasticity in demand is apparent at

outputs of from 310,000 to 320,000 tons, is shown in Table 7.



Table 7 A Relationship between Gross Consumers' Spending

and Producers! Revenue

  

 

 

 

Consumers! Distribution Remaining
spending costs revenue

gE £ &

Situation A

250,000 tons retailing (@ 1/ld. a 1b.)
at 1/94. a lbe 49.0m. 30.1m. 18.9m.

Dituation B

306,000 tons retailing (@ lld. a lb.)
at 1/64. a lb. 5l.3m. - 30.8m. _ 20.5m.

Situation C

336,000 tons retailing (@ 104d. a lb.)
at 1/34. a lb. 46.8m. 32.9m. 13.9m.

In the above example 336,000 tons of apples were available for

marketing. By marketing 250,000 tons, producers would have received

£18.7m. from buyers. By marketing 306,000 tons they drew £2.3m. more —

from consumers but only £1.6m. more for themselves. By marketing all

that were available, producers reduced consumers' expenditure, suffered

from higher aggregate distribution costs, and finished up with £6.6m.

less revenue.

Turning now to the second proposition, we have to realise that the

producers’ marketing costs behave differently from their purely production

costs. An above-average crop may mean small savings per bushel up to

the point of picking, but picking, storing, grading and packing and

transport costs are incurred on a package basis, and so aggregate

expenditure from the picking stage onwards is heavier for a bigger crop

than a smaller, and the producers! total expenditure will therefore be

higher. They can only continue to maximise profits if they have first

made sure of maximum revenue and then wasted nothing on picking and

marketing. The results for the three levels of output in Table 7 are

repeated in Table 8.



Table 8 A Relationship between Producers! Revenue and Profit

 

Producers! Producers! Producers!
Gross (market) marketing growing Producers!
Revenue expenses expenses profit

& & & &

Nituation A

250,000—ton crop 18.9m. o25m. 765m. 6,00m.9
(@ 7/6d. a bus)

Situation B

306, 000—ton crop 20,5m. 6.21m. 792m. 6.37m.
(@ 7/3d. a bus)

 

Situation ©

336,000-—ton Crop 13.9m. 6.67m. 8.00nm,. O.77m loss

(@ 7/ld. a bus)

 

In this example, maximum profit is associated with maximum

producers! revenue and maximum growers! spending, because the ‘normal!

situation of an output of 306,000 tons just precedes the.level at which

prices for additional apples would begin to fall steeply, Marketings

Will not always stop short of this point. Hven so, in reaching their

maximum profit position producers have, compared with marketings of

250,000 tons, supplied 22 per cent more fruit, received 9 per cent,

more revenue and got 6 per cont more profit. The revenue flexibility is

+ 0,89,

Conjecture can proceed from the basis of Table 8 to a sort of ‘fine

tuning' of supply to discover whether the profit shown can be increased,

and, if so, what is the revenue flexibility corresponding to this

profit. In Table 9 it is confirmed that 306,000 tons was the optimum

amount to market,

 

Table 9 Micro-adjustment of Supply

Marketed Consumers! Producers! Producers! Producers!
Output expenditure revenue Costs — Profit
( *000 tons) (Em.) (£m, ) (£m. ) (£m.)

286 50.4 19.8 13.65 6.15
236 50.9 20.2 13.88 6.32
206 51.3 20.5 14.13 6.37

326 50.2 18,0 14,60 3240

' Producers! profit is increasing sc long as quantities up to
306,000 tons are marketed. The critical revenue flexibility is reached



in advancing from 296,000 to 306,000 tons, and its value is in fact (+)

44, What this would mean in practice is thet producers are close to

toe level of maximum profit when the proportional increase in their

revenuc is half the proportional increase in marked output.

Notions of Supply Management

Artificial as the above exercise is, it shows how desirable it is

for producers to have an effective form of supply management if over-

production threatens. The worked exercise could equally well have been

prescniod as an example of controlled release from store, It would also

scem that, referring to the assumed revenue flexibilities on p. 93

and the calculated critical flexibility, that the present acreage should

not be excessive in 5 to 10 years! time (provided the English crop is

11 protected from imports or has become immune to them), although

excossive crops might well be experienced in moving up to the higher

sustaincd levol of consursption,

One final comments whenever an excess of crop is in prospect, it.

is too late to correct it in the market, By that time buyers are

abvtwuied to abundance and producers have lost the initiative. Ideally,

ntial excoss should be removed on the trees at an early stage of

the crop, and the news thereof ‘leaked!to the wholesalo trade. (Although

ndexstandable that English srowers are unwilling thus to decimate= c
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satisfactory, but does nothing to prepare the market fornormal prices.

it Practical Fallacy

AS practical srowers will be quick to point out, these theorctical

Comments are Inic in the sky' so far as thoy are concerned, because the

individual growor is not woll-informed about demand, and can do the best

For himself by selling all he can. Once the crop is grovm and picked,

a let of his costs have becn incurred and his best policy is to boost

his revornus as much av he can, hoping that the sum he will obtain will

excoed his costs. This is atomistic competition in action: and what

is best for the incividual, however, cannot be best for all individuals.

When all growers try to soll te the limit of their supplics in a market

situation of latent over-production, there scems to be a likelihood that



the pressure to sell from numerous comparatively small producers will

turn the trading in the buyers! favour, and the gross and net amounts

of money which growers receive is less than it might have been.

Another type of response from growers will be to quote the

Irationing' of dcliverics and the seloctivity in marketing that occurs,

usually on ea salesman's advice when markets get overloaded. Why does

not this suffice to give the growers maximum profit?

Much, of course, will depend upon whether, given a big effort by

the trade, the apples can be sold well or not. It is assumed that they

cannot. If there is no 'managoment' of supply, restraint by some

growers Will bo offset by opportunist selling by others; growers

individually cannot tcll whether or not a market price that just covers

their picking and markoting costs is determined by the canon of producers!

maximum revenue. And the very knowledge that supplics were not to be

offered in excess of domand would help trade considerably. ‘Supply

managoment turns market behaviour to producers! advantage by recognising

that maximising the volume of sales will not always maximise consumers!

spending on their procauct.

To bo the more convincing, the argument is now extended to refer to

the customary idea that the growers! bost policy, having got the fruit

to market is to sell it, although all they can get for it is the cost of

transport and commission, This is an obvious case of low revenue

flexibility - the grower is selling more fruit and getting proportionally

less revenue on the. deal. A grower with 5,000 bushels of apples to sell

who finds, say, a stack of 50 boxes 'sticking' in the market, and who

follows the '50 per cont flexibility' rule would not sell at less than

10s. a bushel if he know the average value of the crop to be 20s. a

bushel. (The 50 bushels is 1/100th of his marketed outputs his minimum

revenuc is 1/200th of £5,000 or £25 for the 50 bushels). He is, never-

theless,. getting more revenue over the season as a whole than otherwise -

or is he? Lot us assume that the fruit was dessert apples, and that its

market value was 10-12s. a boxs but, owing to excess supplies, the best

price a salesman could get (at the end of the day's trading) is 6s. 6d.

a box, The grower agrees to sell because the longer he waits the more

the fruit will deteriorates and he thereby gets credited with, say,

3s. Sd. a box which pays him for the package and transport.

No supplier will repeatedly accept this sort of pricc, so, almost
 

by definition, the collapse of pricoc in this instance is temporary, or



short-term. The grower applied a short-term remedy.. Was it the best

action he could take? Looking to the long term, the answer is most

probably "No". It would have been preferable to have had the produce

returned or destroyed, if that were possible. If he chooses to bring

the produce back with a view to destroying it, the grower has forgone,

say, his return of 3s, 8d. a box and he has to pay for transport back

to the farm. Altogether, not to take the decision he did may have cost

him 5s. 6d. a buskel, and let us say that there were 60 bushels in the

lot. His "loss" is £16,.10,0d. If the same thing happens three times

during the scason his total loss is approximately £50. Taking the long

view, his decision was the best only if he did not thereby weaken the

market to the oxtent of less than £50, If a buyer unsatisficd the

previous day came back the next morning and paid the going price on

another 60 bushels of the grower's apples instead, the grower would be

setting a "not", say, 7s.. 8d. a bushel or £23 for a consignment, the

crower would be £19.10. (3 x £6.10. Od.) better off over the season.

The above cxample is hypothetical and possibly of limited application

but it illustrates the way in which preducers weaken their own position

and how they are vulnerable once they have a non-returnable package in

the market (because the costs of not selling are comparatively high).

If the cost of not solling is in practice frequently weakeningthe

grower's position in wholesale markets and forcing prices down, it

amounts to a misrepresentation of the domands: supply relationship.

The situation would be ameliorated if there wore an agency that would

remove such produce from the market at no cost to the grower. In theory,

the grower would recoup his costs from improved prices for the rest of

his consignments,

Nowadays, the bigger fruit growers! co-operatives are giving salces-

mon the lead about not accepting less than an "expected" price. In

this way grovwors have improved their position: and if the "expected"

price were to be related to the "maximum revenue" notion there need be

no qualms about fruit left in store at tho cond of the season.

To be effective, the postulated change in producers! thinking would

have to go hand-in-hand with a cortain measure of common action towards

the agreed end in marketing. We are thus brought to a consideration of

the commercial organisation of producers, and this occupics us in

section 2,

- 10Q -



section 2, Producers! Organisation

Concentration of Production

To repeat part of Pert II, recent price and output figures imply

that English dessert apples are not yet a 'mature' product. On the

other hand, the present size-structure of dessert-apple businesses cannot

be considered to be in a mature or developed state, This is another

way of presenting the oft-repeated argument that fruit—growers must be

prepared for change —- in this case a concentration of production in

fewer businesses and in few localities. By definition, ‘maturity’ in

a product moans that buying is at best habitual, and that relative

erowth in consumption is going on elsewhere, Producers! revenue ceases

to grow, and adjustments have to be made in the structure of the

industry. It has boen fully demonstrated in the industrial sectors of

tne cconomy that maturity in a product cntrains great problems of

maintaining previous (and therefore accepted) levels of profit in times

of inexorable increases in costs. Inevitably, large units begin to

predominate, producers increase their power in the market, - shift the

market structures product variation becomes a feature, and, if it is

apposite, innovistic forms of competition flourish.

In conventional thought agriculture is sect apart from manufacturing,

because, for onc thing, economics cf scale in production are less

effective, and because single firms sell under competitive conditions,

And the same line of thought could be applied more cogently to horti-

culture, But in so doing it would be well to keep clearly in mind the

differonce between internal and external economies. Manufacturing

industry favours large industrial plants for highest efficiency of

production (intornal economics of scale). Intornal cconomies of scalc

are loss marked in horticultural productions there may well be some

extornal cconomics, although they are attenuated in comparision with

industry by virtue of the dispersion of holdings, and the small size

of businesses, Other things being equal, a smaller business cannot

benefit so well as a larger business from the manifold changes in

industry generally, which are conjoining to increase the size of the

business unit.

Manufacturing industry has nothing quite like the variable

productivity of agricultural land to contend with. In fruit growing,

production technigue is similar for most sizes of businoss. Advantage

thus lies only partly in size of business, and much more in the
| 9
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productivity of land as expressed in intensity of production. Only

limited areas of best soils in the region of best climate are to he

found in England and Wales. And, furthermore, the occurrence of best

situations within those areas is fragmented. A small unit can be wholly

on good lands a large unit, if brought within a ring fence, 1s more

likely to have some inferior land. In this way the 'technical co-

efficient! or resource output/input ratio, does not improve steadily

with size cf unit. Extornal cconomies hold out more promise for fruit-

Figure 16 Effect of Growth in Size of growers, probably as a con-

Fruit-growing Firms Sequence of (a) a concent—

ration in middle-sized firms,

and (>) a geographical

concentration in the region

of best situations. A

notion of how economies of

scale operate in fruit

 

!
f net effect
0 _—_—— oe growing is shown in Figure
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oe Geographical
S oN, : ,g a — ee concentration of fruit-

| “a internal ; .
- growing should certainly aid the tendency towards
 

increasing size producers! solidarity which

is anothor feature of

maturity of product in a

| given market. More fruit-

growing firms are likely te rémain in private hands than in the case of

other small businesses that can more casily grow and acquire anonymous

executives. Personality problems will thus persevere, possibly to the

cost cf the industry in its political and market power.

A Change in Motivation

}

The emorgent strength in the socio-political ficld of a group of

produccrs having common interests is another feature of a maturing

industry. Individual growcrs!' outlicck altors as time passes, and so

should their corporate outlook and actions, The psychological develop

mont of fruit growers as busincss mcn is worth attention. When they

plant up thoir first orchard, fruit growers are well-motivated., Most

of them have the gonuine dcsirc, not dovoid of self-realisation, to grow

epples, because apples are cntirely bencficial to the community, and

fruit growing,in prospect, is an attractivo occupation. At the very
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worst the growor simply wants to make money. Conccivably, a majority |

of new fruit-growing ventures succeed, and growers expand production.

Within the growers! lifetimes, however, markets appear less willing to

take all the apples grown and almost simultaneously fruit-—growers find

that other potential users of thcir land, labour and other resources

begin competing for them, When this happons the fruit industry has

reached the size which socicty requires, and instead of buying more

frosh fruit, consumers will buy something else.

It is then that growers! motivation changes. Self-intcrest becomes

more cloarly identified with other peoples! (consumers$) behaviour and

motives become commercialised. A few growers who cannot make their

businesses pay may give ups but scaling-down production is not a rational

behaviour for the individual grower and is unthinkable for the industry

as a whole, There are two results. First, growers find a common bond on

self-preservation., Secondly, because they lack effective power to alter

Cither domand or supply in the market to their ow advantage, they seclr

for a solution througn a more powerful body, usually the government of

the day. To this ond they will cxert pressure upon the public and on

influential people like Members of Parliament in all ways that they

consider will help their cause,

When the scope and form of future organisations of fruit-growors is

considered, the fact must be reckoned with that all growers will not be

associalists, and that some of the most successful growers may be

comparatively little involved in fruit growing. Here again, the |

probable small size of future fruit—grewing businesses will be a handicap.

Approaching maturity in an industry also brings with it a series of

changes in the firms concerncd. Mergers and take-over bids are symptomatic

cf an awareness of the cessation of opportunities for single-firm growth,

In the case of fruit.growing, a mergor of two specialiscd units of

“Similar size will double business size, and this may be a forbidding

step in terms of capital and management. A fruit-—growing enterprise

on a mixed farm may be cf a mergable size, but not scparable from its

rolated crops.

Traditicnally the two ways of escape for the individual firm are

(a) close association with similar firms - a process of 'horigontal

association’ -— cxemplified by the merger, and (b) if the firm is big

cnough, acquisition of othor firms whose activities are complementary to

the acquirer's, Acting on this principle, a firm may progress by

extending its control oither furthcr along tho marketing chain or further

 

back towards production —- a process known as vertical integration.
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Alternatively, the large firm may proceed by acquiring firms making any-

thing from closely related to completely unrelated products. In this

case the process is known as divorsification,

Co-operation

As regards English apple-growing, integration seems to have little

to offer, Theo product itself requires a minimum of attention and no

processing, between production and first sale, and cannot yet be produced

to a specification, as can chickens. There will be more scllers than

buyers, and the probability is that an intending integrator would have a

choice of grower — which puts the grower in the weaker bargaining position,

A further assumption is that fruit-growing will be a low~profit industry.

Producers may be seeking more control of marketing, but they are unlikely

to integrate with distributors to that end. So far, the initiative has

come from wholesalers. A few leading firms have ‘tied in' growers so that

thoy market through the firm using the firm's brand or trade mark. In

no known case, however, have the producer(s) and wholcsalers integrated

to the extent of pooling costs and sharing rewards.

Thus, the way in which the fruit-growing industry will adjust to

the dessert apple becoming a "middle aged" product Will usually be

through diversification of production on the larger units and horizontal

association among the smaller, with some acreage being lost in the process,

Such ‘association’ will be equally a matter of personnel as of acreage,

There is little cause to alter the size of an cfficient production unit.

The principle of asscciation ~ as distinct from merger -— is two units

of economic size being managed by one grower instcad of two. Numerous

permutations of managorial and financial inter-relationship betweon

holdings are already common in fruit-growing arcas of Kont. A variety of

‘arrangements! can proceed without difficulty, and leave an 'exile' from

fruit growing some of its satisfactions without costly involvement in it.

A common philosophy might well influcnce a number of fruit-—growers

with small businesses to form themselves into a buying and/or marketing

group. Such a group may be too dispersedtocombine practically to get

any benefits from an association for marketing. Fruit-growing is such

an array of different typcs of business that there are forms of producers!

organisation which must, by their nature, succeed while others are

destined to fail. The institutional and constitutional framework has

contributed to some developments and has prevented others. Were the pre-

war National Mark regulations in force, for examplo, single growers,

widely dispersed, who packed their fruit in conformity with the regulations
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might fcol a common bond and form themselves into a unified group.

Presumably, such 2 group would strive to keep price premiums for

National Merk fruit at what they thought was an acceptable level. This

hypothetical oxanple is in contrast to the local basis of association

that has sprung up for grading and packing fruits which has been fostored

and for which a form of federalism or horizontal association has now been

organised (Home Grown Fruits Ltd.).

The past economic history of co-operation among English growers

of dessert apples is evidence that a different basis of association from

the philosophical attraction of formal co-operation among consumers will

have to be found, Economic pressure mey superficially weld growers

into largor marketing ontitics, and large-scale buying may slowly

cnceroachon traditional marketing practice, rologati g small-scale buying

to wholesale markets. Be that as it may, collective action is a social

phenomenon end its expression in the form of producors! marketing

ions is a legitimate subject of sociologicaloh‘ m
n c
torgenisations or associ

study. lt is now referred to in terms of group action.

Some Principles of Group Action

Harking back to the mention of the changing onvironment in fruit

growing and marketing, we may sce that something more than co-operative

markoting (i.c. Co-operation in despatching fruit to markets) is called

for. Wo have called this something more group action. Group action may
 

well include direct co-operation in transport, grading and packing, and

marketing. Co-operation in marketing, however, has attracted adherents

for a varicty of reasons -— security, bulk supply, improvementof quality,

economies in providing storage. But because a co-oporative marketing

organisation has not always provided (a) a gonoral benefit to all co-

operators, and (b) a boncfit specific to members of a co-operative, a

number cf business-like producers have not beon attractcd to it.

Up to the prosent, co-operation has becn promulgated as a step in

the right direction for a number of producers who are in geographical

proximity. As may now bo recognised, tno specialised and solely fruit-—

packing co-operative does not have advantages for all such producers.

Co-operation by itself decs not offer the producer the financial

advantages that vould constitutee bond where the philosophy of co-opcer-

ation was lacking. However, where co-operation has led towards group

action, — and given co-operation a moro dynamic image, — some growers!

aversion hes besn overcome.



Current thought about group organisation inclines to favour a

small group rather than a large. A small group is likely to be more

tightly-knit and will endure where a larger, more loosely—knit group

will fail to give its members satisfaction and will disintograte.

Co-operative marketing groups will tend to be proved too large if their

growth in membors has led to increased scale of operations, but

increased scalc has not led to increased efficiency.

It is a useful notion that there should be fewer apple—packing

units than production units, and fewer marketing (selling) units than

packing units. Docs it matter to a large-scale, direct buyer of apples

whether his supplies originate in one large packhouse or from four or

five smaller ones? This line of argument is provoked by the fact that

small groups are in theory more successful than large in producing the

benefits from co-opcrations which intending numbers have in mind when

they decide to join. Effectiveness and cohesion follow if group action

secures for all the individuals in a group a larger 'bencfit' than cach

could get, individually, at the same cost outside the group organisation.

Some growers may make practising co-operation a part of their benefits

others may want only sizeable cash benefits. Sooner or later, clashes

on policy will develop where incompatible sub-groups have different ideas.

Possibly, it is compromises in the policy of many co-operative marketing

organisations that prevent their growth.

Given effective small groups, the principle of federation comes

more into prominence. Although the large marketing unit or group might

be effective as a marketing unit, it is less likely to be influential

if marketing is the limit of its members! interests. A ‘pressure group!

would have to be formed on a different basis. In practice, whether an

agricultural co-operative can survive its formative years seems to depend

on a blend of good luck and good judgement. The Milk Marketing Board,

for example, unificd milk producers for a long time through a strong

central organisation -— so long as all producers had acommon interest

in the level of milk prices. The Tomato and Cucumber Marketing Scheme

failed to engender any common benefit for tomato growers.

Membership of a group has often given growors their first experi-

ence of positive markoting. As individuals they may have had contact.

and good relations with salesmon acting as their agent. Inevitably, the

somewhat larger and more professional role in the market of the group

means that producers devclop clearer aims and are driven to make more

decisions. Given growth in the 'producer—group! movement, and facility

with decision-making, potential benefits from group association may
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become clear, and morgers of groups within and without a federated

structure may follow. This process takes time, but is probably prefer-

able to developing tco fast with large and unstable associations of

produccrs.

In the U.S.4., for example, over the period 1940-1955 the single

co-operatives which merged with othors had averaged 23 years cf

provicusly independent existence. Whether final progress to a

cartolised structure, as now practised in France,is to be welcomed is

perhaps open to argument. In theory, there is no reason why there should

bo market-sharing in, say, stcel, and not in fruit. The United Kingdom

already has market sharing arrangements with foreign suppliers of bacon.

At this top level of market organisation it dees not matter very much

whether producers are myriapolists or oligopolists. A Trade Association

of numerous producers or a Central Committee of a chain of marketing

units may oqually well receive a franchise for a part of the nation's

market -— althcugh administrative procedures would probably differ in the

two cases. This part of economics, however, is far removed from what

was writton initially about producers! groups, which was that the

socially viable group, as distinct from the 'common interest in the same

product! group, may be the beginning ofa new basis of preducers'

strength in the markets.

Organisation of Reward

From the individual growers! point of view, belonging to a group

has similarities with 'belonging'to a market. In a small group, any

individual can have a 'sharc' in the promotion of corporate well beings

he would, for .cxample, increase his apple size, carn more money for the

group, reduce the impact of fixed costs and recognisably benefit hin-

self in the process. The small group is analogous to the imperfect

market, the large group to the perfect markot. As a momber of a large

group supplying a common product, cach individual would rationally

restrain himself from operating for the gcenoral good because, however

much he tried, his efforts would have no recognisable cfrect upon the

group's fortunes.

Should an industry be composed cf numbers of numerically large

r
s “groups, then, theory ha it that some added incentive to, or reward

4t
e

C
) t
afor membership — perhaps political power, perhaps a buying concession —

3
~Will be reguired to kcot

-
— the group's cohesion, In cssence, more

organisation has to be applied te the group, involving its internal
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structure and its external actions.

Typical English apple-packing co-operatives avoided the worst

problem of members! loyalty to a group by incorporating a) separate

accounting for cach individual's fruit, (b) advantageous requisites —

buying as well as fruit-sclling activities, and (c) acquisition of

out-of—-season work for the staff. They tend to be successful as social

groups, although tho resulting business organisations are often too large

for unsalaried managoment but too small to be managed economically.

They confer few of the elements of market power and are thus less effective

in the marketing sphere than thoy might be considcring their good social

organisation.

It has alrcady becon demonstrated in practice that large businesses

and small do not mcsh well together in a small preducers'! group unless

the producer with the large business contributes a lot of 'philosophy'

to the organisation. This is because the large prcducer himself has to

orovide mest of the benofits the group obtains: any benefits he gets

from his own exponditure also benefits the small busincsses, but cach

small business has no incentive to contribute to the commen ‘pool! of

benefit because it is unable to influence the outcome to a recognisable

extent. The small business, however, is always ready for the benefits

that ‘spill over!’ to the group individually even if they do nothing to

carn them,

Producers groups, organised around a single product or a related

ercup cf products and in a limited area, are an important part of the

market ropulation that the E.E.C. authoritics are attempting. This plan

for producers! asscciation transcends normal ‘co-operation! in that it

coffors producers some of the constituents cf market power, including a

measure of supply management, Preducers in the §.H.C. wiil, no doubt,

come to accept local 'groupings', because there is the incontive of the

goncraliscd benefit of administered price support to hold the groups

togethers; while groups in cach area will be able to act together in their

own intorost. If to belong to such a group is show to be much the

cheapest way of sccuring stcady and fairly high annual revenuc,

preduccrs Will have the incentive to join and stay with a group. In

art IV, however, there is a section which gives a theoretical treatment

of the co-operative's place in the market and suggests that financial

benefits may not come casily in a group's carly years when support

would be most valuable.
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Philosophy and financial advantage may serve in Britain to lead

to viable groupings cof many present growors, but thoy may be

insufficicnt in thoemsclves to secure cohesion amcng numbers of the

smallest holdings. It may be thought that the will to survive will

influcnee small growers to form themselves into groups. An associaticn

of barely viable heldings is unlikely to be any more viable than the

holdings themselves unicss the principle of co-operation is pushed

beyond group marketing into group production - which in turnwill
 

probably need skill to organise, and may be impracticable in all but a

fow arcas, It will frequently bo found that appropriate holdings are

too widely dispersed and toc variable in character to be economically

amalgamated.

So long, then, as largor size of sclling unit may be expected to

produce advantages- bargaining power, in sales cffectivoness, in sheer

size and ability tc undertake research and sales promotion - there will

be the incentive to intensify producers! organisation for marketing.

Growth follows increasingly as market cffectiveness becomes apparent.

And as long as progress in efficiency of preduction can keep in step with

investment or expenditure directed towards market power there is the

prospect that producers can organise from strongth instead of from weak-

ness, -— the difference being that producers do not have to have recourse

to the State as their ultimate support.

It has generally been the case that agricultural producers have not

organised until, from weakness, association is imposed upon thom, I+ is

thon too lates the State has to step in, and producers have surrendered

the initietive. In France, for cxanple, the recognised co-operatives

were scheduled to have legal power to bring independent producers inta

line with any markcting regulations which are either supported by two-

third of producors or would affect two-thirds of the supply, but France

failed to carry this provision in the councils of the European Economic

Community. The Marketing Agrcomont and Marketing Orders legislation in

the separate States cof the U.S.A., on the other hand, reinforce the

producers! position. Another development in the U.S.A. has a bearing

upon British producers! future welfare — bargaining associations.

Bargaining Associations

Most of the comment so far has been upon the producors' place in

organised markets. It is well known that the product—procurement policies

of many firms of multiple—shop retailers usually consist of delivery

 



direct from growers, or their co-operative, to the buyers! depot. At

- present, the growers concerned aro comparatively few in number and have

comparatively large businesses. If the movement spreads - as is

confidently oxpected — more growers will be involved, but the number of

buyers will not increase likewise. There will then be the same pre-

disposition for buyers to negotiate from strength with producers over

the terms of ccntractsas there are at present in markets over prices.

In the U.S.A., producers have had exporience with buyers for

twenty-five years or more, and groups of producers have formed themselves

into pure-and-simple bargaining associations. Particularly with crops

that are to go for processing, the growers! Association will negotiate

with the processing firm about the terms of the contract to be agreed,

There is little difference in principle between crops grown to a specific-

ation, whether processed or fresh. A bargaining association can offer

some of the advantages of a co-operative without tying its mombers

literally to co-operative practice. With its limited but precise aim,

it can draw together a group of growers who have one interest, only,

in common. Bargaining Asscciations in the U.S.A. have proved their

worth, The first known association was carlier than 1920, with 1940-

1955 as a particularly busy period. By 1960, it was known that 62

associations had been formed, and that 50 were still in being.

Probably, the horticultural producers in Britain have not been

"under the thumb"ofbuyers to the same extent as in Amorica. Never-

theless, taking into account the pressures of economic growth, the

approaching maturity of staple horticultural products and the need

to capitalise technical improvements, the sort of assurance that a

negotiated contract offers will become attractive to growers. And if a

fair price is agrecd after a thorough presentation and knowledge of

facts about production costs both in the factory and on the farm, this

is all to the good,

Propositions— Part IIT

i. Maximum consumption of dessort apples should be a prior

aim in marketing,

e. Now is the strategic time to start pushing sales of

Iinglish dessert apples.

3. Integration in marketing promises to be a better policy for

producers than co-operation.
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Growers should strive to prevent an inelastic demand

at the retail stage.

In doing best for themselves, the distributive trade

also does best for producers.

Only producers experience big changes in profit from

different sizes of national crop.
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PART IV A STRATEGY FOR THE 1970's

nection 1 An International Market

Incipient Over-production -— After the preparation in the foregoing

pages we now move on to consider more fully the particular case of

English dessert apple growers being faced with a unified west European

market, as may happen within ten years if the United Kingdom joins the

Huropean Economic Community. A "free" market in the U.K. is one which

would be shared by national groups of producers with English growers

initially having the largest share of the market. On the supply side, then,

the situation is somewhat similar to oligopoly and each "firm" will be

contesting the other firm's share. There is thus an open field for the

exercise of market power, supposing a little of it can be generated by

English growers.

It has already been stressed that British growers have been spared

the effects of recurrent surpluses of crops, and in this respect have

not had necessarily to organise for self-defence. It has been

anticipated, too, that dessert apples may be the first horticultural

commodity to come under stress of excessive supply in the event of the

merger of several more national economies. Producers will then need to *

be more consciously fulfillinganobjective than is the case at present.

liarket power is here conceived in relation to success in achieving the
 

desired end,

Time and again, market power has been seen to depend upon control

over supply. Fruit growers frequontly assert that they have no control

over production costs, which is true, but prices are, to a degree under

control. Producers have the power to reduce a temporary surplus

situation to a normal situation, with benefit both to their revenue

and their profit. Horticulture (with agriculture) seems to be the one

industry that can produce more without spending more, as happens in the

years of full crop. With a full crop on their trees, growers can keep

to a regular level of aggregate cost by picking only a regular amount of

crop. By delivering a regular amount, prices will be kept regular, and

consequently producers’ aggregate revenue will be kept steady. Why,

then, do producers act as they do in pressing fruit upon their salesmem?|

Probably because an excess is the exception rather than the rule and

over—production strategies are not habitual in the English growers.
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No one, surely, thinks that Nature, at the same time as she decrees a

big crop, works upon consumers to increase their demand pro rata. The

potential success producers can have in marketing lies in programmes of

supply management.

Economic analysts and planners foresee that, while there will be

high consumption of the preferred varieties, there will be high wastage

of other apples. They are less confident that market prices for good

dessert apples will be high enough, over a term of years, to give the

average producer a fair return on his capital. In other words, what is

facing British producers is an exercise in supply management on an

international scale instead of on a national scale. The concept of

watching revenue rather than price still holds good, but in the ultimate

state in market organisation a national government will be less effective

than formerly, and producers will have to organise themselves.

Before proceeding, we need to explain what is meant by the ‘over-

production' that is foreseen. We mean chronic, structural over-—production.
 

That is, not merely a physical excess of apples in some years, not merely

a chronic wastage of varieties for which there is no market, and not

merely steady withdrawal of marginal firms from the industry, but a

definite over—-commitment of resources to producing dessert apples. In

other words, the only remedy is a withdrawal of resources. In this

sense there is over—production of apples in western Europe at the present

timc.

In prospect, then, English dessert-apple producers face incipient

over-production in the form of a large physical volume of produce of

good market quality which, by its very volume, threatens to reduce all

producers! returns to an uneconomic level — either because the average

price of what is sold is too low, or because the producers! revenue

from what is sold is inadequate to finance both the sold and the unsold

parts of the crop. Producers will then be looking for a market strategy.

A successful strategy would be to create imperfections between English

and imported apples and to clear the way for international supply

management.

Following the two lines of thought pursued in this text, we can

conceive that producers adopt a dual strategy:

first, a marketing strategy, which would put them in the best

possible competitive position in regard to the produce they had to sell

= that is, to aim to make sure that they were garnering all available
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revenuc from consumerss

second, a political strategy — meaning purposeful alignment of

growers, and organisation or joint action to secure the industry's |

positionin the future. The field of action would probably lie in

horizontal association, social organisation, and international agreement.

A Marketing Stratesy

The leading question about marketing strategy concerns the suit—

ability of the English varieties for the English consumers! demand,

and the unsuitability of the English climate to the production of varieties

in greatest world demand. Will Britain remain an island in apple con—

sumption habits? This question had an airing in Part IT and it was ©

concluded, in relation to a probable re-construction of demand, that one

high-priced variety was grown in excess, whereas a cheaper but good

substitute was in under-supply. There was an imbalance between

‘qualities' in the supply of English dessert apples, the high-cost

variety too often having to be bought to serve as a 'cheap' apple. The

argument above cannot be precisely transferred to apply to the varietios

Cox and, for example, Mutsuor Crispin as it now is, but it is in terms

of main-season varieties that producers will have to act. As regards

Cox, the bulge in supplies is overdue and may well occasionally precede

any debacle traceable to joining the H.E.C., notwithstanding that by the

early 1970's some of the first—planted commercial Cox orchards of the

1930's will have been grubbed.

If English growers are so convinced that the English public wants

Cox, why are they so alarmed at the thought of other varieties appearing

on the markets? It is because their one main variety is being asked to

do too much, is not the ideal gencral—purpose variety, and cannot be

grown cheaply on a considerable scale. It is not the variety, for

instance, that producers could undertake to supply ex-packhouse at Asd

a lb. No one variety can sustain (a) a ‘top of the market’ position,

(b) a 'most popular buy' position and (c) a 'cheap supplement! position

at one and the same time,

The dessert apple market is distinctly stratificd, as with other

products in which there are differences of quality. The lowcst—priced

apple does not generate most expenditure, neither does the most expensive.

In the case of motor cars, a middle—to-—lower price model is the money—

spinner. tn the case of dessert apples it is likely to be a middle—to-
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higher priced varicty. If so, English growers are in a strong position

in their ow market. They may further share with foreign growers the

limited market for highest quality (i.e. restricted produce). They have

little to fear from a good-quality dessert apple whose retail price

might be higher than that of Cox. They have more to fear from a sood

quality American-style dessert apple- not yet a cheap one — whose

price would be lowor than that of Cox. ‘Some transference of demand can

be expected in this case, as well as, perhaps, tnew! consumption by

devotecs of the soft-fleshed apple. If England is necessarily a high-

cost arca, cheap apples can have little interest for English growers.

The opportunity of scolling third-grade, green and small apples to

consumers who want a cheap apple will be curtailed when good-looking

samples of a cheap—to-—grow (imported?) variety become available, The

convenient market for market rejects is something English growers will

have to be prepared to lose — and the type of grower who depends upon

this market will have a very thin time. English producers’ insularity

and their phobia concerning imports in their ow season have lod to an

obvious gap in supplies in relation to what consumers would demand.

Consequently, English growers are 'out of linc' in their varieties rather

more than in their prices. The most striking instance of varicty pricing

in the context of an enlarged E.E.C. is the failure of the premium quality

variety to establish a price premium. According to the theory of

differential pricingCoxwould have sold at slightly higher prices in

Slightly less quantity if it had had a 'lift' from a cheaper, alternative

apple. Notionally, too, producers' aggregate profit could have been

improved a little thereby, once the required reduction in acreagehad

been realised,

lt would seem, then, that English growers are vulnerable to a

transference of demand from their Cox to an imported variety considered

either equal in quality or a preferable alternative, but sellingmore |

cheaply. Their market strategy should then be one of countering this

weakness. They could do this cither by growing the opposition's variety |

themselves, or competing with the opposition with a good 'second string’

variety. Of the two strategies the second is to be preferred, because

in theory the 'second string' apple might have the effect of pulling—in

some demand both from the Cox-alternative in the upper price range and

from the cheap apple in the lower price range, and it would be less

likely to draw off demand for English Cox than would, say, an English

Golden Delicious. In practice, the commercial merit of Golden Delicious

may be such that the ‘grow it yourself! strategy will be the more

successful.
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Both strategies, however, havea lot in common. It is implied that,

for producers! welfare, the market requires Cox to regain its lost status

as a premium apple, and to be supported, during the five months of biggest

sales, by a higher-yiclding, trouble-free, possibly better-looking English

grown dessert apple. With a strongCoxmarket, goodCoxgrowers could

presumably afford to have, say a quarter of their acreage ‘breaking oven!

on tho second string. For the less successful Cox producers it would be

a toss-up whether the second-string apple, returning 5s. a bushel less

than they used to get for Cox was compensated for by the higher yield.

There must be some fruit farms on which Cox has failed to, produce more

than 220 bushels an acre, and on which yields cof 270 to 330 bushels an acre

of a larger-sized, more prolific apple are rcalisable, At net home prices

of between 17s. and 13s. a bushel respectively (previous Cox average being
22s. and 18s.) the 'second string’ policy would give as good results as

Cox, Supposing that the change-over of varieties could. be financed,

A Re-constructed Market

A pictorial presentation of how the 'free! market for autumn and

winter-season apples would differ from the one Iinglish producers now know

is given in Figure 18. Diagram A shows the present demand structure, with

the heavy black line indicating the volume of sales at different prices.

A 'froe* market would-quickly produce a demand structure as in diagram B,

In case the difference between A and B is not easily apparent, the changes

embodied in B ares

a a greater range of varieties offereds

be a small reduction in average price;

Cc. greatest expenditure on an apple at a somewhat lower

prices

d. a sharing of the high-price market between Cox, other
varieties and red apples.

® greater consumption of lower-priced apples.
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Figure 18 ‘Two Typos of Demand Structure
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No prices are given in Figure 18, but it is assumed that Cox keeps both

some premium and a substantial share of the English market by virtue of

its inbuilt popularity. It cannot be ruled out that some EnglishCox

will be exported — but not up to the level of optimists! expectations.

The 'premium' price for Cox in the home market will be a dis-—incentive to

exportation. There are linglish growers of Cox who coulda profitably

‘sell in northern European markets after mid-scason- the continental

concept of Cox is. as a mid-season variety- but the quantity would be

small, otherwise a 'scarcity' and quality premium would be eroded,-

Put in another way, the change from situation A to situation 3B shows

that although Cox is at present the bost varicty for inglish growers to

produce in quantity, they cannct, with this one varicty and its present

complements, successfully make the English markot unattractive to foreign

growers. In the first place, Cox sets a fairly high datum price for

dessert apple prices, and this in itself makes the English market

attractive to exporters in, say, France and Italy, not to mention
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Denmark and Holland. Sccondly, while, to the converted, a good Cox is

best value for moncy, not all consumers arc of the same faith, so to

speak.

Red=-skinned apples have a small but special place in the market, ;

and English growers have been handicapped in this respect by their

varicties. This trade seems to be open to large producers now as a

speculative sideline, cquivalent to the few acres cf ‘carliest! apple

that were grown at one time. It also remains to be seen whether the

uniform-quality, variable-variety type of supply from southern hemi-

sphere countries will stand up to the ‘household word! varieties of

the European growers, available in several qualities.

In any case, the range of prices of apples in the new ‘free! market

will be nothing like as large as in the ‘open markct' pre-war period.

Inglish Apples in a Free Market

On the score of price, English producers may be reassured that

nothing catastrophic will happen to gocd-qualityCoxon a free market.

A common market, and common regulations for marketing, does not mean »

that cither retail or growers! prices must be identical in all countries.

Growers' prices in the U.K. can still be higher than in France or Italy _

if marketing and distribution costs are lower in the U.K. The low-priced,

low-quality imported apple is not a danger to English growers because a

lower price for less satisfaction when prices are already low is not a

great inducement to increase normal consumption. Any mass assault on the

Inglish market would take the form of small or Class II apples that were

unmarketable on the Continent. if these imports were largely bought, it

would be largely as additional purchases and not as large-scale replace-

ment of the staple qualities. It is probably true thet 200,000 tons of

French apples have been either abandoned or over-stored. It is cqually

to be expected that most of the wasted crop was inforior quality fruit.

During the late 1950's the Dutch glasshouse growers were vested: by

public speakers with rare and superior gifts. Nowadays it is French

fruit growers who are venerated — to an equally undeserved degree.

What we have been seeing on the Continent recently is:

i) new low levels of price of American varieties (including

Golden Delicious), resulting from the increased supply;_
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ii) substitution by consumers of American varieties for the

traditional varieties they previously boughts

iii) unsalcable stocks of ousted varicticss;

iv) some consumers! resistance to the over—availability of

Goldens

v) heavy storage of Golden;

vi) increased processing or surplus disposal of unsalcable

stockss

vii) market intervention putting a 'floor' on market price.

Supposing the present prices do not recover substantially, what

inpact will.the situation across the English Channel have on English

markets? Once the season is well under way, graded and packed American

varieties will be available to intending exporters at 4d. a pound (15s.

a bushel)” in France (Paris) and Holland and these prices will be

operative until the time for marketing gas-stored fruit in. the New Year.

Few foreign apples of the sort which English consumers will want to keep

on buying are likely to be available to wholesalers in England at a

price less than 23s. to 25s. a bushel, And this mcans that with the

costs of delivery to the retailcr, and the rotailor's mark-up, the

independent greengrocers' price of the cheaper alternatives to Cox will

be rounded-up to about ls. 1d. a pound. With prices at this level,

savings in marketing cost are more likely to bring benefits to growers

than arc lower selling prices.

In the conditions described, it may be presumed that English growers

of Cox will want to sce a premium of 2d. to 3d. a pound at retail.

Notionally, then, Cox of good size and colour will ccntinue to sell for

: 1/3d. or 1/4d. a pound in mid-scason. A substantial number of growors

may be satisfied with this price, but their revenuc may shrink noticeably

because not all the crop can be sold. Research into alternative forms of

consumption of fresh apples should certainly feature to a small degree in

 

* at post-devaluation rates of exchange. In March 1968 tho cfficial
intervention price for Class I apples was 4.05d. a lb.
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producers! strategy when the ceiling of consumption has been reached.

Why a small degree? Because on the face cf it, the typical apple

flavour (like that of the banana) does not have great attraction away

from the whole fruit, and because England is a high-cost producer. A

worthwhile processing industry is unlikely to develop in Britain without

substantial and regular surpluses on the fresh markot — and substantial

and regular surpluses are Something English growers cannot afford,

Price may not be so big a bugbear to English producers as a
restriction of the market for Cox. We may refer at this point to the

assumed demand structure (sec pell17) for the 1970's, and further

postulates

Qe at the ruling prices, and because there is a greater variety

of apples to buy, consumors! expenditure on autumn and winter

applcs will be 5 per cont higher than we know it today, apart

from any conjoint price or income-effoct,

be given the chance, consumers will take 20 por cent of their

apples in the form cf red apples or soft fleshed apples

which werc not previously available,

This hypothesis is admittedly only 2 guesswork probe into the future,
but it serves to give a 'feel' of the market. If this were true, then
by; say, 1972 the English market would be ready for about 160,000 tons
of other varictics, total demand at the price quoted having risen to
around 390,000 tons for the eight months August—March. Three years
later, when the resources that English producers have moved into produc-
ing the varieties in unsatisfied demand have borne fruit (and some orchards
have been withdrawn) the market would be hypothetically shared somewhat
as followss-—

Homegrown English varietics 240,000 tcng

" " other " 35,000 tons
Imported  '"! " 125,000 tons, —

English varicties would have’ 60 por cont of the market. North
American supplies would be truncated andat least 100,000 tons would come
from western Huropes but it must be anticipated that demand will have
shifted in the meantime — possibly faster than production has shifted,

Anticipating that the full effect of freer entry for continental
apples will not be felt until early mid-season, a somewhat larger fall
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in the consumption of Cox may be experienced than the average 16 per

cent assumed for English dessert apples as a whole. To determine how

much of the non—Cox consumption Inglish growors will supply is a most

speculative exercise. I1+t scems that there should not be a big import~

ation of apples at the start of the scason, because there are no good

carly apples available in quantity, but it is obviously in forcigm

growers’ interests to get the trade in imported apples in England

started carly in the season, and for this reason some 'loss—leading'|

type of trading is to be expectcd. Wo must refer again here to the

atomistic production organisation of the apple—growing industry. One

large firm would react to hold its share of the market by using its

"early" farms to grow carly apples, and a trado would be established

before the Worcester season, To have a varicty of farms, some carly

some not, does not produce the same result.

The onset of Cox will be the critical time for prices: and not

until the market has steadicd will imported fruit come in to the English

market rcgularly. CGrudely put, in the conditions foreseen in an

enlarged Common Market, if it were to come quickly, proscnt English

varieties would in the short term provide 67 per cent of dessert apple

consumption in Britain compared with the present 85 per cent during

the normal season. Given longer, English growers may be able to retain

67/70 per cent of the market.

English producers who wish to find out what the future has in store

for them could proceed as follows:

i. Project the likely demand for English dessert apples,

in terms of value, ten years ahead:

ii. In this way estimate thc size of the market (consumers!

expenditure)

iii, Relate this to producers! aggregate revenue3
 

ive Divide the revenue by an acceptable total inclusive cost

per acre (including non-—bearing acreage), to find —

ve The required acrcage of both bearing and non-bearing fruit;

vie Add a tolerance to allow for variation in annual output.

The result of such calculations, we believe, will most frequently

be within the range of 45,000 to 55,000 acres. This is the area to which
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an industry with marketing power would be trying to confine itsclf in the

interests of cnsuring that revenue per acre was adequate to the firms!

needs, In the ordinary course of events, the acreage will at first

exceed this figurc, and then lose ‘excess! acreage.

| In theory, little alleviation cf the Cox growers! lot is to be

expected from export sales. It is not in the nature of business for a

high-cost arca without natural advantages to be a thrustful competitor

in low-cost areas. Given time, and a superlative marketing effort, a

top-of—the-market trade in the capitals of Europe seoms feasible, but

it will be an expensive operation yielding small profits.

A vrathcr firmer expectation is that for the next five years at least

Cox will be poured on to the market on such a scale that, because some
samples of it are go cheap, it will extend its market hold and displace

some of the red—-skinned North American varicties still popular in the
north of England and, secondarily, into Ireland. Because Cox docs not
look as well or keep as well in the shop as, say McIntosh Red, price

advantageis the only basis on which to sell more Cox. Again, the large
firm could channel its cheaply—grown apples into price—competitive markets.
As it is, buyers for Northern consumers are more likely to try more Cox
than usual because its market price (for all producers) is attractively
low. To put this regional import—replacoment cxercise in scale, another
10,000 tons of stored Cox sold to former McIntosh Red consumers would
cut imports from Canada by one-third,

Cox vs. Golden Delicious

English growers have thoir Cox: French growers their "Goldens",
Most of what bas been 'leaked' about Goldon presentsit as a formidable
market variety, but it is not crown to perfection any more than is Cox,
Will Golden Delicious be the bogey of English producers to the extent
anticipated? The answer depends upon what growers anticipate - they
have never put any figures on their fears, There is no formed opinion
as a basis for discussiontc the effect that five years after joining
the Common Market the U.K, willbe taking 120, 000 tons of this variety,
90,000 tons of which will be imported during the autumn and winter, On
a first examination, this preposition may be about right. Scme
theoretical comments upon marketing 'Golden' in a Cox strongholdare
given in the next paragraph, but they do not point to any precise degree
of penetration of the market,

Cox and Golden have been selling in competition on the Dutch auctions
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for a number of years, so it is to Holland we look for a lead to what

will happen in Britain if there is free entry of continental apples

whilst acknowledging that Cox is (thought to be) more firmly established

in Britain. Experience in Holland suggests thet Golden Delicious, as

- an example of the alternative to Cox, has the greater cross—elasticity

of demand: that is, among customary buyers of Cox, more will convert

to Golden - if Golden is the cheaper — than will customary buyers of

Golden take Cox as an alternative. On the other hand, inveterate Cox

buyers value this variety more highly than inveterate buyers of other

apples value Golden. (Figure19 attempts to convey this idea).

Figure 19, Market Demand Curves for (a) Cox's Orange Pippin and

(b) Golden Delicious, Holland, 1959/60 to 1964/65.
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The demand for Golden is apparently more price elastic alsos so

when really scarce it will have a lower price than Cox in the same

Situation, and when plentiful, it will have a relatively high price.

It must also be anticipated from these figures that Golden, being the

lower-priced variety, will slowly encroach on the Cox share of the

market. Unless English growers are alert to this, they will find their

share of the market slipping. If it is shown, for example, that English

Golden can be grown and packed for 14s. 6d. a bushel and Cox for 17s. 6d.

a bushel to make the same profit for the grower, this difference back at

the farm, plus a higher price elasticity for Golden, would permitalower

retail price of almost 2d. a lb. This would be a standing inducement

to buy the Golden, and in the long run it is bound to take effect.

Comparative market demand schedules of Cox and Golden can be

formulated from price and volume data for the period 1959 to 1965 in

é
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Holland. During this time annual production of Golden grew to equival-

ence with Cox (it has since outgrow it). The two-demand curves

incorporate (a) more frequent relative scarcity of Cox, due to crop

failures, and (b) a fractionally higher average price for Golden, other

things being equal, because more is stored longer and sold in a higher-

price period.

in the light of these characteristics, exporters' strategy for the

U.K. market may be reasoned—out as follows. Retail and wholesale prices

of apples as a whole are likely to be higher in the U.K. than in Germany,

the other big importing country in the E.H.C.. British consumers, however,

are 75 per cent supplied with top-quality eating apples from home growers.

We will not, therefore, duplicate Cox with Golden. During the main Cox

season we will first of all send that amount of Extra grade Golden which,

because it is relatively scarce, will ensure a price premium. As Cox

becomes scarcer, and its price increases, we will send more of our fruit,

and thus hope to realise a steady price. Secondly, we will regularly

tap the demand for a cheaper apple by sending to Britain a quantity of |

small and 'Class IT' consignments for which we shall get a higher price

than we could in any other country.

The obvious counter-strategy is for some English growers to move

over to Golden Delicious (or an alternative) from Cox and some mid-season

varieties, thus undermining any premium on imported Golden. If proved

to be the cheaper apple to grow, of course, it should replace English

varieties to a considerable degree, because in the longer term it will

tend to have a higher average price and give a greater return per acre.

in practice, the deciding factor in the market during the years

of reconstruction is likely to be the plethora of Cox. The demand-and-

supply relationship is still fundamental: Cox may well become so low-

priced that exporters find most room at the top of the English market.

In this case the strategy first outlined will be inoperable and Golden

Will become the premium varicty..

How can publicityhelp in this situation? Only by the promotion

of apples as a product at the start of the season, with a short-term

emphasis on Cox. An attemptto hand out justice to all producers, and

to give them all the same value for money would be impossible. And at

| a time when the industryis in the throes of changing its product it would

be particularly difficult to operate on a fair balance between promoting

to new varieties and supportingthe old. Confusion would be more
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Section 2. Political Strategy

The Field for Political Action

Without an agreed strategy (which is not to say that agreement

would radically alter the situation) Iinglish producers are likely to

contest imports in an unorganised way and if they cannot create imper-—

fections in the market they are more likely to have to accept a price

that constituted a disincentive to importation. In an international

market, an unorganised English apple industry is rather like one co-

operative within the English industry - very little able to raise, other

than temporarily, tho ‘equilibrium price! in the markets used. This is

where an effective marketing strategy has to be backed up by a political

strategy. The field for political action by fruit growers can be con-

sidered both nationally and internationally.

Nationally, it would be well to distinguish at this point the

Situation of Britain being in the #.H.C. from that of Britainnotbeing

in the H.E.C. In the latter case, continuation of import quotas can be

expected. Nevertheless, as has been show in Part III, there is still

a risk that growers! revenue from dessert apples may be unsatisfactory

for two or three years. If the overproduction lesson has been learned,

concerted action to prevent the marketing of destructive volumes of

apples can be expected. Some seven hundred holdings are thought to

provide about half the dessert apples marketd, So restorative action,

to be offective, need not be industry-wide. It is probable that small

firms will try to meet the situation by markcting more apples, the larger

firms by marketing less. Simultaneous pressure for assisted consumption

schemes may be a second type of relief. As has been stressed earlicr,

'organised' marketing is not necessarily synonymous with widespread

consumption of apples. Reliability, standardisation and good presentation

may increase sales to consumers already taking a quantity of apples:

they are not the prescription for outright maximum consumption.

The Market Power of Co-operatives

Nationally and internationally, great things are expectedof pro~

ducers' co-operation. So far, however, this text tends to suggest that

isolated marketing groups, formed from motives cither of convenience in

grading and packing or of philosophical affinity, will not have market

power in the sense in which tho term is used here, or even the level of
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effectiveness which the projected market situation requires. The lack

of effectiveness will show up in numerous small ways. As an oxample

there may be quoted distributors who keep the product for, say, one

week and still require credit from the producers, who already have had

to finance.the production of the product.

| Co-operation in grading and packing may confer financial benefits

upon co-operatorss but many growers who joined a group on a ‘unity is

strength' basis may be disappointed at what unity can achieve. In theory,

a large seller -typified by the co-operative - is in no better position

to ‘make’ a price than a single seller -— both will be 'pricc—takers!' in

a market structure of many competing sellers and fewor competing buyers.

This is not the same thing as saying that through either continuity of

supply, or regularly superior quality, or for other reasons,a marketing

co-operative may be able to offer a service which is worth marginally

more to a buyer. In that event, the co-operative's product is

differcntiated, —- that is, sold under imperfect competition— and an

clement of market power is boing exercised.

Under perfect competition, thcory has it, that, whon demand for
dessert apples is pricc-clastic, to try to raise the price arbitrarily

will be a wrong policy - revenue will be diminished. If demand is price-

inelastic, revenue from the market may be inercased in the short term:

but if there are other supplicrs, competitive procosses must be presumed

to operate to raise the price for all suppliers (a shift in the demand

curve). So, if the co-operative is a small supplier, it will have very

limited power to secure a higher price for itself merely by virtue of its

bargaining power, and the shift in demand may be negligible. If the

Co-operative is a large supplier, it may secure a significant (short-term)

shift in the demand curve, but then it is Likely that the market price

Will be raised too - it will bo the same for all suppliers. The short=

term and long-term presentation of one large supplier's efforts to affect

price under perfect competition are in Figure 20 (A) and (B) respectively.

Higure 20 <A Single Supplier Selling under Price Competition
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In Diagram(A) it is shown theoretically, how, if a la - supplier

can, by sheor bargaining power, improve his price temporarily,all

suppliers will share the benefit. Total quantity supplied (Qt) is made

up of a quantity Qe supplied by one large producer and a quantity Qr.

supplied by the remainder of the producers. The derived demand curve

is shifted by bargaining from .DD to al the equilibrium price |

moves up from p to Py» and the gains both of the rest of the suppliers

and ofthe large suppliers are identically proportional.

In the longer term, the success of a co-operative (or other large

supplicr) in raising price depends upon its predominance in the market.

In Figure 19 (B) it is postulated that co-operators will only vain by

establishing a higher price in the market if (a) demand is price inelastic,

and. (bd) the co-operative has most of the market. As the instigator of

change, the co-operative has to accept the reduced demand rosulting from

the higher price; the remaining suppliers are in the happy position of

sharing the price the co-operative established, but have no supply

control responsibilities and consequently their output does not change

and the co-operative has a fractionally small share of the market. The

necessary condition for the co-operative to benefit financially is that

the area NjN,EF shall exceed the arca NjNBC.

aNUN BE > NNBC

In Diagram (B) the demand curve is assumed to have relapsed to its

long-term level, so that a sustained higher price can only be attained

by curtailing supply. A large supplicr clects to do this on his own and

the resulting market situation is an equilibrium point E corresponding

to a price OG and a total output OF, of which the distance N_F represents

the large supplier's share. In the absence of imperfectionsin the

market, the large supplicr's price will prevail all through and the

remainder of suppliers will gain AGNN of additional revenues the large

supplier, however (to repeat) will only gain additional revenue if the

area NN EF exceeds the area NjNBC, This is more likely to occur the

smaller is the area removed — i.c. the share of the market going to non—

members. Followed one step further, theory suggests that where a co-—

operative aims, unilaterally, to improve the selling price of its produce —

that produce being fully interchangeable with other sellers! produce -

its members may have to accept lower incomes than comparative non-members.

in torms of revenue —.the importance of what has becn stressed throughout

this paper —- a rise seems more difficult to initiate and to sustain, than

would a risein price.
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Under imperfect competition, any large seller (producer) would in

theory develop a differentiation of a brand or product, and gain a

reward in price for some extra service offereds this has already been

mentioned. It has already been proved in practice that (with fruits

more than flowors or vegetables) price elasticity of demand isnot the

force that theory would suggest, and that an administered small rise

in price may have no observable effect upon demand.

However, until this evidence of imperfect competition in the trade

emerged, it was clear that producers’ only hope of ongineering a

departure from the ‘equilibrium! level of price was in a belief among

imperfectly-sompetitive buyers that supplies were going to be inadequate,

Once supplies are felt to be in any way scarce, competition between buyers

increases and, at the limits of scarcity, the normal stances of whole-

saler and grower are reversed, and growers become (for a season) price

makers and wholesalers become price takers. On the other hand, when

| 7 supplies are adjudged

Figure 21 Average Net Products in Fruit | more than adequate,
Production and Distribution competition between

buyers is lessened,

imperfections in the

marxet increase

because growers having

found one buyer, are

reluctant to seck
distributors

ia another, and the
aaeT ~ L ?

ie of ™ wen wm . :

we ™N, - - ruling price may
‘ ™ producers ,

/“ any A well be reduced below
~

a notional truly com 
petitive price. This 

hypothetical situation

in markets may be

presented in terms of

average net product

curves (A.N.P.) related to quantity of fruit available. (Scc Figure 21).

The divergence of these two curves may illustrate some of the

cbserved effects in dessert apple marketing, At quantitics less than

a. (the ‘critical! quantity) buyers (wholesalers) will be conscious that
the more produce they can secure, the more they can lift revenue in

relation to costs and hence their total and average net products. For

growers, on the other hand, a higher price when price is already high has

less meaning. Per contra, when supplies tend to be excessive, buycrs
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(wholesalers) have little incentive to bid for extra produce, Theywill

try to maintain their total net product. The.initiative falls on growers,

and if supply is open-ended, a small part of the costs of distribution

is transferred to them and their total net product falls.

National Control and International Agreement.

The upshot of the foregoing analysis is that co-operatives; if they

act as producers at one remove, are theoretically no more effective in

price-making than a number of individual supplicrs. The areas of

prospective gain for this ground—level (so to speak) activity by co-

operatives are extcrnal economies of scale and a shortconing of the

distribution chain, including fewer handlings of the produce.

It is too much to expect, then, that voluntary co-operation will

give producers a notable degree of market power, even with considerable

horizontal association of producer groups. Achievement of the aims set

out must accordingly depend upon producers being enabled to act diffcrently

from individuals. These potentialitics are now briefly considered in

terms of what producers might achieve unaided, and what they might

achieve if government strengthened their aim. Producers corporately—

or in a majority — can certainly help themsclves by raisingthe quality

of the produce they market—- perhaps by exclusion of the worst - and as

far as possible channeling expendable parcels of produce into non-

competing outlcts, so as to create imperfections in the market. Further

acquisitions of market power, to a level equivalent to that of industry,

will depend upon the emergence of largo firms. Once marketing is in the

hands of a firm, as distinct from an industry in the hands of all

producers, the firm can serve its own interests, and, to the degree that

the innate features of the produce allow, it can pursue industrial

marketing practices. These have been adcquately discribed in Part l.

The problem in horticulture, of course, is to create the kind of firm with

which producers are willing to identify themselves.

Government aid for producers has not been, and is not immediately

likely to be the source of strength it might be. Mention a statutory

narketing scheme to English producers and they would at once think about

a Marketing Board. The E.H.C. regulations would not radically improve

the producers! power position unless there were provision for local

co-operatives forming themselves into national associations having power

to control supplies, and making it mandatory to do so in times of over-
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supply of markots. This was the gist of the French case to the

Brussels authorities, based on the French concept of horticultural

marketing. As built into current Community regulations, however, co-—

operatives will not be able to impose marketing discipline upon all

producersin the way the French hoped.

The notion, previously commented upon, that primary producers -—

which includes growers - are a group within the economy requiring

special assistance, does not operate to srowers! full benefit because

the assistance is conceived as a supplementation of income and is not

designed to give equality of income with, say, other small business

proprictors. It seems that agricultural producers neither want nor seck

high incomes, because the traditional response of producers to price-

support schemes has been to increase output, thereby accentuating the

marketing problem, tending to depress market prices, increasing ( in

the short term) their dependenceupon income support measures and

whittling down their own incomes,

Many governments have fortified growers in the past when helping

them out of difficult financial circumstances, but they have never dared

to put producers! salvation fairly and squarely in theirown hands. The

conjoint hazards of unregulated competition and low net incomes (if

producers! organisation did not succeed) and monopolistic action in the

food sector of the economy (if producers did succeed) has been considered

too great. The E.H.C. has perhaps committed itself to parity incomes for

horticultural producers more deeply than any previous national government:

but it has still to count the cost of its policy, and the presumption

must be that it will be too expensive to maintain.

Apart from the vulnerabilityin the fruit and glasshouse sectors

to imports, the English horticultural industry is well-structured and

capable of a lot of self-organisation. It is time, in fact, that the
phobia of monopolistic exploitation by producers! bodies was re-assessed

in the light of the endemic pressure of supplies. A non-government

inspired form of organisation could lead equally well to an oligopolistic

market structure as to a monopolistic structure: and technical advances

in production, cross-elasticity of demand and other built-in checks in

the modern economy would effectively prevent extortion, although it

might confer more market power on producers. In short, governments act

in the national interest, not in producers! interests, and in a national

context government interference amounts to an expression of weakness in

producers! organisation.
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Internationally. Hitherto, governments have been by far the most

effective agent in determining terms of trading between nations, but

producers in economically advanced countries are directly (as distinct

from indirectly putting pressure on the government ) beginning to take

a hand. There are precedents in the horticultural industry for agree-—

ments between producers and across national boundarics designed to

stabiliso markets (e.g. the Fruit Producers’ Council and in the bulb-

growing industry). Citrus growers of the Mediterranean countries are

to join in tho advortising of citrus. In the same way South Africa,

Australia and New Zealand, through their SANZA organisation, are jointly

to promote southern hemisphere apples. Unwonted co-operation in marketing

has developed between Jamaican and Windward Islands producers of bananas

for the U.K. market. In the deciduous fruit trade Australian apple growers

had voluntarily agreed to restrict their deliverics of apples to the U.K.

for the 1967 scason well before the short crop made curtailment a reality.

And they have progressed from a 'base price! in 1966 to a fixed price for

the 1967 scason.

In those areas of regulation of the trade that are in governments'

hands, producers can only act indirectly by influencing government policy.

The two arcas most frequently under discussion are (a) import regulation

and (b) price support. In the B.E.C. these two arcas are unified in the

policy for regulatingthe fruit and vegetable market. In the U.K. the

‘price! support! area is missing and there is only import regulation.

English fruit growers are fortunate indeed to have protection by

quota rather than by import duty: they have been able to make sure that

any increase in consumption of dessert apples in the home marketing

season was of English apples -— a very different state of affairs from

that in tomatoes and cucumbers. A quota sets known limits upon imported

supplies, and a value quota furthermore implics that, in the instances

of dessert apples, imports will be of apples that consumers have most

felt the lack of c.g. those that compete least directly with the home-

grown CYroOp.

Import duties, by and large, are a less effective form of internal

market regulation than quotas. Unlike the apple and pear quotas, however,

import duties have been handled in the U.K. as an instrument of regulation

~ that is, their cffectivenoss in their function has been contested from

time to time, and modifications in the rate of duty have been made as a

result. It was written into the Agriculture Act of 1947 that import

regulation would be the means of realising a stable and cfficient

horticultural industry. Tariff protection did little for horticulture as
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a Whole, and only the accident of a quota system of regulation in place

of import dutics accounts for the growth of English fruit-growing after

1945 in contra-distinction to tomato growing.

‘Dariffs did not ensure a reasonable level in producers! incomes

for two main reasons. The first is that, in Britain, trade policy is

the concern of the Board of Trade, and the Board of Trade was in no

sense inclined to be a watchdog for horticulture in the same way as the

agriculturel ministry could intercede with the Treasury on behalf of

farmers. The Board's practice has been to follow up submissions of a

case of financial hardship, once it has been initiatedby or on behalf

of the group of producers who were suffering. If the submission made

it clear that additional imports were solely the cause of the financial

deterioration quoted, then a prime facie case for grcater protection was

established - its justification had to be debated thereafter.

This kind of procedure was not appropriate to the situation in

horticulture where a measure enabling quick and often temporary action

is desired if market prices are not to drop. It may be appropriate to

longer-term hardship in an industry, although the question of the worth-

whileness of more protection for a declining industry is inevitably

raised as a corollary.

Secondly, tariffs or import dutics cxisting by themselves (i.e.

not in an integrated form of control on the B.E.C. model) have certain

weaknesses. They can operate on the price of a product only by reducing

the total supply of that product in relation to the demand. And it is

the modified demand/supply relationship that detcrmines future relative

prices, not the amount of the duty. For example, if an imported article

is highly prized, and it has no gocd alternative, to raise the import

duty will increase the price but will not reduce consumption and there

will be no beneficial effect upon the demand for the alternative product.

The effect of import dutics can be minimised if producers abroad accept

lower returns, increase their efficiency and learn to live with lower

supply prices. In this event, too, the flow of imported produce will

perhaps be momentarily checked, but not curtailed, by a riso in import

duty. This type of effect is thought to have charactcrised the import—

ation of Dutch tomatoes during the 1950's, 7

Producers scom to have rather more scope for effective indirect

action as regards price support schemes than as regards import duties.

Thoy have more to contribute. For instance, an intervention price at

a wholesale market has to be (a) highor than the average variable costs

of marketing and lower than the average variable costs
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of marketing and growing. If the intervention price did not cover, for

example, transport to market and the cost of the container, the producer

would not cover the cost of sending to market. Market prices would con-

sequently recover quickly, but in a season of ovor—production producers

would tend to havo a lot of fruit Icft on the farm unsold. Box-makers and

transport firms would have becn fully paid for their cfforts, but fruit

producers would not. If the intervention price were set so as te more

than cover the average variable costs of marketing and of growing, the way

would be open for producers to market more from the same resources, and

little net corrective action would ensuc,.

In the philosophy of market regulation there is thus a conflict

between (a) a high intervention price which, in the short term will

induce efficicnt producers to continue in business and (bd) a low intcr-

vention price which will have the required short-term and long-term

effects. I+ can be scon how extravagant intervention in the wholesale

market will be as a means of sustaining producers! income if thero is

prolonged over—production. Producers have to keep sending to market to

have their fruit paid forg and if a higher intervention price is avail-

able for stored fruit - sufficicntly high to cover the variable costs of

storage -— thon fruit will be stored for the sake of the higher price

realised. If tho stores happen to be in merchants! or wholesalers’

hands, the net result for producers will be a truncation of their

revenuc — their flexibility co-efficient may well be negative. In

theory, money could be saved by buying on the farm (through the medium

of the co-operatives?) and removing the oxcess at the source. Further-

more, if the object of intervention is to !ouarantce! a ‘bloc! of revenue

to producers, in a Situation of pricc-—clasticity of demand and incipicnt

chronic overproduction only two things can happen — (a) the basic price

becomes so deflated over a three-ycar period that the intervention price

fails to fulfil its function or () at a sorviccably high intervention

price, the supportingagency's liabilityis bottomless. Jn such

circumstances producers! orgenisations have a big part to play in making

intervention schemes serviceable and viable.

Lastly, mention must be made of direct action by government in the

conduct of trading in the national interest as distinct from mcasurcs

agreed with or bearing upon producers as a group. Where producers are

responsible individuals, they can reach compromises with governments

that certainly further their own interests, as, for example, in the

State-wide Marketing Agreements and Marketing Orders in the U.S.A.

Where prcducers are less responsible individually, governments are prone

to intervene directly in marketing in order to wrest more forcign
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exchange from the sale of horticultural crops. Exporting countries are

showing the way by organising the orderly discharge of supplies to

markets cverscas. Egypt, for cxample, released the 1967 onion crop on

quota, at ‘recommended! prices. Spain has already tricd out a policy

of weekly doliverics on quota to differentcountries, both for citrus

fruit and tomatoes. Morocco is doing the same with citrus. The Now

Zealand government is currently proceedingwith creating an Apple and

Pear Authority which will determine the price the Marketing Board shall

pay producers for apples and pears. One provision to be written into

the operation is that the change in price from one scason to the next

shall not exceed 5 per cent. (Once the Authority has declared its

price, the Board will then have to administer it in terms of prices for

varieties, counts, qualities, months and so on.)

The idea of stability in horticultural markets is slowly gaining

ground in practice, and there is greater promise of more constructive

action following international negotiations than at any time previously.

English producers will not be conspicuous if they negotiate to protect

their own market.

Propositions ~ Part IV

1. There is no half-way house in producers!’ co-operative

marketings it has to be a total effort to succced,

2. English apple-growers will be able to cope with the

Common Market without further government help.

3, Producers! organisations are not yet strong cnough to

roplace governments as agents of import regulation.

4, English producers face the prospect of a diminishing

sharo of an increased consumption of desscrt apples.
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summary and Review

The preceding text can be condensed into a number of separate lines

of thought, some more applicable to horticulture generally than to

dessert apples. On the negative side, of course, it avoids the contempo-

rary controversy about the comparative efficiencyor attributes of

different systems of distribution. It looks no further than producers’
 

interests and assumes that if producers can gain markct power thoy will

be better off financially. It also assumes that produccrs in horticulture

do have a general condition of economic weakness, and that a transference

of notions from industrial marketing would be to their benofit. It does

not, however, make the common assumption that horticulture (with agri-

culture) will grow more business-like but will not otherwise alter. In

growing more business-like commorcial horticulture must surely adopt

more of the attitudes and conventions of business. In this context

producers are given their proper place — in the forefront of the marketing

picture. Following busincss precepts, then, producers will be aiming to

diminish competition, particularly price competition. It is still

possible to operate at a minimumcost, although the price may not be the

lowest that producers would accept. In this way efficioncy in marketing

Will be retained,

Hitherto, it is bolieved, English consumers have been tolerant of

British growers — they have given a gocd measure of satisfaction with the

quantity, quality and variety of what they have produced. But the whole

environmenthas changed in the last three years, and more than ever

before English growers should be concerned with demand. To "grow what

the consumer wants" and interpret this through prices is inadequate as

a marketing philosophy, because it gives no guide to what consumers

want to buy but cannot buy because it is not available.

Demand is essentially composite, and no one retailer can claim to
SeAES

be satisfying more than a fraction of it. Also, no retailer is likely

to try to increase his range of service: it is the producers! task to

appreciate and anticipate demand. Then, conceivably, wants can be more

closely identified and met: grading may be less in vogue than production

specially for one segment of total demand. On the evidence presented,

demand is not at its strongest when the English crop is being marketed -

bearing in mind that the period includes Christmas and the flush of

autumn apples. By some accounts, too, children begin as apple caters

but lose the habit as they grow older. If this is so, many families

must cat relatively fewer apples as their annual income increases.

Also, it suggests that young people and teenagers could be higher con-

sumers than they actually are if the product were right and marketing

effective.
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Growers, in their turn, have fortuitously bcen freo of burdensome

surpluses of dessert apples. But the fact that there has been such

little wastc since 1945 points to the fact that maximum consumption of

apples has never been tested ~ maximum revenue probably has. It would

not be surprising if the competition between retailing firms and bet—

ween different types of retailers did not have the effect of stimulating

consumption. Consumption (i.e. the retailers! turnover) is what Sales

Managers Will want to sce going up. To put pressure on growers to

‘deliver the goods' is one obvious first step. If growers! present

prices are symptomatic of less—than—meximum consumption, maximum con—

Sumption will only be achicved at lower average real prices: what hes

here been called revenuc floxibility will be lowered and growers!

profits will suffer most of all. (Slow growth in demand, based upon a
rising scale of quality to match tho increaso in personal incomes is,

of course, to be welcomed and expected),

it is also postulated that a psychological attachment to fruit -

rather more than to vegetables — on the part of the older people will

sustain an increased demand in the short term. For a lot of people,

apples have been scarce or expensive for most of their working lifc.

Consumers' hands tend to be raised in horror if the fruit in an orchard is

scen to be unpicked. The same consumers do not know how many fresh cgegs

are taken for processing, or how much bread is wasted --but would be less

concerned if thoy did, because by and large they can have all the eges

and bread they want. Producers, too, seem to be affocted psychologically

in the samc way; they feel the urge to give consumers the opportunity to

buy all the fruit they produce. Both those attitudes stem from the

time when fruit was folt to be scarce, Attitudes will change — as

indeed it is boing said they are changing in France in 1968 ~ and

producers can be instrumental in helping them to change.

The production of dessert apples in any year in the near future will
be only roughly in accord with the domand for it. Producers, individually,

decided upon this year's bearing acreage of dessert apple trees at loast

ten years ago. Thoy seem to have been about right in their decisions,
but even so annual output is only occasionally in harmony with demand.

The wholesale market has had the function of equating supply and demands
market prices successfully ration a short crop, with somo advantages to

producers; but in a condition of chronic over—production they will need

supportingby action on the farm. Whon Nature decrees a big apple crop,

she doos not simultancously provide consumers with more moncy.

Vosmologists have a "steady state" thoory of the evolution of the
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universe, Fruit growers could have a similar concept of their marketing

activities. Costs are very similar for all sizes of crop. Rovenue

could be stoadicd by controllingthe outflow of apples from the source.

To be effective, however, this control would have to be carricd out

according to some formule. Possibly, as an administrative devico until

more is known of the structure of demand, more grades are dcsirable for

control purposes than for fostering sale on description.

Comment has been largely upon action in supply management because

the other marketing artifices scem inapplicable to dessert apples.

Apples appeal to mature consumers as a fresh, natural product. They are

not a sophisticated product and not amenable to development in the samo way

as a manufactured product. For this reason there is less scope for

tying-—in advertising with schemes of product promotion, designed to

fortify demands although more publicity would be all to the good.

So long as producers are subject to competitive market procedures

they will suffer the effects of market structure. “Ana even if producers

abandon the practice of consignment on commission to markets they are

likely to be at a disadvantage (by proxy) when bargaining with buyers,

unless they are properly organised for the occasion. in this context the

past notion of formal co-operative societics for grading and packing

seoms unduly elaborate and costly. A bargaining association needs no

premises of its own, could have a following among both individualists

and associalists, and could give producers the same economic strength

as comprehensive co-operation. Acceptance by producers of the notion

of a "steady state" market and a supply calculatedto yicld maximum

revenue could obviate the threatened intervention and pricc—support

programmes which are building up, together with the cost of administering

them.

The concept of markct power given in this text was power +0

influence consumers in producers! intcrests. This was the prerogative

of firms and has no parallel in fruit growing or in the horticultural

industry at present. A second concept of market offectiveness was

allied to strength in bargaining. This is secondary to market power

proper because it inculcates a reactionary frame of mind in the

weaker party and tends to set up antagonisms within an industry, which

docs not help its image. Horticultural producers have comparatively

little market power and are generally in a weak bargaining position with

their perishable produce. How, then, canthey better themselves through

their marketing?
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Fundamentally, they have to copy the large industrial firms as far

as possible in focusing upon consumers and meeting their wants to a

practicable degree. Growers cannot hope to emulate manufacturers! sclf-

interostcd manipulation of consumers, by various blends of cost and

content of the unit of purchase, but they have some capability of

realising maximum revenue, if, as an cxercise in market discipline, they

will first produce enough and then 'ration'! consumers. Because sur-—

pluscs have not been a continual threat, this power has not been
developed by producers individually, and, because thousands of

individuals are involved, and no single course of action is best for all
of them, it has not yet been tricd out on a product basis, much less |

over the entire range of crops. |

At a certain stage of producers! market weakness, governments have

frequently intervened to strengthen the producers! position. Statutory

power is the ultimate vehicle for produccrs! power in the market, but in

the nature of its bestowal, producers are not given a free hand. In tho

past, producers! solidarity gained by this means has been forged ina

period of financial depression. Nevertheless, as a rule, governments

have beon timid in extending to producers the power to contribute to

'fair' pricing of thoir produce. The more producers know markets the

further they should be along the road towards solving their problems by

their own cfforts,.

Finally, in their pursuit of consumers through all the changes in

marketing that lie in the decades ahead, producers should be aware of

their three big built-in advantages - first, that their produce has

innate varicty; secondly, that consumers are attracted towards the
source of produce because in that way they can have it freshers thirdly,

that activity at the farn, such as pre-packing, givos the producer a

link with the consumer. If produce is not standardised, consumers
can be offered a choice, and this is what they like. At present,

Standardised produce is being offered in association with direct supply

and quick delivery to the shop. One "consumer unit" of produce has to
be indistinguishable from another SO that no unit shall be discarded

when on display. It is an open question whethera good retail shop

managor, or a producers! group, buying space in a supermarket cculd not

now produce bettcr results for both consumers and producers, given the
same efficiency in transportation.

Movement towards the consumer is one tendency or principle that

will tond to undermine still further tho already eroded central placc
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of wholesale markcts in the produce distribution system. Theo more

activity that takes place at the farm, or under the producers! control,

the stronger is the producers! position in marketing. In order to

profit from their place at the fountainhead of distribution, it is

iterated that producers necd to understand that their market is not unified

and to grow, blend and innovate their preduct accordingly. This is not a

job that one retailer or one wholesale group of firms can do to the

producers! satisfaction. From a knowledge of the composition of domand

producers can move on to fortifying the imperfections between types of

domand and begin like other producers, to scll a fairly steady quantity

at a relatively fixed pricc instead of a variable quantity at a

fluctuating price. It seems also to be implied in the movement towards

a more business-like organisation of horticultural production that there

be association of onterprises producing different products, but market-

ing through the same agency. Produccrs' influence will need to spread

across products as well as within products — that is, firms will need

to grow by diversification.
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Addenda

The Outline Theory of the Generic Products

a opecial Case in Marketing

Much purely economic analysis fails to present reality and thus

loses meaning for most students of horticulture who have a working

knowledge of the prices of horticultural products. In particular, con-

ventional theory contributes little to the formulation of principles

applicable to the marketing of a renge of horticultural products that are

characterised by Simultancous, joint production of similar products of

differing valuc. For instance, do what he will, the fruit-grower neces-—

Sarily produces some apples greener than the rest, and these are there-

fore (normally) less valuable than the others, and also some apples

smaller than the rest, and these, too, are normally less valuable. It

is not unusual for some apples a grower produccs to be worth ls. a 1b.

at the farm, and others only 3d. a 1b.

The economic phenomenon in this contcxt is manifested as differconces

in quality within the supply. Domand theory is notably lacking in its

treatment of 'quality' in a product as affocting demand and price per

unit. The type of product that naturally occurs in a variable state of

quality (value) has here beon called a eonoric product, and some con—

sequential developments after distinguishing this type of product from the

mass-produced type of article are now outlined.

Demand curve for a generic product.
 

(a) Quality variations. The market demand curve is not well-reprosented by a

line, straight cr curved, declining from left to right between the two

co-ordinates of price and volume. It is truc that to market the entire

crop,as grown,in increasing quantitics will tend to make avorage price

per unit fall. It is also true that the domand curve facing most producers

- in a developed market, that is - is strongly conditioned to quality.

There ere arguments, therofore, for presenting the domand curve in both

short and long terms for, say, apples as in Figure A. Hore there is

assumed to be an infinite number of specics cf produce, or a continuous

gradation of quality of produce. The physical quantity of best and worst

qualities domanded is low. There is greatest demand in the middle of the

renge, and probably a peak demend for produce having, say 75-80 per cent

 

* gonoric = containing a numbor of closely-—rolatcd species
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of the attributes cf the best quality.

Figure A.
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(bd) seasonal variations. The same type of demand curve can be used to
 

describe changes in demand expericneced from month to month during the

markcting season of a product —- English tomatoes for oxaiple. It is thought

that consumers! desire for tomatoes and the average level of quality in

the supply of tomatoes intcract to produce radical changes in price level

over a scason's marketing. (Sec Figure B). Again, it is to be expectod

that physical demand will not be at its highest when prices are at their

lowest ~ the yearning for tomatocs has been assuaged previcusly, when

prices were higher.

Figure B,
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Production Planning

If the postulated 'quality' demand curve be adopted, it will be seen

that production planning has to heed not only output, but quality and

timeliness as well. Moreover, within a generic product there is relative

pricing of the species or qualities. «A policy of, for the tomato grower,

marketing as much of his crop as he can at the time of greatest physical

demand, and, for the apple grower, of marketing most of his crop in the

most—desired quality, must be supplemented by a policy for other months

or other gualities, as the case may be. ‘To meet the demand over one

part of the curve may lead to over-—production at other times or of other

qualities. That is, fundamentally the individual producer is not con-

cerned with absolute levels of price — his policy should be to blend

prices so that he maximiscs his revenue.

supply curve of a generic product
 

a, individual suvply curve. The fact that, in the short term, the output
 

of a generic product can potentially vary in quality as well as in volume

affects the individual producer in two ways. He may elect to market a

homogeneous product and discount the quality-—consciousness of consumers.

If he does this, he has only the volume-effect of his marketing to take

into account — and obviously this policy will be far more successful

if the homogenised quality is high than if it is low. Most apple growers,

however, grow such a proportion of less-valuable produce that it is worth

their while to improve, say, sofar out of the crop by removing

80 per cont of the crop. In this case, the supply curve slopes down-

ward from Lert to right between the axes for the reason that g ual ity is

declining, not simply because supply is increasing. Presented diagrama—

tically (see Figure C) the short-term supply curve of the individual

producer of a generic product is considerably variable between limits of

(a) a 'homogenised' curve sensitive only to volume effects and (b) a

‘quality' curve sensitive both to volume and quality. The grower of a

high-quality crop may or may not benefit from creating quality distinc

tions in his output (e.g. by grading) ~—- it will depend upon the relative

prices for the different qualitics and also upon the absolute level of

prices. But he certainly has a kind cf choice in his marketing of the

crop that a manufacturer of uniform articles does not have, In Figure ©

it is shown how average quality of crop is likely to affect a producer's

revenue. The two 'H' curvos reprosent a homogeneous (Hh) and a graded

(He) treatment of a high-quality crop, and the two 'L' curves the two

treatments for a low-quality crop. In the abstract , a producer's

* Notes This is basic theory: it is not concorncd with the practical

asene that, for whatevor reason, the producer may be required to
iarketu in evades.
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marketing problem is to position his own supply curve so that the area

under the curve (i.c. the product of price x quantity is a maximum)

be. Market supply curve. A brief study of the market supply curve for a
 

generic product helps to explain why a poor quality crop cannot be as

profitably adjusted to demand as a good—quality crop. In Figure D the

generic demand curve is shown alongside four dispositions of the market

supply curves these ares

a. Shh -— a high-quality, homogeneous supply

De she - 2 high-quality, graded supply

c. Slh -— a low-quality, homogeneous supply

d. Slg -—- a low-quality, graded supply.

In the context of Figure D, the effects of grading ga generic product

aro shown up in a rather different light. It will be quite fortuitous if

arbitrary divisions of a product into species cnable supply to be adjusted

optimally in the short term to the derived domand curve, which itself is
 

subject to change induced by the composition of supply (i.e. the high

cross-elasticity between species). Exposition of the situation is much
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Figure Ds Market Supply Curves of a Goneric Product
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complicated by the consumer not buying by grade description. So long as

there is this loophole, one consumer's 'top' quality may well be higher,

or lower, than another's. Should prices for 'top quality' be approximately

uniform, but ‘top quality’ itself not uniform, it is likely that the

market demand curve is less cxtended in the vertical direction than that

shown in Figure D. It may, in fact, be more the shape of a question mark.

In the long tern, however, a market in which demand is, by usage,

expressed in terms of grades (species) must have a considerable effect

upon producers, because their obvious counter—strategy to the imposition

of grades is to 'grow for the grades! rather than just to produce a crop.

it is hoped that average quality of crop will usually move up in the

process.

Application to Grading

The custom of classifying the species of a generic product into

‘grades! or quality makes 'generic' synonymous with a quality product |

or a graded product. One effect of grading upon market prices of, say,

dessert apples as a generic product will be to reduce a large number of
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possible qualitics end prices to a small number. A 'price for the grade!

philosophy in pricing must emerge, otherwise grading is not having an

effect.

Beering in mind that producers tend to be price-takers, and that

producers are prone to supply up to the physical limit of demand, it seems

most reasonable that a ruling price for a grade will be a minimum price.

It will be quite fortuitous if the grade specifications have the effect

of concentrating the previously dispersed quality—demands into a middle—

value position in each range, And it will be quite remarkable if a price,

when established initially, remains at that level in the long term. It

must surely be more likely that the price will be a minimum price for the

quality, as postulated in

Figure He Postulated Market Demand Curve for Figure HE. In fact, it is
a Goneric Product Sold to Specifi- quite likely that individual

cation.
producers, making individual

marketing decisions, will

be over—supplying quality

at the ruling price.
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wee eee . | Once producers re-

good | act, of course, and supply

grades |! i a minimum quality for the

grade, some of the

accustomed qualities will
|

low | no longer be obtainable,
grade

and there will be demands

eee ee for more, or differcnt

grade specifications. A

grading system may well have

to be flexible in the long 
 : term, therefore, whether or

quantity |
not there is flexibility

in the short term.

strength of Demand

It has beon previously noted that, in the case of a pure generic

product and in the case of a product with pronounced seasonal changes

both in demand and supply, physical demand is not a function of price,

and, in fact, physical demand may be higher at a higher price than a

lower price, From the producers! point of view, it seems appropriate

to recognise a state of strength of demand to cxplain this phenomenon,
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The conventional demand curve is inadequate to represent a situation in

which, by supplying a greater output (of higher quality) a producer can

raise his price. Given the recognition of varying strengths of demand,

the producer's aim should be to supply all he can at the time, or for

the quality for which demand is strongest, and the measure of the

strength of demand in a period or for a quality is the amount of money -

consumers will pay for the part of the supply concerned.

We are thus led again to the concept of revenuc taking precedence —

over price in the marketing of a generic product. Producers may maximise

their revenuc by avoiding both the highest-—price situation and the

lowest-price situation —- if by so doing they can at all compress trading

into the situation where demand is strongest.

 

Revenue Elasticity: a Worked Example

If there is potential manipulation of the two factors of quality and

timing in the supply of a product, revenue clasticity again becomes a

relevant concept, and, with the proviso that marginal costs may qualify

the argument, revenue maximisation becomes a national aim in production.

Substance for thinking in terms of intra-scasonal elasticity of

demand and of applying the revenue test for gencric products can be

derived from a medium—term condition in the U.S. crange market. In this

example, firm cstimates of market supplics and of equilibriating prices

are used. They have been taken from an issue of The Fruit Situation,

an ‘Outlook! periodical of the U.S. Department of Agriculture. This

example makes use of quoted prices for fresh oranges in the New York

wholesale markets during the five months, January to lay, of the years

1962 to 1966. This period was chosen for two reasons: first, as

regards time of year, Florida oranges mect significant competition from

Californian oranges on the New York markets; secondly, as regards period

in time, @ pronounced cyclical change in the market situation took place.

The year 1962 was normals. in 1963 Florida oranges were scarce. The

TWO following years were years. of re-settlement and recovery respectively,

end by 1965 available supplies of oranges exceeded those of 1962.

The supply/price situation utilised is set out in Table 14. Although

not reported here, a conventional time-series analysis has little to

contribute to an understanding of the situation. Supplies and the |

related prices for each year could not be meaningfully put on the normal

type of market demand schedule, because of the play upon the average |

Sscasonal price of, first, overall quality of crops, and, second, intra-

scasonal variation in strength of demand.
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Table 14 Monthly Supplies and Wholesale Prices of Florida oranges,
 

1962-66

Car~lots of Flor. Average Market

oranges moving wholesale price situ- Total
into consumption, per box

(1) (2) (3) (4)

ation car—lots

1962 .
Jans 1047 2.83 1832
Bebs 1360 2.78 1660
Mars 1769 2012 normal 1824
Apr: 825 2.42 | 1467
Mays 772 2.35 1558

1963
Jans 426 3.78 1416

Feb: 383 3.81 1039
Mars AQT 3292 scarcity 1051

Apr 3 259 A. 48 860

May: 151 4.76 1019

1964
ve

Jans 700 4,48 1833
Febs AT9 3.71 1922
Mars 466 3.81 re-settle- 1723.
Apr: 193 3.76 ment 1612

Mays 358 3.97 1507

1965 . '

Jans 955 3.43 1946
Febs 832 3.10 2080

Mars 721 2.64 recovery | 2211
Apres 642 2.70 2025
Mays 484 2.89 1677

1966
Jans 1058 2.51 2268
Feb: 792 3.55 2333
Mars | 689 2.67 progress 2264
Apr: | 659 3.04 2089
Mays 417 3.37 1920 ©

Intra-seasonal malysis helped to clarify the demand situation, Time~

series demand curves were prepared for each of the five months, and here

differing price clasticities of demand were adumbrated. See Figure F,

Figure F purports to show that price elasticity of demandis higher in

January and February than from March onwards. For the keen market

analyst, then, marketing Florida oranges is largely a problem in equat—

ing the marginal point elasticities on the monthly demand curves. In a

context of marketing practice, the calendar month may be an arbitrary

unit. More profound variations in demand may be revealed, on closer

analysis, by testing for mid-month to mid-month clasticities, and for

weather regimes,
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Figure F Monthly Demand Schedules for Fresh Florida Oranges

, (at wholesale) 1962-65
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It is not suggested that revenue flexibility can be a day-to-day

vital instrument in good marketing decision-making, Obviously, it has

no place in an atomistically compotitive market structure: it may be

that a moncpolist or oligopolist could calculate the revenue flexibility

of one day's deliveries, to soc whether the co-efficicnt was positive and

what its magnitude was. The average price received would be incidental

to assessing whether the market wes supplied to the extent that maximum

revenue for the day (or poriod) was being carned,

There is, of course, no way of telling at the time that the

flexibilities recorded on a giva day were the best in the circumstances,

but the focus on money (revenuc ) instead of on the crop may be instruct—

ive (this would need testing in practice): and the method could certainly

be used to check up on a scason's operations and gain ereator knowledge

of the market.

The relationship between consumption and market revenue in the example

is shown in Table 2A on page 152.
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Table 24° Index of computed January—May Supplies of Florida Oranges

on New York Wholesale Markets and of Buyers! Expenditure*

Index of Buyers!

 
 

Index of Consumption expenditure

Jans 100 164 224 246 248 100 191 196 187 157

Feb: 100 125 207 217 355 100 119 183 170 264

Mare 100 114 169 177 435 100 11 4112 116 = 212

Aprs 100 190 248 254 318 100 156 144 164 175

May: 100 237 4276 320 = 511 100 194 186 187 257

* there are numerous objections to this tabulation fcr use in practice:

it is used in the above form for demonstration only.

Then, applying the revenuc flexibility notion to the data above, and

correcting average prices fcr changes in the valuc of money, the monthly

revenue flexibilities are as follcwss

Table 3A Revenue Flexibilities of Fresh Florida Oranges January to

May cach year, for the years 1962 to 1966

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Jan: 1.42 0,08 (~) 0,50 (~) 16.0

Feb: 0.76 2.33 (~) 1.40 0.87

Mar: 0.79 0.02 0.80 0.56

Apres 0.62 (-) 2.67 5.80 0.28
Mays  « -0.69—Ss«(4++dsO04W25 (~) 0.06 0.62

What is there to learm from Table 3A?

The flexibility co-efficients shown are the increase in revenue

(at constant value of money) expressed as.a proportion of the increase in

purchases, In column (1), co-efficient values are high, because purchases

are moving up from their lowest level for the month in question to their

next-to-lowest level. Values in column (4) are realiscd in moving from

a high level to the highest level cf purchases for the month: co-efficients

are still mainly positive, but generally below those in colum 1. ‘The

values in columns (2) and (3) indicate how disturbed market relations could

be as a result of disturbancesin production, (e.g. February's results),

and also how the incentive to sell fruit which it is porhaps thought may

not keep well possibly depresses the level of revenue below the maximum

obtainable (e.g. April, cols 23 Jenuary, cols 4).

Thus, in a situation where supplies for marketing in a period of

five months are increasing annually, and where both physical up—take of
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the product.and buyers’! expenditure are highest in January and fall

progressively to May, with indications that price elasticity of demand

is highest in January and February, we find a higher average revenue

flexibilityat the lower prices at the time margin of 1966. Two

deductions follow from Table 3A. First, that.too many oranges are

marketed in January3 secondly, that March — the mid-season month, has

the most consistent performance,

A similar analysis was carried out using total estimated supplies on

the New York wholesale markets instcad of the Florida component. For

Some reason, the flexibility co-efficicnts obtained were much more

variable. See Table 4A,

Table 4A. Revenue Flexibility of Fresh Orangos in the Wholesale
Markots, January to May, 1962~1966

(1), (2) (3) (4)
Janz = (0,03 + 69.0" ~ 3.66 ~ 1.31
Fobs 0.82 1.34 ~ 1,00 2,30
Mars 0.37 1,12 - 0,81 - 7.15

Aprs = 1.13 6.70 0.19 11,00
Mays 0.48 ~ 16.33 8,12 - 0.64

Bearing in mind that a positive valuo excecding unity means that

revenue was increascd proportionally to the increase in volume of oranges;

a value of unity implies that the increase was absorbed at the same price,

and a fractional but positive value means that producers! revenue increased,

but not in proportion to volume, any positive value will imply that

producers! market revenue was increased by the higher volume. A negative

value, however, implics that producers! market revenuc was lower than, by

assumption, it would have been if less produce had been on offer. Half

of the values in Table 4A have ea negative sign. Do we conclude that it

is vory casy, in a duopoly like the Californie/Florida sct-—up in fresh

oranges, to have the wholesale markets over-supplied?

 

one of the present limitations of the method is that the magnitude of
the co-efficient, if positive and greater than unity, has little
meaning. Also, the method is unserviccable if the long term trond in
supply is not upward,
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It is not claimed for the ‘revenue flexibility!’ concept that it can

justifiably replace price elasticity over a range of marxot analyses.

its utility is probably limited to the type of case in which it has been

employed, i.e¢. where a fixed—volume stock ofa variable-quelity product

has to be marketed and there is pressure to clear as much as is physically

possible and physical supply is tending to outrun physical demand.
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A Note on Price Analysis

 

‘Quality! distinctions in price have been noted at the wholesale

stage of markcting. They may or may not be carricd through to the

retail stage. Percontage mark-up and notions of ‘efficiency’ in dis-

tribution have less significance when distributors have the opportunity

of 'buy cheap end sell dear'. The text-book approach to retailing is no

- more adequate for generic products than is demand theory. Yet the

clements in a retail price are well-~recognised -— a buying price, affectod

by (a) the ageregate demand for the product bought and (b) the particular

demand/supply Situation for the quality bought: and a mark-up, which in

turn is compounded of (a) a cost of procurement and (b) a 'convenience!

or 'attraction-for—consumors! clement. Within limits, size of business

can be ignored: a higher turnover means a higher profit.

An awareness of, and rudimentary capacity to measure these elements

in retail prices of horticultural produce would add reality and

sophistication to comparative price analysis. It is postulated that

this type of 'generic' analysis could be carricd out in a three—plane

diagram, as under (Figure G),
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In Figure G it is shown how two samples of the same products could

have the same basic price at wholesale but different prices at retail

for the sole reason that the samples were of diffcrent quality -— sample

&@. being superior to sample b.
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